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Dear Teacher: E

. t,
I. hope you will fiffeLaw-Focused Education - Iowa t
pfactcal resource' guide for use in high school so
courses.

.

.

Here in Iowa we,,believe law-focused' education id'
for helpirig develop a student. to funCtion effe&ti
sponsbile decisieml-maker and conce6ed citizen.
not only-need to understand how_todeal with con
ful and orderly manner, but also how to. cope wit
j,11,"persdal law"- situations as. related 'to the f
lolace, the court of law, aid -world of work'.

t
.' .

.'"

'Law-Focused Education- -Iowa is a,resourCebodkl
ssist, your students-in learning more about the

o -our.state'sjudicial syjstem. You should fin
a proach employed/in-"Law and Society" to be. o
to your students as a mot vational, way'af lear
.civil law in Iowa... -

.,,

Also-Inclucled in the resource guide is a set,
competencies" for primal; interMedi,,atec juni
students.'- Kindergarten,,t rough grade twelve
this Section df particUl'r help when ,develop
ricullim across grade lin s.r , I - .

'I hope ydu will discover Law-rocused,Educat
valuable assistance toy

e

Sedt.regards.
.
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NOTE: The language of statutes and court cases often refers only to the masculine gender.
gecilise such statutes and cases constitute official LAW, no eilitarial privilege can be taken with

i : tfie. language. Statutes and cases ill LAWS & $OCIETY appear at each chapter under the section
entitled LAW. \ . .

However,.wherever the "he" is used in the statutes it includes the word "she."
, .

(Section 4.1, sub section 3, lowa-Code-,--1915).
.
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To the Teacher:

.

INTRODUCTION'

While the importance of law has always been rdcdgnized by. social studieseducators,
instruction in the law has too often been limited to either constitutional law akthe
basis for dur governmental structure or criminal law. Yet, most of our students will
encounter civil -Idw -much mare frequently than the other two. To assist, social
studies educators, Law and Society llas been prepared to introduce students to a few
basic aieas of civil law.

In its pi-esent form taw and Society is a re-written and updated version of an earlier
set of materials's:3f the same title which were prepared by the staff of the Drake' Law
School under the editorship of Professor Kamilla M. Mazanec. The purpose of Law
and SC,cietyis three,k1d: ' f d

.
ee

1. To introduce students to key concepts of civil law., ...,
° u

2. To acquaint students with the judicial proceis in civil cases.
. .. .. ., ,

,3. To provide students,with- an opportunity to examine and discuss practical ,:
0 , implications of civil law: ...

;' Wa

a Law and Society is not a textbook, but ratheris intended to be used as supplemental
material by social studies educators. The manner in which the material is used is left

.--:-........ to professional_ judgment. Onetmdthod may be to have students took at the table of
contents, choose a topic of interest, examine t e appropriate,section, and do outside
reading and st5ljfirig . # 4:* .

'Clifi Swartz-
..

3
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.. ORGANIZATION

-.4

Law and ,Society consists of eight chapters. The first two chapters are introductory
tp the remailAing chapters. Chapter One examines the diftrences bet/Veen criminal .

and civil law, and explains three basic concepts of civil fiw: torts, contracts; and
COnstitutionar:rights. Chapter: Two provides the procedural context Within which
civil, disputes are adjudicated. The structure/of ,Chapters. Three through fight has
been designed to,allow.sttrderits to analyze problem situations of present taw. Each -
chapter is p?eceded by a series of 'objectives- which foCuses of he key topics anal.,
establishes student goals for the chapter. At the -end of 'each thaptdr some-.OPeii,
discussion questionS'are provided for .further examination of the key topics. Each
chapter, -cohsists Of a number of probrerps. Each problem is organized irt-the-folloW-
ing manner:

.

a

-Facts: TroVidei the basic facts of a potential'ciVil dispute.
.

Law: . COnteins reference to 'the basic conceptior.law involved.
, . ;../ ,. . . '' ---' .:`-,---`--- , , k

.
Decision: 'Elov)des..the student with-the oppOrtiirrity Of .applying the law to

, ,.., the facts and draWirq,e legal conClusiOn: In different forMs this
problem

. ,.., ..,.,....- -part of the problem forces the student, ihdividually or as a partof, . .. .

, a grobp, lo deVelopo lihe Of'rasonin sitilartcr:that-which.woUld
be required of lawyers andyudges. . . . . .

. . ..
'' csi'netimes a "ve,rjati§n of the proble " is presented-in the cf_apOr,-.44light`change

in the facts may lead to another reasoning. Theseiyariations -add-additional
'facts*fatts anti, as appropriate, additional .lawe: The student is, theb asked to-inalyzeihe.;

- case-in ight of these additional elehnerits'.. i -,
. , %.,

, .

C.S. -

, r -v ;7,
,r
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CIVIL LAW
.

At the end of
.

chapter you should be able to:

17-Explairrthe-distinctio-n7betwee-n-clvitlaWa-ndniharlaw:-

/ Define the I

a.' Tort.

low417g terms:

.

b. Contract.
- , - , .

3. ,List and -explain the.three elements required for a negligent act.

... _ r
s. .

4: List and explain the five elements required fora contrar.
.

, . ,
,

5. Find a newspaper report of a suit or a trial for both negligence and a contract
, problem,. Analyze e a ticte, to the extent possible, according to the neces- '

sary elements. . --

Jim and John walk Into a liquor store, draw guns,
and demand the money in the cash register.

'Mr. Johnson did not fill out and return any federal
InCome tax forms for the lastihreeyeats.

_

The police raided a party at the William's and found
a large quantify of marijuana. e

*

The individuals involved in each,of the above 'situations
have,:b4heir-actions, violated a 'law whictousseciety
considers necessary for an orderly life of its citjzens.

.
M

by
If these individuals are convicted they will be punished

societttpunished by the same system Which estab-
fished their actions.as

Law in?the United States; however, has Other'purpbses
1146 merely outlir)ing illegal acts and the type of

punishment, for these Consider the following
situations

. .

chtiek cutting down a large elm, tree in hls yard, '
misjudged the way : tree would fall * d onlande. the 1,VOu l

_ . ,,--
his nelghbes go*? '_ond caused .considerable

a(71-0,-CY '- 1 'Y.', k.
-,-; -. -

Mary walked across the street at4e_intersection and
was struck ,by a speeding motorisif7Plury''..sufferel -
severe physical injuries and was In t e hospital for .

--weeks.

Jean has a-contratt-with guildings,Incorpoiateckto
,,,keep the land surrounding, a series of apartment .

(houses landscaped and mowed. The Owner of
Buildings; -Incorporated fires Jean and hires daothli

,Perso,to do.the job..-
-

Inthis,secondsetof,sitUitioniihe may-alsor,e-
find themselves irivolved In?por legal, s stem, but not-
necessarily because of a crimi9a1 act,t,C uck:s.neighbor
may haul Chirck into court and suef6r the. damage to
the ,garage. Mary; -.could take legal :act on against the
driver of the wspeeding,,, :to forte'thaf-Person /6 _pay.
for ,reedi4al and, other- costscaused_ by :the accident .

Jean could .aairO_ in, a court of law that _Buildings,
Incorporated violated- a contract and, therefore, owes
her some, money. These disputes are .privatginvolv!ng
citizens who haVe-prbblenis' -with each other, -,bUt ,,h9t2:,.
directly with society or the:public in. general. Society.
steps_ into,private disputes only as aludgeptO make
certain that citizens settle their problems in an orderly
ati,d, air manner.,

1'



CIVIL AND CRIMINAL-LAW

LAW AND SOCIETY

The law of the Unitedtatesrecogniies the differences
in the two types of disputes (between a citizen and
society on the one hand; between two citizens on the
other) by providing for two separate systems:

CRIMINAL LAW dealt with public offAses, regu-
lating and judging these actions which society either
p&hibits or requires for its own order and welfare. ,
(Society Versus Citizens) The necessiti, for criminal
law is obvious. Fbr an orderly, safe society, certain
things must be made illegal and prohibited, and.pro-
visions for punishment are necessary to discourage

'citizens from participating in these acts.
.:

CIVIL LAW is the method of settling 'disputes
which arise between individuals, including busines-
ses and corporations. (Citizen versus Citizen) Ci'$1
law regulates our behavior'more than criminal law.
It regblates buying and selling of property and

goods, our actions in the presence of others,how we
drive a car, our marriages, our relationship's with
those in authority. , .4*

. .

The necessity and importa-nce of civil law can be Under-'

. stood by examining the possible outcomes of Chuck's'
tree cutting .epiiode. Suppose Chuck's neighbor asks'
Chuck to pay for the damage toth garage and Chuck
refuses. What could his neighbor d . Damage Chuck's
garage? Steal something? Beat Ch ck up? The neighbor
could do these things (called "self-help "), but society

settle private diiPutes. In* OChuctes neighbor can .
would not be very orderly, was the only way to

seek a resolution` of the dis-ptite in a court of lad!.
..,:., .

. _ ...: '; 4 -
-,,, = 4" The -afeta- of civil; law is broadifid is *the subjecrof-

_

.. numerous courses in law school. However, the purpose
of thii material is not to train you as a lawyer, biit
rather to introduce 'you to certain major legal con-
cepts: torts, coptracts, and personal rights.

torts
-7- - -7--.1 ' r _,-1-.-: ";'-±-1 ' . ----------.-1- -:,---- ------;--, ,,,

.

-,--a-
A TORT. is cis-Pally defihed as a-Private wrong orlinjur 1

committed by ime,perso-rvagailislancither:Torlawis
based 'on..the arumption that in a complex society, II

of -*us- have 4:04sonble. explanations that *other(peOple .'
will act with A certain ,standard of care. A pedestrian
't an4ssume thatwalking on a sidewalk will elimmateithe

.... ' ,\' possibility iof being hit be a car.,C,huck's, neigh boricall
assume that Chuck wilt not- fahis tree, on the neigh--
ber's garage. -If the, actions of one person result 'in
injury to another, it cid,is, the purpose of the law teter-.,i-

mine .whether.4-,,tort has beenc'ornmittgd4,0'f such is'
the case, to 'require the one -.who ; the tort

.!,(Calleda: "tort-feasorlio-.Pay' damages to, `e ether.
person for any losses, inconvenience, and pain caused
by..the,failute to use proper cafe,'

..When a tore has been committed, the basic issue of lawnteis the of liability;'that is, who is resPonsible
for the jury? A person can be liable for damas or
injuries t aribther person in one or two.ways: ;nun:
tionally o through negligence. Suppose Chuck, in a fit
of anger a his neighbor, deliberately cut the tree so
that it w uld fall, on the neighbor's garage. Chuck
would have committed an intentional tort. He would
have acted i "tentiohallyin a manner which resulted in
the invasion f another person's right to be reasonably
free from inj py, On the other- hand, the misguided

judgment on C tick's part; if so, Chuck could not be
falling tree have been the result of a mistake of

accused of an intentional tort, but stilt could be liable
because of his negligence, that is, his failure to ace as

.a reasonable persci would have acted in this situation.

The law presuines that a person intends the natural and
probable consequences of any action. Intentional torts
relate to the consequences which a person desired to
accpmplish. Unintentional torts relate to those results
which are natural and probable, but not necessarily
anticipated er desired. 'For example, if Jack is showing
his new rifle to a friend ,and, in shooting the rifle at a
fence post, a bullet ricochets. and hits Betty, who is
around the copier, has jack committed a tart? An
intentibnal or unintentional tort? _

^ASO,

. ,

For a person to be judged guilty of a tort due to negli-
gence three elements.must be present

...

A duty or standard of,ccnduct -owed to the victim.

A_breach of that duty (failure to observe this
standard of 'conduct). /
A, causal connection between the injury and the,
failure to observe thii" standard Of conduct.

A judge instructing a jury in a torts case might make
the following comments about these three require-

?
ments: - . . -,-,

,-.0 o
Standard of Conduct:- What was the accused per-

r . ion's(s) (defendant's) duty
or is-A.440421 condUct in. .

I

Breach Of Duty:

Cause:

do.

.fir` tease? ;;464a d ..ofk
canductis defined, a "the.
ordi4ry care which 1a rea-
sonably.prudent person
would exercise unc(er- the '
circumstances. "

'I

Dia the persOn in question
(the defendant): violate. the
victim's right to be free

' from injury by failing tot'
;exercise ordinary care?

Was . this h.ilOre., to eXer-
ordinary* care:th,e pro*

imale
the



CIVIL LAW

s

Simply speaking atury has only to ans4r these three
questions. However, as might be expected, -torts law is

, more 'complicated. The first complicating factor in-
volvel the -question of Ahat a person's standard of
conduct should be. Who 'is to decide hOw a person.
should act? In some cases this decision will be made by
the written laws of society. If a speeding motorist hits

pedestrian who- was crossing the street on a green
light, it is.fairly obvious that the motorist has violated
a standard of conducta standard which is based on
laws regulating speed and stopping at red lights. Such
conduct then constitutes negligence per se. in other

`bases, the'standard of conduct may be less clear and a'
jury or, a judge will not be able to fall back on law.
Rather, they will-shave to use common sense to deter:.
Mine what the standard-of conduct should have beep .

depending on the facts of a particular case.

414.
The second major complicating factor deals With the
phrase "proximate cause." In injury cases, proximate
cause is defined'as the last negligentact, without which,
injury wotkld not have resulted. (See also Concept of

_Proxim'ate, Cause page 1-26.) Chuck's chopping of his
'tree is obviously the 'proximate cause of the damageto
his neigh's garage...1n other cases, many causes'of
damage may be present. It will then be the job of the
jury to "decide which cause was the "proximate" cause.
The.problem of determining proximate cause will, in
many cases, become the key focus in Court. '.°-

A

-Contracts

vt
. ,

The mention of the word. "contract" probably raises
images of numerous sheets of paper, filled with small
print and hard:to-understand phrases. And some
contracts are like that. But we would not recognize,
many, other,coiftracts if this is what we were looking
for. A contract is essentially an agreement, and agree-

- ments are'kiund in Many forms;-simple-and compli-
cated, short and long, obvious and not so obvious. We

,buy groceries, we write checks, ,we get married (and
some have"our marriages dissolved). We make many
agreements- and promies in satisfying our habit of
living and thereby. we enter into contracts.

The legal treatment of contracts, however, is 'not as
simple as that brief definition might imply! All kinds of
questions about cuntratts must be handled by the law.
Who can enter into a contract? What elements are
necessafy forta valid contract? What makes a contract
void? These 'questions provide the basis for the pro-
blems withawhich courts have to deal. Let's look at an
expanded, legal definition of a contract and examine
its various, elements:

-

It iA an agreement creating obligation(s),, in which
there must lbe 1) competent parties; 2) subject
matter, 3) legal considerations, 4) mutuality of
agreement,_and 5) mutuality of obligation, and an
agreement must not be so vague' or uncertain that
terms are not ascertainable. Lkbus vs. Klengenberg,
23 f. 2d X11 (9th or. 1928)

COMPETENT:PARTIES: The law, both in the Iowa
Code or in specific court decisions has recognized that
some people are not capable of entering into contracts.
Keep in mind that a question °fa person's competency
to enter into a,contract would never come up in court
unless a persoh had actually made a contract. In other
words, it is difficult to Make general statements in this
area (as in all other areas of law). Minors are not
considered competent to enter into some kinds of
contracts. People with severe mental disorders are

, generally not considered competent to make contracts.
Someone under the influence of alcohol or narcotics
would, in most instances, be considered incapable of
making contracts. :=

=

1%.

V.
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SUBJECT MATTER: The subject matter of a contract
must be enfOrceible in a cotirt of law. This require- Y
ment basically means that the actions of a contract
'cannot be illegal. (You can't drag Harry "The Hit
Man" into court because e failed to knock' off a -

person according to`the teems of yoinegreement).
. .

_Lt GAL- CCtNSIDERAtioNf A contract must contain
a consideration; that is,. sornething which is bejng given
up by the persons entering into the contract. Some-
timq,,, the consideration may just be the promise', but
usually it is'soinething more tangible such as money or
property. If you agreed to buy your friend's house and
gave a dollar in Consideration until you.could -pay the
remainder, something-has been given up.

MUTUALITY OF AGREEMENT: The parties to the
contract mint have agreed to the same bargain at t ie
same time apd all of the terms. That is, there must be
"a meeting of the minds." Suppose you/friend says,.

sell you my 10 speed for one hundred dollap." Ob-
viously no agreetnept, What if you respond, give

" you the one hundred-Claes next week." Again, no
agreement,at least not Yet,,because your friend did not
mention anything about next week. An important
factor. with regard to this element of a contract is what
constitutes evidence of the mutUality of Igreetnent.
A signature on a written Contract would be,pretty good
,evidence. But contracts do not have to be written to be
valid; an oral agreement may be just as valid as a

then one. A spoken 'statement of agreement would
then be evidence, of assent. MArbe even the nod of
your head or 'the 'raising of a finger, actions which
frequently occur at suctions, would be evidenCe.,
MUTUALITY OF OBLIGATION: If Your-best friend
agreed to give you one hundred dollars and you Said,
"Okay," but that was the extent of the agreement, it
woad not be 'called a' contract., Both "Patties to' an
agreemek must have an obligation to do something
dr to give something up. lf, in exchange' for the one
hundred.. dollars, you 'agreed to sive your 'friend 'a

---stereartrititual-obljgation-yquldrexist,anci---Tionti act--
could hrive beet; created.

, s

l'ersqnal R t

example, suppose that you and some of your friends
decided to meet to discuss ways of electing a new
mayor for yodr town, and `the police, under ,orders

,frdm the mayor, broke up yoUr meeting. Your right to
.

peaceful assembly. would have been violated, You
could ask a court to issue an injunction (an order of
the court) against the mayor and the police, restraining
their efforts to stop your meeting.

. If sounds simple. A list of personal rights which others
lave to respect that guarantee that you can do same
things without fear of someone stopping you. But it
is'nt quite that simple. First of all;te rights guaranteed
to yob by the, Constitutionflare stated in general terms.
Second, in exercising your rights you cannot violate
the lights of 'others. So, when a caseof possible
violation of a personal right-comes to court, the judge
or jury have to -decide whether a person actually had a
guaranteed right in the specific instance., Your right to
free sliItCh may clarify the problem. You are
guaranteed the right to speak your piece, to say what's
on your mind. But would you have this right if, to use
a classic exatni5lef you yelled "Fire" in a crowded
theater Wben in fact, there was no fire? No. Would

. .

,you.have the right to make a political speech? What if
this speech caused your listeners to riot? An interesting
question and one that a court would have, to decide,
after listening-to the evidence.

Two InipOrtant Aspects of Law

You' may have.started to,develop an image of the law
as a complicated bdsiness. And, it is. Two points of law,
however, are easyla grasp and yet important for us to
keep in mind.

a

a

First, law is applied to specific cases which dome
before a court4ealproblems of real people. Courtsdo .

of degide hypothelicarcases or give advice as to what
e law is in general. Therefore, only.after the decision.

dLa court is made can anyone_tell what the decision,
wf be. In other words, it is difficult 'for anyone to
predict accurately, the outcome of a.certain case. As
you examine the cases (some actual, some not) in the, ,-oh
-riaaThifigch'ipreri, keep ihiiponcept t a
4ecisiob reached in any of these cases will not:gi e ou
An ability to predict conclusively outcomes in Airtiilar:

1,4casesWhich may arise in te.future.
,

The tonstitution-Of-the UrilteliStatesi..ip, achtlition 'to
-setting up the orknization of out government,guaran-;.
tees certain personal rights, for the citizens of this.-- ..

country. Undoubtedly you hVte encountered gime af, ,

these rightS before. Most of these` rights are. contained
in..the, Bill of Rights (the first ten amendments), al-
thoUgh-otheripOrtions Of the ICOintitutioh also refer to

'*;personal:rightS., The freedoms of speech, assembly, and
'religious praetiCe 'are. among those guaranteed rights. -,

The poyier,of tjklaw PreserVes,,,t1Use rights for you. If.
the gc;yprifient interfereS with one of these rightSyou .

have lieen wronged. You coUld'take youi case to court.take
. - .and thecciurtto ordes an-..enctfcahatrviolation."For ..

:'..''.q.$;;`,,!-,:---;'-:,-.-, ';'.:-..- r ., ..,-.. j - : . .. -..--,- .-.,.,- -,

tti:4*1-./.."i'l,' ' = --'1':".1 : 'N,T.--;:-..- ,-, ',,' ,'-' '" -, :` ,' . ? - , 112

I
s ..' ,

e ' , : ,.
. . , ..

Seond, a major characteristic. of the- law is change.
Law is a function ,and produtt of society and there;
fore changes .as the needs, attitudes, and problems, of
society Change:, What may hAte. been considered law,
twenty -yea's ago may not be valfilioday. Twenty years
ago a school regdation requiring- ,short hair would.

, 'probably nat have been considered a violation of any
peponal rights.. Today_ such -2 .regulation would,

, ,OrPbably not hOld:uo id-court: it'would be considered;
a ,violation of a personal right. Some of the written,. ,

"taws and court- decisions you will, encounter. in this
.boo0-.also may no Monger bevaltd. '.. ,

,

..,,,,, _-zk.,' --.,
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CIVIL LAW

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION N

1. How might our society differ' if there_were no provisions_for_the_settlement of_private dis-
putes, but only a syttem of criminal law? ,

..
.

2. How immtant to our conduct js the predictability of the conduct of others? Discuss in
respect to everyday situations. How does civil law contribute to this predictability?

3. -` Why might minors be considered legally incompetent to enter intoa contract?

Notes:

At

AZ

'1.

4
4
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VARIATION ON.1910BLEM NUMBER ONEtYou'r own)
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-, (Identify nature of "variation" in space provided) ..t
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WHAT HAPPENS 1.R.C9URT
.
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In this chapter you will examine the basic legal procedure'sAfter this study.you
'.S3should be able to:
a,

. 1_ Fxplaih _the_12.111720_30S._whi perso _y in when Bringing a.
civil action?

,
2.4.k Listand describe the foun basic pre-thW phases.

Y. List qnd eplain the five basic phases of a trial.

o
0 0

.
4. Develop an item of evidence for an imaginary negligence related;

to an automobile accident for each of the following charactKstics of.
evidence.: k 44

a.. Releyank. r
'b.. Hearsay .,,

c. Opinidn , .

d. Reliability of witness , )

5. List and.describeYhe functions of the various participants

04 A

I

"Order in the court."
"Objection overruled."

"Will the bailiff swear in the
witness, please.'.'

r.

Phrases such as the* are probably familiar to many of
you, particularly if you haVe viewed any cqurtroom
drama on television. Your experience with courts
whether throw h televis ef.p.eFigncerliay
ring to mid a var ety of diliti nal thoughts, or

image's. Perha ssthe'image of a judg conies to mind--a
judmOresiiii g quietly, except fo. occasional com-
ments like hose above, and eleva4citabove the other
participants. Or maybe your .im6gination has been )

taPtured by a lawyer who strides confidently back-and.
forth, questioning a witness. Most of us have some
awareness of what happens in court. In this section we
will look at "behind the scenes" of civil courtroom
procedures and examine two basic questions, What is

e purpose of civil court action? and What happens in
court? I ,

41111r

Tr'

a

Purpose of Cit01, ction
: .4 ( . .

The purpose of our system 'Of 41 I.Jaw is'to provide
private citizens with a civilized Pbattleground" to

.resolve their problems. Every icipzen has the right to
sue another in a civil court oveitlegitimate -dispute. A
large 'number of lawsuits 'heydpiake it to the trial
stage. Sometimes agreement is' Sached befok a trial
is begun. The, legal term for sti kan agreement an .

out of court settlement." Sprriecdisputes. aresudmit-
t tell to a disinteresthd third 'persri Whose-task is to,,_,

examine the facts and make a deeiion. The legal term
fot this prOcedure is arbitration. ,Arbieration is fre.
quently used to resolve disputes betileen emp1.9Yers

d .employees._ Howpver, -,rs
ompIicated or too inVolved toy be settled iii ny ether

(way .than by a trial.

Rernemr the examde of C

e clispmfo-lare

ck who felled a tree on
his 'neighbor's garager(see page 1-9). ThQ resulting diS7
pute over who might pay for the 'damqe; could have
been resolved in a variety of ways. In the emotion of
the situation the+ could have,h4a,irstfighl,inithe 'back

'yard---not a 'very civilized:way :id go abbut solving their
problem. In a more' ritiOnarmood .they might have /

'C'tlmlydiscussed the problem,:with the result probably',,
being that Chuck would agree to reimburse:his neigh-

.

,hor for the cost of repair. Hoye.ver,tht issue ,could

.

,1,
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te
develop complicatiorls. Chuck might feel that it wasn't
entirely his fault: maybe a big wind came up just as
Chuck struck the final axe blow'arid caused the tree to'
fall in a direction other than planned. Or maybe Chuck
feels that the amount rat damages whiclichis neighbor is

. asking is too high. If_for whatever reason, Chuck and
his neighbor cannot reach an ageement, they then
could initiate legal procedures which will Yelolve their

" dispute.
`3,\:

, Reasim for Initiating a Lawsuit,
r e

The reason for initiating a lawsuit against another
person and eventually going to trials is simply to obtain' ,

satisfaction or relief from the actions of that person. "
In the formal statement to the court the person who

.. . initiates 'a suit, in addition to presenting the caie, will
ask the court for a judgment which willThrder the
alleged wrongdoer to 'do one or more of three things
depending on the nature of the case:

e

MONETARY COMPENSATION: If the 'harmful
action resulted in physical injury or damage to
property, file lawsuit will ask for a specific amount
of mpney to compensate the victim for the injury or
damage. Suppose. that you had been in an automo-
16ile accidEnttiiViiich resulted in.-$2,000 in medical
bills; $3,000 damage to your'car; and a $900 loS's of

'. income while- yoU were in the hospital. The
minimum amount which you might seek in y,ont
suit would be $5,900. )owever, you may ask for
much more compensation, depending on the nature
of your injuries. Perhaps, the accident-resulted in
the loss -of, an arm, or partial paralysis, or total
disability. A judge or a jiiry would not have to agree
to the amount of compensation'whigii you stated,
but they could not award you more money if they
ruled in your favor.

DECLARATION OF RIGHTS: In some lawsuits-nog
'money compensatiop is sought. Rather, a statement
of a person's rights is the sole focus of the legal
proceedings. Maybe you have been kicked off The
wimming team because, yob were sted for
rinking. You might ask a court in aliwtuit to I

detlartelhat your rights- had been violated. This type
.

1.of-teltef not-scom qn1 b se-thu FAIT
t
i

ii sigi$1 making a decl ratio and i not ordering,
anyone o do anyt7 ng.

. SPEC'
relief,

IC ACTION: In se
a. person is asking the cOurt.to order another.

hiag, this type of. legal +,

person to do something or, to stop doing something.
Such an order is called an injunction. Suppose that
yOu sighed a ContractWbuy a car and made a down,
payment,tbUt the seller ritgrecr-to give..you the car.
You could seek courf.t4der for the seller to deliver
The car. Or perhaps the *debts* yoUr school have.
deCided to protest some idiot, ofethe'administra-
don hy'staging a sit in,in the 'cafeteria. Theadminis-
tration injght go, to 'court' tar an injuriction o stop
.64 Sit-in. For_,whatev'er reason, this type of relief t?"'

4 ,

will result in a court ordep to stop whatever action+,
is judged to be harmful or could be harmful 'to a
'person, a person's rights, or,a person's property.

These three objectives (-Monetary compensation, .
declaration of rights, or specific action) cover the
basic reasons Woe going to civil court. However, one
area of civil law that commonly includes a .seemingly
gdoififoe.Rretnot bcboruptotseareis mfaomreily,laeNvc cHerea thee, retaosonese.foar

i_n Y,
dissolution of a marriage, to divide she family property
in case of a diskolutioo*or to award custody of the.
children to one or both the parents. '

o

Participants in ivit Courts

JUDGE
A lawyer by training, the judge.is at the head of the
courtrodm. It is the judge's responsibility to manage
a trial and to insure an orderly and fair trials. In oases
of trial without itjury, the judge must also render a
Verdict. , /

PLAINTIFF
The plaintiff is-the person who initiates a lawsuit.

DEFENDANT'
" The defendant is the person against Whom a lawsuit

is filed.

LAWYERS . ...*

Normally, lawyers are retained by both the plaintiff
and defendant to represent them in civil proceed;
sings. P..: lawyer assumes the responsibility fO3- pre-
senting and arguing thFcliert'sase. r -

s., .

- I,JURY -

A -ce'rtaih -nurnberin Iowa, twelve) .of citizens
selected to hear the case and render a verdict at
the end Of a-trial.

,

n'13 11/4-1 1; IF ry--
. .

-7-_-7--7-7-77-f-,/ r ff-k.The b liff ..iis an official of the court primary
respo sibilities for keeping dorder, swearing

1 %witne seS, and guarding'the jug.
,. --. : .

, '-- .\

eLERI/OF COURT . - . 44'
i '' t4i. ,

The clerk Manages alilOaper work required for
,,tlle conduct of a trial:"In particular, die clerk marks

anSI manages all docuMents and exhibits.- et 1
,..,. )- .,," -,st, ' k .

COURT REP9RTEle,t . .

. ;The reporter, usually .using a spetial stenographic.
Machine, makes a verhatum"record of:,_court. pro- .
ceedings. , '..:...,,,, , ' '.',,,.. ,...., .

o

'148.
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WH T HAPPENS

Once it has been determined that there is a valid eas6n
for going to court, a whole set'of legal actions wi I take
place. .The actions can be divided into two phase Pre-

. trial and trial. The legal proceedings lOok like thi

0 Legal Proceedings

PRE-TRIAL PAAS'E
-

1. Petition-

IN' COURT

The, plaintiff or person who is accusing other
. of wrongful or harmful action initiates ormal,

legal' proceedings by filing a petition com-
plaint with the proper court. This neiltion

' basically will contain:
N ,

Namof the alleged wrongdoer (the def ndant)
SpeCific facts of the wrongful act
AppropriArefeiliinces to law
Specific relief sought

2.. Service of Process

After the petition is filed, the notice of de
petitioh:? (or complaint) must be served or
delivere&to the defendant. InTmost cases, the
laW requites that this service must be in person;
that is, Ine notice must be handed to the
defendanYby a process server.

`

-4.3. Answer .-%>.,

-,..!

The ,:lefendant, once served, has the responsibil-
ity /to file a formal, written answer. If the
defendant Tails :to answer the charges, a default
judgment occurs in favor of the plaintiff. In the
answer the defendant can do a number of
things: One of the things which could bd done
vould be to file 'ainotion which asks the court
to throw the plaintiff's petition out for lack of
a real complaint. Or,,the defendant could deny
the charges in .the petition. Another type of
answer might contaikan admission to the truth
ofthe.alleged facts, but-a denial that those facts'
havvany..c. ection, v*ith ossibje-Oiability, ,,,- 2" p

''-'."'71rtaN , the dendan an file( I counter-f/ '
.., Claim', 'a sta e'rnent ac @u ng the plaintiff of..

wrongful action.
:

4. .` Discnity

.e4

Discovery iskan, important, Ore-trial procedure
. which allows the defendant to', have access to
the sources of:information on'Wliich the plain...,
tiff,has buittna case.. For. exani0e, a defendant.
in a.,personal injury suitjor damages could
examine the plaintiff's _medical records oeques-

_, tion.any witnessthe plaintiffplanned,,to,call. In
short, discovery is designed to Insure that atrial
will be fair., OtheEwise_k:plaintiff coUld.intro-
dUce;,darnaginceNence for which the defer
:dant !flight iicil::be":Prepared:-;

I

TRIAL PHASE-,-

If a case survive all the 'preArial proceekgs, the
,partieS go so court on a'date which/has been by the
judge.

1. Jury Selection

Both parties, plaintiff, and defendant, have
right to a jury trial in most types of civil cases.
However, in some types of civil action the law ,
does not permit a jury; instead the case is tried
before a judge alone. In Iowa, cases involving

, the dissolution of a marriage aye tried before a
judge. In other cases both the plaintiff and
defendant :'eel that a judge would make the
best decision, even though they could have a
jury trial.-Can you think' of some reasons for
waiving the right to a jury trial? Can you also
think of some reason's' why casesOn which

,;,rponetary,porripensattonis -sought -are alrngst
lways,tried by a jury?

f' Jury trial wanted by either the plainti f or '`,
. the\ defendant, the. firs border Of business is to 4

select jurors from .a large numberof people;WhO IV'-
. have ben ordered to report to thecourtlf the

potential juror is found to have a bias pertinent
to the'case, then that person,may bechallenged

1 ,-:: :,
by either attorney. If the challenge is accepted

p juke then that petkop is exceised. (For /
/ .

exam le,':a.' potential' pro?' who is a personal
/

friend.o the defendant would probably-not beli. . . , /,
allowed to serve): This ,procesS ocselecting ,a

that "r , '.1 '4..
jury is intended to insure that the, ase Will'ile;, i
heard by ,twelye (oi in some, states,fewer than. 4

twelve) persons 'ho Wiiirt:e as objectiye as
possible,i - , 7 1

.

t b



2. Plaintiff's Case
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The plaintiff, having made the-charge, has the
burden of proof, The.; plaintiff's case begins
with an opening' statement which is a summary
of what the claim is and how it4will be proved,"
This statement is followed by the preserktation

testitnolly and
carefully pre-

to which are

defendant's. atf prney ,had =the 'right to cress-
eXamirie erOsfexamination has
two basic htirilOilo raise questions abolit

'the accuracy ONO, itriess'§ testimony or tel
destroy theoedibIlity of'the witnesc.

3/0, Defendant's Response

of the evidence: any
exhibits. Each witne.

.pared questions,,- the:'

*

4

t.,
After the illaiqff rests the case, the defendant
Its the rithi to respond:and present evidence.
The procedure in this, stage is the same as for
the plaintiff case: opening statement, exam-'
inati6n, and cross-examination' of testimony.

.,..

4. Submission of the Case to the Jury
,

Na the case is suynitted to the jury for,their
decision. Before the jury actually retires to
deliberate, two final actions occur...First,,t the
attorneys for both skid are allowed to 3/4 ake

closing statements which summarize t eir,
claims. Second, the judge must instruct the
jury. A this point the judge is not concer ed
with th facts of the case. Rather, he, expl ins
the Jaw 'involved and what issues ha ;e to be, .

. detepi ed. For example, in a case invo ng' persona injury and possible negligence, e

judge Would probably explain the comet, of
iirieglige ce and' what behavior must have b en

presen for the jury to determine the de en- , va,
dant's;possible negfigeneei, In a trial witho t a
jury, Vlejudge would adjo,urn the court un it A

, later ate when a Wfdict \would beprende ed.
..-. .

......e %,,,.." ..t. ,--..r. - Q. ..., . r, ''''r T
,Nerderd ct and judgrnent

jury: (or the judge) may aeh a verdict in a
Depending-On the complex of the case the ,

'shalt time or Many- days. 11n 161" a y rdict
,- mii t be the unanimous deagion 041 elve
jurins; Otherwiie,a liung, jify results a d the
case must be,r,etried or,' otherwise drop ed by
'the plainiltf.'What; do you think, is the ation-

-ale for requiring a unanimous verdict Some
states do not require unanimity.

Once, a;diCislon is reached!thejury r turns to
the coUftroonc.'an'd 'the,forernan,,,t of. the' jury

%reads the-verdict. 'The cferdict,iisustisIly quite:
..,,ssiniple,,=indleating in whose..favor; p aintiff or

-defendant, dieitify 4peided. If
-VerdiCi 'will' also mention th
monetary compensation awarded.

.
If the jury decided in favor of the plaintiff, the
judge will, either order the plaintiff to recover
the specified amount of money from the
defendant or order the defendant to do or stop
doing some action. If the jury found in favor of
the defendant, the judge will simply close the
case. .4

,

In the judgment, the judge assumes /hat the
court's other will be 'followed, bul no provi-
sions-will be nidde to elikurce-the Ind
a case in which money compensation has been
awarded, it isleft tQ the plaintiff to recover the
money from the defendant. 1Ji3oh.a requ8t
frii'm the plaintiff, however, the judge may issue
a writ of execution, a procedure-for the'public
sale oftsome or all of the defendant's property
to provide the necessary _money'. In some types
of civil, cases, ("defendant who fails to perform
according to the court order may be held In
contempt of court and fined or ever; jailed. .In
short, the court can enforce its judgments if
necessary. '

Rules of Evidence

T e key, factor in a trial is the evidence. Each attorney.
, wi I present the judge or the jury with evidence) in the

fo m of oral testimony, documents, or objects, which
wi I prove the truth_ or falseness of any claim. Because
of the great importance of evidence, both federal arl
sta courts have developed an elaborate set of rules for /
th- presentation of evidence. The purpose of these
rul s is to insure that the evidence'will be fair, reliable
an appropriate for a particular trial.

, As an introduction to rules of evidence examine the
hypothetical case given below and the "items =off
ev ence" which follow to determine which of .
ite s of evidence would be appropriate.,

,

yk S. has filed suit against Bill W. In the amount of
$100.00 for brea of contract. PI had agreed to
buy (Ind as gken-B111-$109:00-Promifing-4;
to return the "folio fly' day with the remaining
$900.00. When Jill returned, to close the deal, she
noticed that the mag wheels, which had been on the -
car the previous day, were not there. She refused to
buy the car, -without the wheels: Bill claimed that
the wheel's had not been part of thedealandrernsed
to return] Ill's' $100.00.

. 1/4

priate, the
mount 'of

AssuMe that the following evidence is Introduced
during this trial. Examine dnd discuss the fairness'
and apPropriateness of each. Item' for the "case.

1. Testimony fill's Mend who hair accom.-
ponied Jill to;-look at ihe,car that the wheels
had been orrthe carat that time. i,a °

31:48stirneony- by anoter 'of JiIrs friends- who
had been with, Jill but
, talking apput the car, ,including the mag
WfteelS:,



WHAT HAPPENS IN COURT

3. Testimony from another person who claimed
that Bill W. had cheated people before.

. , .
4. A newspaper advertisement which mentioned

.
.the mag wheels.

5. A. statement by a friend of Bill's,that
fact, had a set of mag wheels.

How would these items of evidence bold up under the
rules of evidence?

1, :RELEVANCY

This rule provides that the evidence must pertain
directly t the case at hand. in the caseSf Jill vs.IBill, the vidence in items 1; 2, and'il`peitain'
_directly to the case., Item 3 made. tic; mention of
the specific case, bliCrather apparently referred
to the possibility of previous efforts of Bill to
cheat people.' Because this testimony has no
direct and appropriate connection to this case, it
would probably not be allowed in'cduri. Item 5
seems, to. be 'apprctpriaie, but it would probably
not be alloWed either. Why? The question of
whether Bill had a set of mag wheels is not an
issue.

2. _HEARSAY

i

I

'.Hearsay evidence is the testimony of.a witness to
a statement by another person- who supposedly
made the statement out of court. Hearsay is
second hand and unreliable evidence, and, except

a.'

in dnusual circumstances, the court mill not
allow it.to be presented. In the case of Jill vs.
Bill, item 2 -would probably , be :thrown out
because it is hearsay testimony, even tholigh
it does meet thVest of relevancy.

3. OPINION

0 Normally a person's opinion is not considered
. '

admissible evidence. However, courts do allow
experts, such as medical doctors, to give opinion
on matters in their fieldbf expertise.

2

4. RELIABILITY OFITHE WITNESS,

Any person who is capable of observing and,.
remembering and _communicating what was
obServid would be considered a reliable witness.
Normally, small children would not be ,con-.
sidered reliable .witnesses.. Can you think pf
others who would not be reliable witnesses?

In the case.of Jill versus Bill rely examples of evidence
1 and 4 aPpear to meet the 'test.of the rules,of evi-
dence. It should be pointed out/that these rules of-
eVidence'are not automatically enforced by a judge in
a trial.. Rather it is up to the attorneys to raise Objec-
tions to supposedly inadmissable evidence; the judge'
will then decide, declaring "Objection overruled'2 or
"Objection sustained."

Aliz4 ,- < . , .
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QUESTIONS. FOR DISCUSSION

.
1. How might a jury fairly determine/lb.:I-amount of monetary compensation for the loss

leg? Eyesight? Paralysis?, `

f a'

1 Is atrial by a jury the best way to decide a dispute? What are The alternatives? . .

3. Why might a perion waive a jury trial?
'

4. Flow is.a person chosen for jury duty in your community?

- 5. Review the material in this section by briefly describing the following elements of civil court'
procedure:

,

.,..,__Zepetition or complaint

2 The answer

3. Discovery

4. Jury selection.

5.- 00.enItig statement

6. Examination of the evidence..

7. Cross-examination

8. Instructions to the jury

9. . Verdict .

10. Court order.'

, . a

0.4

.6
O
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VARIATION ON PROBLEM NUMBER ONE,(Your own)

Facts

Law

Decision

(Identify natunno "variation" in space provided)

0

I.
J.

/
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3
INJURY AND. PROPERTY' DAMAGE

Personal injury comprises a large part of the problems of civil law. After studying
this chapter y ,pu should be able to:

,
1. Explain what standard of conduct is rew, reclof ybu in:

a. Driving a car.
b. Engaging in an athletic activity.-
C. Your general relationship with other people.

2. Define:.

a:" Contributory negligence.
b. Recklessness.
c, Slander..
d. Assault.

3. Find a newspaper report of a suit for perional injury. Explain. the report in
respect to:

a

a. Whether It is based on an intentional or negligent tort.
b. What the plaintiff will be requiredgcrprov,e.in court. .4.

As children, either in home or at school, many of us
may have been-involvedin a dialogue that went some-
thing like this:

"You shoved nie."
"No, I didn't. You fell:"
"Welt, it was your fault.'

This is:a common situatron.whicli% usually settled out
of court and without Igwyers. However, problems

"similar to this are before the courts constantly--cases of
persanarinjury or property dathage. Then, die ..ourts
and lawyerS enter in; and the question of liability--who
caused the -injury or - damage becomes extremely
impbrtant. The problems in this 'chapter are problems
of personal injury, physical or otherwise, and property
damage.

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER ONE

FAcTS

Late Icir school ,-.again, Jack sprinted the last few
blocks. Ignoring the heavy traffic, he dashed across
the last street against a red light. As he neared the
curb, a car, traveling 25 mph in a 30 mph zone,
struck him and:broke his leg and wrist. Jack and
his parents hay' sued the driver of the ,car for
damages. As the. ase is arguectin court, the follow-
ing laws and legal oncepts are brought out.

. LAW

1. Iowa Code, ,Section 321.325 (1975). "Pedes-
trians shall be subject .(o traffic control,signals
at intersections. "*

2. Concept of Contributory Negligence. The. law
, of low.a provides that if a person who has been

injured or .damaged was negligent, and such
negligence .was' a "proximate cause" of his

I
*All statutory references in these materials are

_ to the 1975 Iowa Code, unfess specified otheywise.
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injury or damage; then he cannot recover from
another. (Bauman vs. City of.. Waverly, 164
N.W. 2d 840, 845 Iowa, 1969). (NOTE: Review
materials on Negligence on Page 2.)

3. Concept of Proximate Cause. The test of prox-
imate cause father ordinary prudence would
have suggestd to a th'e person sought to be
charged with negligence that his act or failure to
act would probably result in injury to someone.

4. Concept of Unforeseen Consequences. In Cow-
than vs. Hahsen,:an Iowa case,.the,court stated:
"lt is not necessary to a defendant's liability that
the consequences of his negligence should have
been foreseen. ft is sufficient if injuries are
natural, though not the necessary or inevitable,
result of the wrong. The test, after all, is, would
ordinary prudenCe have suggested to the person
sought to be charged with negligence that his act
or omission would probably result in injury to
someone?" (250 Iciwa 358, 92 N.W. 2d 682
.(1958) '

VARIATION. ON PROBLEM NUMBER ONE

DEC111014,4Ossible)

The plaintiffs, Jack and his parents, in this case, are,
seeking to recover from the defendant, the driver of
the car. (NOTE: In an actual court case the plain-
tiff would hay.e toldemand recovery in a specific
dollar amount). (n- their petition the plaintiffs state
that the defendant committed, a tort th7bugh negli-
gence against/.Jack. the court, then, mustAnswer
two questions:

1.. Did the ,driver of the car fail to exercise
ordinary care which jack had a right t

_

expect?

0.

If- the driver did violate a standard' Of con- -4

Aum.,,,Vas this violationa proxirrite,cauSsof,
_

jack's'injitries? ''".---,-... ...."Z- .,
r ,

It-Robvious that, the operation of -the`car caused .

;tack's injuries. However, the (efts of the Case,do not
show .anY,..evidenceilat the driver of the car failed'.
to exercise ordinary care:the 'dri'ver was obeying

sl.he'trafficiavis,att4 time'of the,..,acCidentrinclod-
irig the 'sPeed:-Iiiiiitsand' the traffic .signal. In -the-
abSence "of a.vidatiorcof a Standard:of-Conduct,
actions of the driver cannot be,considered tole a
proximate cause of the accident.

-
furthermore, Jack, himself acted in a negligent
fashion by CroSsIngthe street against the red light.

'Iowa; faw PrOvides'thatein injured' person who Was.
negligent,'and -his,pegligekce vias,,a,proximate cause, .

cannot resort damages_ from another.
-09s.79,if,i6p.:ciskro3n4toilrbeen,n6gligent, jack
Could, not recover damages: froniti defendant.ant. Thed
court therefore' nds for.the defendant.

1-, Variation with Element of Speeding

Facts:

The, same situation except that the car .was
.,going40 mph:

Law:

Consider the laws already presented in the
'basic problem. t-

Decision:.

Hdw would. you
,.reasOningbe?..

2. Variation wi

Facts:

Elerne

decide? What, Would your

t ofRecklessness
.

The -smile situation except that the~driver of
the car was going.90niph in.a 25 mph zone..

. 7
taw:-

Consider-previous laws and the following new
Apo_ -concept;:, Recidess ess implies an
ahience`,:dt, a ll ICaO, whereas rieglige 047

a failure to ,exercise Ordinary, care:
applied to the Operation oi' an auto'mob'ile,
recklessness, signifies_ an, absence all eare;,.
coupled with state of rriir)dwilicfrxijsrggards
oh,ViOUsconsaguences.. li the -conduct of, the
driver of_a ear, ft? ttnd,..to ,beitireckiess,. Contd.
,hutory negligence cannot,beused as &defense
'13j, the driver.:gkcessiVe,speeding is-a reckless._.



Decision:

You-decide.

3..Variation with

.
Facts:

The -same
the car we
not know
defective
Jack.

Law:

INJURY AND

Element of Brake Failure

ituation, except that the brakes on
e defective, although the driver did
this, It was the failure of these

rakes which caused the, car to hit

. .
The 'Iowa Supreme Court, in Ametsburg vs.
Lunning, held that the failure of automobile
brakes which have previously fUnctioned
propeyly does not make the driver of a car
negligent, unless the driver had knowledge of
the defective condition. If the driver had'
knOwledge of. the, defective. condition, it still
may be possible to use the concept of contri-
butory negligence as 3 proper defense.

-

Decision:

You are tlze judge: Make a decision.

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER TWO

-FACTS. .'

PROPERTY DAMAGE

Randy_ and' were playing catch with a football -

back and 75'0 across the itreet. Randy 'threw- a
long, high one which fell _short and hit Wind-
'shield of a passing car. The driver of thectlibecanle
confused, stel3p-ed, on the .accelerator, accidentally
ran a red light and hitvnother car which was passing
.through the intersecn 1,egblly.,-The driver of the

-,)second car sued Randy and Susat for damages;
='clalming that they. caused the atalint.

Assume that.yoU are-the attorney for the plaintiff,
- develocryour ,case Usinvihe foiloWineiegal con-

cepts: sur4 tip include an argument against the
,defendant's probable statement that thei-ci4ef -of
-lhe:firsi-car. is'llable..

.

-
(oiscOt of negligence and ordinary care , as
explainydiPrevioUsiy:(See page 115):

as a sudden or unexpected event or combination
of circumstances and provides a "legal Occtrse"
for the. person's conduct. Arrithergency is one
of the circumstances which must be considered
to determine' if atperson has failed to exercise

- ordinary care.

DECISION.

How does your reasoning respond to the following
issues:.

1. Randy and Susan could inot have foreseen that
such a freak accident would occur. Thirefore,
they did not fait to exercise ordinary carea
necessary element for committing.a tort through
negligence..

2. The 4river of-the first car should have been able
tcl contra the car. -

VARIATIONS ON PROBLEM NUMBER TWO,

1. Variation Number One -

Facts:''
*$

Randy and Susan were playing football on the
sidewalk. Running backward for a ball, Randy

,butriped 'into an elderlygentlethan and
Ynocked him into the street' Where he was hit
by a passing car. Who ir liable? Susan? Both,
Randy and Susan ?,Or neitherone?

r ,

'oncefie-: Of pfOximate cause as explained ,pre-
ijOUoyaske.pageS31711;,.26.);..

sigjatiOris".,-14-' laar
';';0121.energetiCy,situatriSnS: orr.
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Law:
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a. Concepts of Negligence and Proximate
Cause. (See pages 1-11,25,26.) ,

b. Joint tort -feasors (the' word feasor derives
from Latin and means "one who makes,"
so joint tort-feasors are ones who commit a
tort together). Where two or more persons
united in a concerted action which results
in an injury to another, or where their
independent acts concur in producing an
injury to another, each is considered_ a
tort-feasor and each will be responsible
for the en-irr;;ftunt -of the damage.

Decision:

Who would you judge to be liable? What is
your reasoning? -

2. Variation Number Two

Facts:

Randy and S san-%Tre:playing-football on.the
sidewalk, nningAut fora pass, Susan ran
into a to ephone pole and broke her arm.
Susan sued Rapdy for damages.

Law:

Same as inBasicProblem.,

-

Decision:

FACTS

Marcia had bounced into dierciassroom late, as
usual, ands,disturbed the other students. Although
such behavior had beCome almost. routine, Ms.

LAW

1. Tort of Slander: Freedom of speech is basis to
our democratic society, but _this freedom does
have its limits. The law of slander provides one of

limits. Slander is a statement which
damageithe reputation bf another person.'The
tort of slander requires the presence -of four .

elements:

a. The- statement must be spoken. This is in
contrast to a printed statement which forms
the basis for the tort of libel.

The statement must be made to someone
other 'than the person about whom the state-
ment is made. It is not enough to make a
damaging statement about a person when that
person is the only one present. It is enough,
however,, if the statement is overheard by-
someone else.

c. Thd statement must be false. Tilith is a

defense to a charge bf slander even if the true
statement damages a person's reputation.

d. The reputation of the person about whom the
statement was made must be damaged. This is
often a difficult element to prove. However;
the law recognizgs certain statements as being
automatically damaging and no acttial proof
of damage is necessary. This type of slander is
termed slander per se and is limited to state-

, ments which accuse a person or a specific
crime, describe a person as havinia despicable
diseage venereal disease), refer ,to a

person's business, occupation or .profession,
br, finally, allege thata,r5man is-unchaste. If
a statement- fiatdoes not into one of these
four; categories, then the person- slandered
m t' prove. That 'his eputation' has been

aged: This type of slander, is termed
slander per quad.

2. Slander is' an intentional tort. However, the
Wicks, the teacher, had Ignored:It. Later in the same _necessary intent refers to only abe. statement-

You decide.

BASIC'PROEiLEM NUMBER THREE

period, however, Marcia again distracted_the-class; ----- that as, the:speaker must have intended to say
what was said I t not necessary forthe speaker
=to -have intended to harm the victim. -

DECISION-

1. Were Ms. Wicks' statements about Marcia slan-
cferOus per se or per quad? r

. , .

2: If you were her attorney, how would you plead
;Ms. Wicks' case? , )

Thk second. disturbance-70.6s too muck:for Ms.
Wicks: ,"Morcia, you are a disgrace. You have been
continually tardy. YoU disrupt' the class :6141:y

And; wprSe yet, you. ores :d
lazy. °'/ miist;biv y unhappy-, . . ,
having to c.,:onie this .zlass ..day after day, yet'

(*ink, thlt yqg don't hove
we-'are'iloit4:#Owever,,IWn*,;reniedY

thaf21>ou are dismissed. from thli clails:"Because of
.staternents,mgclefiy.,Ms.Wiclzs in' frontoftly'entlre*

sue .:1.17.._:,"teaE:lier on -the.

-,giounds.ttiat;'Ms.1-11/icksMad''COMmlited'a tort of
- defamation' of chorocter.byslonder.



,,INJURY AND

VARIATION ON PROBLEM NUMBER THREE'

Facts (Element of Personal Loss):

Assume the same Situation. with the following
additional information. Marcia was going to
receive 'a college merit scholarship worth one
thousand dollars. The school officials, hearing
about Ms. Wicks' statements,, refused to recom-
mend Marcia for college admission, causing her
.fo' lose the scholarship.

Same in basic problem.

Decision:

You decide and stippOrt your decision.

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER FOUR

FACTS

Doug did not like to' be ridiculed4in front of his
friends. So when Mr. Jackson, the teacher, derided
him, Doug lost his temper.' He walked. up to the
front of 'the room; seized the teacher's desk and
flipped it over on its side. He then stalked out of
the room. Unfortunately, Mr. ,Jackson had a heart
condition Whe Doug' tipped the desk over, Mr.
Jackson had a hea ttack-, brought on by frigh
and subsequently req ed extensive medical care, 44
Mr. Jackson decided not to press the criminal charge
-of assault against Doug, but has sued Doug andahis.
Parents (since Doug is a minor) kr damages.

PROPERTY DAMAGE
, -

, b. "The I9gal obligation of the parent or parents
of an unemancipated minor child under the
age of eighteen years to pay damages shall be
limited as follows:

1. ASSAULT. An assault is an intentional tort, as
well as a potential crime. Acts which Threaten
violence to another's person, coupled with the
ability to do violence, constitute an assault..

,
2. JUSTIFICATION.,FOR ASSAULT: Mere words,

no matter how abusive or inki:ting they may be,
,,i.

cannot justify an assault.

)

(1) Not more than one thousand dollars for
any one act4

NOt.. more .khan two housand dollars,
payable to the same claimant, for two or
more acts.",

c: "The word 'person' for the .purpole of this
Act shall include firm, association, partner-

`"ship, Or corporation!?

d.- "When an action is brought' on Parental
responsibility fa). acts of their children, the
parents shall be named asslefendagts therein.
and, in addition,. the minor child shall be
named as defendant.'.'

(2)

5. LIABILITY OF A MINOR,(Idwa Code, Section
62//38't1975)) '

"The provisions of section 613.16 shall got
limit any liabiliVy of any minor for his Own
cts d shallViot limit any liability imposed

the common lawlor by am7 other provision
of the Coder"

DECISION

1. Did Doug threaten Ma Jackson with any physical
harm? .

.

,.
-, - '

"A . .
, 2,-Was Doug capable of harming Mr. Jackson?

. ,

,IWere Doug's threats intentional?
, ,

.
4. Were Doug's,actions the proximate cause of Mr.

Jackson's physical injuries?

S. To what extent, if any,- would Doug's.parentS be
liable?

--;-

a

3. DAMAGES: Damages-. recoverable :fo assault
- include, mental disturbance, fright; a d,huMilia;,

Lion, plus anyAysical illness Whic Inay
.

4. PARENTAL :RESPONSIBILITY: (lova ;Code,
SeCtlarr,61.3i16 (1975P--

:"The-parent or parents of an unemancipated,
ininor child under .the age-ottighteen, years. ,

Shall iiable for adtual,slapages- to person
;property -caused by -..unlaiyjul acts' of such
childHoWeVer,,,a parent300 is:;not entitled
ipT0iiitubch,Of the Minor ahirct,atthe time
Hof= ttie''un awful act shall not be liable fops Uch

amages:?'-

,..111..
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MOTOR VEHICLE TORTS
4.

The automobile provides a central focus for man' civil actions. This chapter should
enable you to:

1. Explain the standard of conduct required by:

ao The driver of the car.
b. The owner of the-car (if different from-the driver).

2. Explain the liability of the driver of a car to any passenger _in case of an
ad4ident.

A motor vehicle as defined by the Iowa Code, Chupter
327.7, means every vehicle which is self-propelled but
not including vehicles Imawn as trackless trolleys
which are propelled-by electric power obtained frog'
overhead trolley wires, but not operated upon rails.
The terms "car," "new car," "used car," or "automo-
bile" shall be tYrionymous with the term, "motor
vehicle."

AfrautomobilO often becomes a person's most sought
after possession once the age of adolescence begins.
The privilege of.operating or owning a motor vehicle
carries with it specific legal and moral responsibilities.
People unwilling to accept these legal or moral respop-
sibilities create problems. The modern horseless
carriage is surrounded with more legal problems than
althOst any other single thing m American life.
Problems ranging from , violations of traffic laws to
drunken driving to manslaughter can be found daily in
our criminal courts. The civil courts, on the other side,
are confronted with. countless lawsuits over injury'and
property damage resulting from car accidents. .

TO drive a car is to accept and observe certain
standards, of operation which protect youtights and

''the rights-a others. These standards are, for the most
part, contained in the traffic laws of the State of Iowa.

A violation of a traffic law may well result in an intro-.

doction to the criminal "Court system; the violator may
be charged and ordered to appear in a traffic court.
(NOTE: A person who violates a traffic law is not a
"criminal" in the normal usage of the term, ,but is
called an "offender.") The violation of traffic laws ,

could result in an accident and the violator 'might end
up 'as a defendant in a civil lawsuit. This section dears /

only with some of these potent' lawsuits which may
result from our failure to observe the standards for

.driving a car.

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER ONE

FACTS-

/

Denny and qndy,had a .date that night. Unfortu-
nately/ Denny's parents and Cindy's parents had
planned to use their cars. Denny had solved the
transportation problem, however,. by borrowing his
friend Steve's car for the night. The. car .Wasn't
really Steve's, but his mother's, who was not aware
that Steve wa tending the car to Denny. Denny's
problems started after he failed to se`e the stop
sign at the intersection only two blocks from
Cindy's' house. As he passed through the inter-
section he wasvhit by''a car coming from the
direCtion where there was na.!topsign. Denny,
Cindy, and the driver of the othetisar were hurt and
both tars sustained considerable damage. The driver

Denny41 the other car has,sued Denny for damages..

1.1

,
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LAW

1. Iowa Code, Section 321.256 (1975) Obedience
to Official Traffic Control Devices. "No driver of
a vehicle or motorman of a streetcar shall
disobey the instructions of any official traffic
control device placed in accordance with the
prOvisions 6f' this chapter, unless at-the time
-Otherwise directed by' a police officer."

2. Where a statute orssnunicipal ordinance imposes
upon any person a spetific duty for the protec-
tion or benefit of others, if he neglects to
perform thai.du ty, 116 is liable to those for whose
protection or benefit, it was imposed for any
injuries of the character which the statute or
ordinance was designed to pripent.

3. Concept of Negligence (See page I-25).-

7

DECISION
Atgf,

How would you prepare the case for the plaintiff
(the driver ofIthe other car)?

VARIATIONS ON PROBLEM NUMBER ONE

1. Variation with Element of Speeding

Facts:

Assume alli.the facts, in the original problem.
In addition, the driver of the other car was
speeding (40, mph iri a 25 mph zone) when

At. they collided.

Law:*

Concept of Contributory Negligence. (See
page 1-25).

What effect; would the fact of speeding have
on the cake youprepared.for the driver of the
other car.

2. Variation with Element of Ownership

'Facts: ..
Assume fiie me feets. as, Basic Probiern
with the ception thatthe drier of i'he'othex,
ear sues Stew and his, patents, for &Moos,
claiming than as-the -Owners of the ear,, they
weiella Ole for any damdges,:regardless of Who

Law:

a. Liability of Owner. Iowa Code, Section
321.493 (1975). Liability for Damages.
"In all cases where damage is done by any
motor vehicle,by reason of negligence of
the driver, and driven' ith the consent
the owner; the-owner the moOrVeiiicle
shalibe liable for such' amage.

'b. Unauthorized Purpose. The Iowa Supreme
Court had held that the Owner is not liable
where his automobile is used for a different
and unauthorized purpose. Heavilin vs.
Wendell, 214 Iowa 844, 241 N.W. 654
(1932).

c. Knowledge of Unauthorized Purpose. If
Steve had any knowledge Or reason to
believe that Denny would use the car for
any illegal, negligent,, or reckless purpOse,
or if he knew that Denny was unable,
unfit, or incapable of driving the auto-
mobile, he might then be held liable for
injuries or damages resulting from Dennys
use of the'car.

Decision:

Prepare a legal argument for the defendants.
(Steve and his parents).

k BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER TWO

FACTS':

Denny and Cindy went to a drive-in theater. Cindy
took a small bottle of whiskey out of her purse&xl
proceeded to add a little flavor to theirkvefages.
During the Course of,the evening, the entire-bottle

-was cocsumed On the way. home, Denny, in an,.
Intoxicated condition, had the accident as described
In, Basic Problem Number One. Cindy sued Denny.
for damages.

f L A W

1 Concept of .Negligence: Any'person under legal
whoiViolafes-the;"prOvisiOns of Chapter123,

/owcpEode,,,shall upon conviction bepunished..by
a fine not.to_exCeed one hundred dollad,OrbY
imprisonment' in.`tkecbunty jail
thirty,dayS..-

.401.-: Chapter 123 of the Iowa Cod, e (197, ),gives 18,as ,

,t legal age. for possessing.alcoholic beverages
Ind states that *no-,persOns-under the.legat age
,shAlkiliqalcsholic.1iOuor or beet:in:their vosses-
:Shp except f.or Certain =reasons stated An thati
Chapter,.
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MOTOR VEHICLE

2. Guest Statute. Iowa Code, 'Section 321.494
(1975). "The owner or operator of a motor
vehicleshall not be liable for any damages to
any passenger or person riding in said motor
vehicle as a guest or by invitation and not for
hire unless daMage is caused as a result of the
driver,of said motor vehicle being under the
influence of an. alcoholic beverage, a narcotic,
hypnotic or other drug, or any combination of
such substances, or because of the reckless
operation bl'ly 'him of such motor vehicle."

_4

3. Asiumption of Risk. If a passenger assumes a
isk knowingly or after it became known to him,
and 'acquiesces, and then failt to take such steps
for his o' fn safety as would have been taken by
a reasonably prudent person under the like
circumstances he cannot recover damages against
the drivecof the automobile. Agails vs. General
Mills, 242-Iowa 978, 448 N.W. 2d '242. (1951).

DECISION

Reach ,a. deciliOn by examining the, following

JO.
.questions: X

q. Was +fenny negligent? By what reason?..

. 2. Does the: Iowa Code "guest statute" apply?

TORTS
. 7.

r.

3. DoeS the .concept of "assumption of risk"
apply?

Denny, be liable for Cindy's injuries?

,,

k4,
BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER THREE

FACTS

At the drive-in, Denny putvodka into his own pop,
offered none to Cindy and concealed It from her.
On the way home, the accident happens. Cindy and
he parents sued for damages.

LAW

As explained in previous 'problems.

DECISION

How might you plead Cindy's case?

`4.
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4
k

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
7

Why 'should a driver's liability to a passenger be different from the driver's liability to.some-
ne who is not a pAlsenger? . ,--.

. 0,.. . .. .
2. 'How would drunkeness affect thelements required for a negligence suit?

0

r

,N. .
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Law

Decision

VARIATION ON PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (Your own) '1

(IdeiLtify nature of "variation" in space provided)
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WORLD OF WORK

Work is a common human experience, but also an experience that, has been' the
object of many laws. Through an examination of this chapter you shduld be able to:

1. Explain the followingdegalrights:'

a. Bight of a minor to work.
b. Right to be free from, discrimination in hiring.
c. Right to join -or refuse to loin a union.

2. Explain an employer's responsibility to en?' ployees who are injured on the job.

3.'4' Evaluate klbs in your community in terms of the qualifications for each job.'

The history of work in the United States is riddled
with problems and tragedies. Slave labor and inden-
tured servants contributed a greatdeal to the growth of
the United States:Some of the bloodiest riots in our
history centered around the rights of the working
person.' Children were known to work fourteen to
sixteen hours per day, often with resulting permanent
physical and psychological damage. To eliminate
problerris like these and others, both the federal
.government and the state 'governments have passed
numerous rules for the world of work. These laws
regulate almost all aspects of work, including who may
be hired or fired, how it may, be done, how much pay
is to be expected, anclo on

FEDERAL vs. STATE LAWS

The Constitution of the OnitedStotes gives the
federal government the power to regulate interstate
lbetween states) commerce or business While it
leaves lb', the states the regulation.. of intrastate
(within a state) commerce/ Sb many fecleGal Jaws
about work apply only to those companies or'
businesses entage.ct in inters e .:commerce.
Companies_whose' nlY business is 'thin t ate
of' Iowa, for example, are 'bound4
Iowa related to work, but do kehave follOw all
federal laws. HoWeVer, in most ca_ses,,:the state of

...2-1-o*M`rLOther 'States have passedlawse which are
similar to those of,the federal government.

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER ONE*
YOUTH AND WORK

Questions:

1. How old must you
worlq-

2. If `y.ou are a minor,
guardian(s) demand
you mat earn?

be before you can legally

. _

can your parent(s). or ,ligajtf=
part of the money which k

/
;.

*The format Of this chapter "changes. slightly? each
Problemfrbtegins with questions instead, of factual
situations.

LAW'

1. lowo Code, 92.2-7 (r97.5) provides, among other
things,lhat:

a. No periorir under the age. of ten shisill be
employed unless a juvenile court judge orders
the issuance of a work.Permit.,

b. Persons under the age of fourteen are limited
to street trade occupations (e.g. selling or
delivering newspape'W or shining shoes) and
migratorylabor occupations.
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. .
c. Persons-who are fourteen or fifteen years of

age are permitted to work in certain occupa-,
tions and prohibited korn working.in others.
Some of the permitted occupations are work-
ing in ,a gas station, ,restaurant, or retail store.
Mining and manufacturing are two of the
prohibited occupations.

d. A person under sixteen years of ageis,ndt per-
mitted to work during school hours unless

, that person is legally out of school or_ the
work js part of a school-work program.

. Ate) ild has a right-to be.provided with the neces-
sities of life, including food, clothing, shelter,
medical care, and education. A failure on the
part of patents to provide these`-necessities is a
criminal act (called wanton neglect). Iowa Code,
731A (1975).

Parents also have the right to control over minors
living at home. This control extends even to the
money which a minor may earn at a job.

If a parent has allowed a minor to move away
_from home and live on his or her own, then the
Court may find an exception to the control of
The parent over thatti minor-pirtiiaarly in the
case of earned money necessary for support.

Another exception to the general rule of parental'
control is in the area of gifts_and personal pro-

. fray. Minors who .receive gifts of money or
_property are the legal. owners of such, and a
parent may not take these away. In some cases a
parent kvould have to go to court for permission
to use a gift to A child to provide necessities for
that child.

,11

ti

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER TWO
DISCRIMINATION IN HIRING

Questions:
_

1. Can an employer refuse to hire you because of
,

your age,_ sex, ethnic or national-group identifi-
cation,.ot'religion?

Can an employer refuse to hire you" because of a
physical handicap? s

.

LAW

1. Civil kiglits Act of 1964, 42 .U.S.C Section
200e-2.

a. It shall be an unlawful employment practice
for an employer:

(11 , to fail or refuse hire or to discharge
any individual, or otherwise to discrimi-
nate against any individual with respect
to his compensation, terms, conditions,:
or plivileges of employment, because of
such individual's race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin . . .

/ I.
e. Not withstanding any other.provision of this

title:

(1) it shall not be ab unlawful employment
practice for 'ait employer to hire and
employ employees . . . on the basis of
hjs religion, sex, or ational origin in
those certain instance where religion,
sex, or nation al origin i5 a bonafitle
occupational qualification .treasonably
necessary to the normal operation of
that particular , buSiness or enterprise.

. . .
-.

2. Iowa Code; 601A.611975):

.
' a. It shall-be an unfair or discriminatory practice

for any:

,
(1) person to refifie to hire, accepf,register,

classify, or refer for employment,,to dis-
charge any employee, Or to -otherWise
discriminate in employment against any
applicant for employment -.or 'any

-employee because of ;the' race;.,
creed, color, sex,'- national origin;,
religion, or disability of Such ,applicant

enPloyeer:utilessbased on'the nature-
of the occupation.

) .employer, ,enrip14,rnint agency., labor
. orgabization, ori..the employees; agents

or, members thereof to directly 'dr
4 f-.
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indirectly advertise or any other manner
indicate or publicize that individuals of

- - any particular age, race, creed, colOi,
sex, national origin, religion, or dig-
'ability are unWelcome, objectionable,
not accepta§le, or not solicited for

"'employment or membership unless

based on the nature of the occupation.

DECISION:

?' 1. Which of the follbwing actions would appear to
be prohibited by the federal and Iowa laws? In
considering how you might decide, list additional
.facts which you would need to know in each
instance. Then explain how _these additiOfill

* `facts may affect your decision.

a. An.I'dverthement for a job as a bartender
Which con tainedthe clause, "Men Only Need
A pply! "

b. Refusal to hire a woman .as a police 'Officer
because a Oman would be incapable of

handling "rough characters."

.c. Refusal to hire a person for a jOb as a truck
driver because he-or she did not speak English
-very well and his or her native language would.
-17(51 be understood by thecomany's custom-

)
d. of an employee whose severe speech

. impediment made fellow employees nervous.
-Afis

e. Refusal to' hir=e a perscin 'who is Catholic to
teaChina Lutheran elementary_ school.

2. The -Federal Equal EmplaymeriNct,
Section -,290e-2 Was designed to eliminate

.
discrimination in employment by requiring job
qualifications to be appropriate and necessary for
the, job and prohibitihg those which ari,74,n9t
.necessary for effiaerit ,performance. Attu
employer- must hire employees on thefbasissof
-,6onafide occuPationalqualificationg:"reaionabl
_ necessary to 'the _normal op-64010f tha

: particular ktisiness pe-eriWprise:7" For example,
,a bonafide ,?,ccupationalloalificatioh.for the job
of, compUter_ operator would be, 'ari! ability to-
%vb* c'-ornlintp4 -.- in the _Cnntext. of the
'concept of bOnairde occupationaiiqdafification
analyze' poteritial hal -,problerns, of :ap pen**,
.Wkio,refuses, to.,frire _aperAorffor the reasons listed,
below.. Would The nature of the-jdb. 'make a
Aifferince? -HOW?

.

c. Visual impairment

d. Physical impairment

e. A typical pattern of dregs

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER THREE
UNIONS .

Question:

1. Do you have to join a union to work in certain.
areas, such as construction or factories?

2. can'an employer refuse to recognize a union?

LAW:

1. Unions. ,Federal LA. The National Labor
Relations Act, 28, U.S.C., Section 7. "Employees
shall have the right to self-organization, to foim,
join, or assjst labor orgarlizations, to bargain
collbctively through representatives of their own
choosing, and. to engage in other concerted
activities 6f their own choosing forthe purpose
of collective bargaining or othec mut4a1 aid or
protection, and shall also have the right to
refrain from any or all such activities . .

Section .shirl be an unfair labor practice
. 'for. an employer . .,,toInterfere-with, restrain,\:

or coerce' employees in thelexercise of the rights
'igual-ariteed in Section. 7.*':
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2. Unions in Iowa. I6wa Code, Section 736A (1975)
states: Right to joih union.`"It is declared to be
`the policy of the-stateof Iowa that. no person
within its boundaiies shall be deprived of the
right to work at his owri chosen occupation for
any employer because of membership in, affili-
ation with, withdrawalftr expulsion .ffigeit , or
refusal to join, any labor union, organization, or
association, and any'contract which contravenes
this policy is illegal and void."

3. Refusal to Employ Union Members. Iowa Code, -

Section 737A.2..41975) states: "It shall be
- unlawful for any person, firm, association or -

corporation to refuse or deny employment to
any person becausesof membership in, or affilia-
tiqn pith, or resignation or withdrawal from, a.,
labor union, organization or. association, or '

because of refusarto join or affiliate with Aabdr
union, organization or association."

DECISIO,

How would you decide in the following cases?

1: Sam, was fired from his job with Ace Bicycle
Company for attempting to agonize a uniorf
among ip fellow workers. How might you
advise Sam as to his rights?

2. Vera is hired as machinist by the Ace Truck-
,

ing Company. At the time she was hired, she
was informed-that she had to join the anion
within thirty, days.' Vera refused to join the
union and the company fired her. How would
you advise Vera?

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER FOUR
INJURIES AT WORK

'Question:'

If you are injured while at wo(12", does- YOuremploy-
er haVe any responsibility to fielptyou pay medical
experises?

.4 LAW:

. 7 1. Acceptance Presumed-Notice to 'Nonresident
Employers. Iowa Code, Section 85.3 0975).
"Every employer, not specifically excepted by

-the provisionS of this chapter, shall provide
secure, and pay compensation accordiin,to the

-provisions of this chapter for any and all personal
injuries .sustained hyian employee arising out of
andln,the course Of the employment".

I, Willful' Injury-Intoxication. Iowa Code, Section
'85.16 (1975). "No compensation under this
chapter shall be allowfd foran injury caused:

:A

Y.

3

a. by the employe4 willful intent to injurelhim-
self or. to willfully injyre another.

, b. when intoxication of the employee was the
proximate cause,of the injury.

c. by the willful act of a hird party directed
against the employeeNforleasons personal to
such employee."

3. Iowa Code, SeOtion85.27 (As amended by 66th
General Assembly, 1976). "The employer .

shall furnish rsonable surgical, Medical, dental,
. osteopathic, chiropractic, podiatrial, physical

rehabilitation, nursing, ambulance and hospital
services and supplies therefor and shall- allow

reasonably necessary transportation expenses
incuriedfor such services."

/
'4. Death Cases-Dependents. Iowa Code, Section

85.31
iy1

9 75). "When death results from the
finjury, the employer shall pay the dependents
who were wholly dependent on the earnings of
the employee for stipport at the time of his
injury,,auring their lifetime, compensation upon
the blsis of -eighty percent per, weak of the
employee's average weekly earnings, commencing
from the date of his death. ... "

Insurance of Liability Required. Iowa Cpde,
Chapter 87, 1975. "Every employer subjerct to
the provisio,ns of this and Chapters 85 and 86
unless relieved therefrom, as hereinafter pro-
vided, shall insure his liability thereunder in some

,9orporation, association, or organization
approved by the commissioner of insurance ..."

DECISION:

How miNt.these laws affect the responsibility of an
employer in the following situations:

.
1. Personal ,injory, which, resulted fro-m an

employee who slipped inside the warehouse
and fell into the path of company's forklift.

2. Personal injury which resulted frOsm a ht
' between two employees who should have

been working.

3. Personal ,injury which occurred when an
intoxicated employee stuck hand into a
band scow:

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER FIVE
EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK

Question:

Can an emplol,er pay a person of one sex more than
a person of the Oppositwx for performing substan,
tjally the same job?

1.42 4
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Federal Equal Pay Act of 1963, 29, U.S.C., Sectio9
206: "No employer h.aving employees subjbct to
any provisions of this section shall discriminate ...
between employees on the 'basis of sex by paying
wages to employees in such establishment at a rate
less than the rate at which he pays wages to
employees of the opposite sex. . . for equal work
on jobs the performance of whieh.requires equal
skill, effort, and responsibility, and which are
performed under similar working conditions, except
where such payment 'is made !pursuant to (1) a
seniority fstem; (2) a merit system; (3) a sytem
which measureS.eahliiigs by quantity or quality of
produCtion, (4) or d differential based on any other
factor than sex: . .

DECISION:

Discuss how this law applies,to the following situa-
tions:

1. A school system. employs both men and
women as school bus drivers. However, The
men are regularly paid more than the women:

2. A man and womdn'are doing-the same work in
an office. The woman is paid more because
she is a widow with three children while the
man is single.

3, . A woman and a man are hired by a Store as
stock clerks. The /man is paid more'because
his job finiolves arranging inventory while the
woman's_ job involves counting inventory
items.

4. A man and a woman are hirfd to operate the
' same machine in a factory. The man is paid

more because he works the night shift.

S. A department store paid saleswomen less to
sell women's clothing than it paid salesmen,to
sell men's clothing on the basis that it re-
quired more skill to sell men's clothing.

6. 4woman, employed In a large laboratory, was
re-assigned to, a lower level job because she

.developed probleins with her, ensight-4
problems which prevented her from perform=
ing efficiently. At her new, lower-level job she
MS paid the same salary vs at.the previous
job even though that salary was much higher
than the salary paid to others in this job level.
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.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Why shoulcrihere be restrictions on th'e work of minors? 4
2: What function does the sex of a person play in actual job performance? Ans this question

in respect to ten jobs which are found in your community. t

a

Notes:

O
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VARIATION ON PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (Your own)

(Identify nature of "variation': in space provided)
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PERSONAL FINANCE

In this chapter you will examine some ,common financial contracts. This study.ti,
r--- should enable you to:

I

1. Explain the basic responsibility, of parents` for financial contracts of their
children. ..-

2. Explain the nature of an express warranty,

3. Examine newspaper or television adVertisements Sand distinguish in them
between express warranties and puffing.

4. Explain how a lease for an apartment fulfills the requirements of contract.

1

When was the last time you borrowed one hundred'
thousand dollars from a bank to expand your factory?

Or signed a sixty thousand dollar mortgage for a new
home? Well, so maybe you're not a "wheeler-dealer" in
the world of high finance. Maybe some day! In the
meantime, you undoubtedly will Make many other'
kinds of financial arrangementsborrow money for

-- college, open a checkinraceeunt, kw a car. In these
nurnaous other financial transactions, you, will be

entering into contracts as important and as binding as
those made in the world of high finance.

4

you may realfrom Chapter One, a contract is.a
legal agreement which all involved parties are pbligated
to respect and honor. It Is whwomeo_ne apparently.
fails to honor a contract that a court of raw will corder
into the picture. The court will first have to'etermine
what the naqre of the -agreement-was and then whether
the defendant (the one accused of-breaking` the con-

, Naract) actually violated, any part of the ,agreement.

BASIC PR011ti.EM NUMBER, ONE
" MINORS AND'CONTRACTS

FACT

, .
-Beni, a 16-year-old, wiis accustomed to buying all

,

t,e clothes he wanted. But, because of family
_f 'landed problems, theflow of,money to his Ward-
;lobe itind had d,Windled, Since Ben _was accustomed
o hUy1nq Whdiet!ers'We. wanted, -*- went tot e

clothing store, picked out some new clothes and
charged it by signing his father's name. His parents
subsequently refused. to pay the bill and the owner
of the store sued Ben's parents to collect the mono,:
Assume thk you are the judge. Read the law and
render your decision. '.

LAW:.

1. FAMILY EXPENSES. lowa Code, Section 597.14
(1975) states: "The reasonable .and necessary
expenses of the 'farrrilrand the education,Of the
children are chargeable upon the property of
both huSband and wife.. . The interpretation
of this law is that the parents 4e-responsible to
provide their children with the necessities of life,
including foOd, clothing, shelter, medical carte,

7, and ectucatimi_

2. MINOR'S CONTRACTS: **In Iowa a minor is
limited in his or her biLity to make- contracts;'
Specifically, aininorcans,m,ake contracts only for! --
the,purchate of .necessities. if a minor ,does.make-
a;contract forsomething other than necessities,
then the. minor can refuse to perfditn; that is,

- .the mincK san,rcIftise to :pay. SinCe',the 4, rents.
.cannot be lieftrs-Jiable, for goods an services,

which are, notnecessities, a merchant.whO extends
credit _to a .inirAtii6es so,,,at.his/her own risk. The
merchant must determine- whether or not the
goOds are necessities.
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A complicating factor in such cases centers on a
definition of what is necessary. Assuming that
shoes are considered necessary, would this apply
only to a relatively inexpensive pair? Or could an
expensive pair of shoes be considered necessary?
The key element in such a question would be the,
parent's ability to pay. If a minor's parents could
easily afford expensive clothing, then the court_
might consider. an expensive pair of shoes to be
"necessary." Of course, if the family were not
financially able, then a costly pair of shoes would
not be "necessary." A, merchant assumes the

-*responsibility of making these decisions.

If -minors,,,need shoes, for example, -and their
parents fail to provide them,, then minors have
the legal right to charge them (assuming they
can). HoWever, if the pareritf have already
provided, the shoes, then minors cannot legally
charge for them in their parent's name.

If a minor is married, he or she mould-not be
considered a minor for the purposes of a contract.
They would be respohlible for apy contracts
they made. Their parents would not be respon-:
Bible- for their contracts, even fol." necessities.

F.
DECISION:

FACTS:

Nineteen:year-old Karen 'had recently .purchased a
new coaf which, the salesclerk had assured her, was
real leather: On returning. home' With the *coat she
had read,a label which d, "Simillated Leather. 7
She felt she had been cheated. Would she have an.1,
legal remedy available?

If you were the judge, what other facts would you
want to know about Ben's case? Explain how4hese
dditionil facts might affect your decision.

BASIC. PROBLEM NUMBER TWO

.

_ , .

EXPRESS 'WARRANTY. When yot.1 pui-chase
sothethiri5, you enter into aViritract. The two
parties to the contract, the liuyer indthe'seller,
are agreeing to perform in a cerA way. You
agree t'CiOY a certain athountofinimeY;the,seller
agrees to 'hand over to ..your ownership the-,
tteSij_ed There is another. element to a
ptirohasel±agreenient, .,thgeleinent;.of "express, .

-kwarraritc4s -koarailio,*-rt tomithjrik is. true.
*97:you, pm for, Omething in cash youvake...a

:"Wayarty,ttiat,tfielroffiy,4,i01, not counterfeit.
er41afit,s-,...ctigaiod: in se))ihkgoods..05.seryices

th0-_,I*115114;a:Fe:Slitilectt<5.,,ftiet,t4t-Or.eXpress
rfr,explesiF.Warearitrtr -C..,:statement.

about the nature and quality of something which
is offered for sale. The word "express" me
that the warranty is made orally to the buyer or
in print as in an advertisement.Whemaraerchant
makes an express warranty about a product, the
law requires that merchantito live up to the terms
of that warranty. If you buy a product, that is
labeled toothpaste, the seller is making an eXprfess
warranty that the package contains just that; if
you opened the package and found shaving
cream, you would have an obvious right to require
the merchant either to provide you with tooth:
paste or to return your money. (See Iowa Code;
Section 554.2313 (1975))

The complicating problems relative to express
warranties center around two questions:

a. Was a merchant actually, making an express
warranty or was the -stateme t about the
product merely "puffing" or xaggerated
praise? \The law recognizes common
knowledge the tendency of sa spersons to
be optimistic about their products. This
distinction between express warranties and
"puffing" can be-seen in the following two
statements:

"Corn-Oats is the tastiest cereal on yoUr
r's shelves."

rn-Oats is made from purely natural
ingredients, with no preservatives
.added.'

. .

.... Which of. these statements would prObably
,..-. . .

be ari express warranty?
.....- -

b. Was the purchaser capable ofunderstanding
the meaning of the express warranty Ohich
was made?

Suppose that an 11-year-old boy.goes,.to-a
shoe store ,with vinstructions, from his
parentsto buyFa- new:pair orreaer shoes
ancr haVing related his needs to the sales1

person, is sol 'a pair of "simulated:lather!:
shoesom the store Mcist'Orobabii thIS--
yoCing.man dicisnottomprehelid.the faci,::

ohaVsimulater wasanother.way.ofsaying.,,
-imitation; A cogrtof law.would prptiatiiy
say, that because this .boy couict;nOt underi.,
stand the.meaning ofthe't,hercilantis,expresi warranty., die merchantwould
.tweturn the boy's money' *e.tiff _

DECISION:
. . k : ;

vq44,A.
Use the Concept of eXprels warranty to make a ...

judicial decision in Karen's lawsuit against the.sales: ,
person-Who hsold er The coat
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VARIATIONS ON PROBLEM NUMBER TWO

VIriation Number One

Facts:

Assume,that Karen was older and, because slie
had purchased many 'coats in her lifetime,
knew the difference between a leather and
simulated- leather. What would be your
decision with this new fact?

Law:

Express Warranty as previously explained)

Decision:

Would you'r original decision change?

Variation Nungber Two

Facts:

Assume that the salesperson had made this
statement: "This is:made of a high quality
leather-like Material."

Law:

Eicpress,,,Warrailty (as previously explained) .

iltaw-,would you decide? Why?

'Variation Nurnber.Whree

. Facts:
117

A promident. tag was attached to the coat
stating That it was made of simulated leather.

Law:

": 4

Express Warranty (as previously explained)

Dedision.:

Mould this new fact make a difference in your
. decision?

BASIC PROBLEM° NUMBER THREE

FACTS:"

Priscilla wa:sicstaiic wheil she read the advertisement
in the paper for a tennis racket at the lqcal athletic
store for half price.' She was 'disappointed when she
arrived' at the store and-was told by the merchant,
that the tennis racket was no longer available. Thet

merchant did, however, have:some other tenn
rackets which were' Indre expensive than w f t
Priscilla could afford. Priscilla walked out with tit
buying anything but she was conyinced',tha the
merchant was guilty of some violation of th

LAW;

As you will :recall, a contract,,ii an a: ernent in
whiO each, party promises to. perfprm in a teftain
way. If one_party.failS to perform in t appropriate
manner; then the other 'party to th contract tan,
seek _a legal remedy for this vioiatio

COntriCt law provides that adve cements; circulars,
ancl-Cataiogs*e not legal offe to the publid.Since
'thee pubiieatfons and ma rials- are intended
primarily -for publicity, theya riot considered4part
of a lea contract:

DECISION:`

Had the merchant Violated atcontract with Priscilla'
,

to sell her ii Certain tennis racket at a certain price?
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VARIATION ON PROBLEM NUMBER THREE

. Facts:

Even though Pris Ellie ivas not able to buy the
new tennis racket, she, still played tennis with
friends that day. She learned that-her friends had
the same experience at the athletic shop. All had
attempted to take advantage of the, sale on tennis
rackets early in the dogiinly to find that, they
were "sold-out." The merchant, how-ever, had
been more than willing to sell them a higher

Priced tennis racket.

Law:

-Tort of MisrepresentationThe law does not
allow a- person to purposely trick or deceive
anoiber. Merchants who purposely advertise s
sale to bring people into tli*eir stores buf never
actually intend to offer the advertised item at
the advertised price triy be liable for the tort of
misrepresentation. A suit, -undertaken by the
state .or an individual, could result in an injunc-
tion against the practice and anorder to return
any money which was 2btatned by the uplawful
practice.

Decision:

What additional facts would you need to- deter -.
mine le'hetber the merchant peght be liable for
the-tort of misrepreSentationf

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER FOUR

FACTS: '
: Della was certain that he had accomplishedxsak

deal bylrading off his five-year-old, low mileage car
(or a new one. He wgisa sure because only he knew
that he had turned back the odomeier after someone
told him that a lower mileage:car would have a

v4'
.

higher trade-in v;due.

A
LAW:

1.4 ,

.EXPRESS WAR RA N, TY/Tas previously -ex4)lained)
(See page I-48-).

:DECISION:

.

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER FIVE

FACTS:

It had taken Carlton three months to land" a job
after he graduated from high school, but now he
was working and he was ready to "live." His first
step was to find an (thartment. Mrs, Johnson was a
bit reluctant to rent an apartment to'iomeaqe
.young as Carlton. However, Carlton convinced her
'of his maturitil,-,signe01ease on the apartment for
a' year and *moved a; Two months later, Carlton
held a party for his former high -school classmates.
Carlton and his friends hgd a lot of fun at the party,
even though Mrs. Johnson called twice to complain-
about the noise. Carlton dismissed her complaints
as those :olign "old crank." The- next mom ,

however: Mrs. Johnson asked Carlton to -move out
,1 of his apartment. She explained that Carlton ha

violated the provision of the-leas- e which prohibited
"loud and lboisterous conduct:" She further ex-
plained that Carlton according to the terms of the
lease would have to pay the' iekon the apartment
until she could, find another tenant.

LAW:

A lease is a contims.t...Each party agrees to perform
in a certain manner. As in a contract, a lease is bind.
ing. Failure te live, Up ,to the conditions Of the lease
may result in eviction free-t he property and the
payrite44f.; _pages. The conditionsof the lease

,

must be reasOriable,4roWever, for a court to enforce
' them, F.or iexample, a provisiOn, n, a 'lease which,

'requiredihelesSee4(or,tenant) to. Jitnit;the number
Of- gueSts.in Sri- apartment to Ong.- at.s tithe might.
well be*considered'.unreasonable,andtherefore; not'?
enforceable.- ;;; . :

'Daye--yiplate any contra4,with the:cat dearer?
-what-legal grounds could the car dealer..

stie, pave?,

the car _dealer -took Dave to court, ,,hat would
be the priMarYprobleM of Proof What evidence-

car dealer Offelt or attempt develop

DECISION;-
.

.

,
Could 'Mrs.. Johns4,force rlton to :leave -the
apartrnent? cold Mrs..johns force Carlton to

pay thi two months that the..apartment
WaS yacapt?; What additional facts -migbt you need
tszi:;nidke decision?:'*-



Notes:

PERSONAL FINANCE

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

4,, Why is there a legal distinction between an express warranty and "puffing?"

2, Obtain a copy of a lease for an apartment. (Try a local real estate agent). Discuss the respon-
sibilities of the landlord and the renter.

I.
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LOVE AND MARRIAGE

ar,

Marriage is a civil contract between a man and a woman. Through your study of the4'
.

contract in this chapter you should be able to:

1. ixplain the requirements for entering into the marriage contract.

2. Explain the requirements.for disio.lving the marriage contract.

.

0

Marriage is still one of the most popular contractual
arrangements between men and women in the United.
States. In spite of the growing number of divorcei and
the loyd prodlarnations of some that marriage is ,a dead
institution, men and women continue to mrtite them-
selves as husband and wife. In addition to its strong
moral and religious meanings, marriage has an important
legal meaning. The legal' implications of this union
between men and womeri are based on the fact that
marriage is a contract. As a contract, marriage is

governed by those concepts of contract law (as. out-
lined in the first chapter) and the specific !pis of each.
state.

. , .
Marriage is a legal agreement, Entered into by compe-
tent parties with niutual consent, and obligation. To
understand how the law regulates this agreement
between two people, let's examine some pbssible out-
comekorthe following situation. ,;

,BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER ONE

FACTS:

, .

Jim Is eighteen and Jackie is- sixteen. Faced with the
fact of pregnancy, they decide to get...married. Can

16 they Itgallydo so? , .

LAW:

58

Restrictions on Age. Iowa Code, Section 595.2
(1975). "A marriage between a male and a femalg
each eighteen years of age or older is valid. A
marriage between a male and a female either or both
of whom have not attained that age may be valid
under the circumstances prescribed in this section.

44

1. If either party to a marriage falsely represEnts,
himself or herself_to be eighteen-years of age'
or older at or before the time the marriage is
solemnized,, the marriage is 'valid unless the
person who falsely represented his or her age
chooses to void the marriage by inaking his or
her true age, known and verified by a birth
certificatf or other legal evidence of age in an®'
annulme 'proceeding initiated at any time
before he or she reaches his or her eighteenth
birthday. A *child born of 'a marriage voided
under" this subsection is legitiinate.--

2. A marriage license kay be issued to a nn-41e
and a female either or botkof whom are six-

. teen or.seventeen years of age if:.

a.The parents of 'the underaged party or
parties certify in writing that they consent
to the marriage. If one of .the,,parents of
any underaged party to a proposed marriage.

41.
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DECISION:is dead or incompetent the certificate may
be executed by the other parent, if both
parents are dead or incompetent, the guard-
ian of the underaged party may execute
the certificate, and if the parents are

divorced the parent having legal custody
may execute the certificate and

-
b The certificate of consent of the parents,

parent or guardian is approved by a judge
of the district court, or, if both parents of
any underaged party to a proposed marriage
are dead, ipcompetent'or cannot be located
and the party has no guardian, the proposed
marriage is approved by a judge of, the
district court. A judge shall graht approval
under this subsection only if he finds the
,underaged party or parties capable of
assuming , the responsibilities of marriage
and that the marriage will serve the best
interest of the underaged party or parties.
PregnancY alone does not establish that the
proposed marriages in the best interest of
the underaged party or parties, however if
pi'egnancy I5 involved the court records'
which pertain to the fact that the femalesis
pregnant shIllbe sealed and available, only
to the parties to the marriage or proposed
marriage or to any interested party securing
an order of the court. .

c. If a parent or guardian withholds consent,
the judge ,uptin application of a party to a
proposed marriage shall determine if the
consent has been unreasonably withheld. If

-the judge so finds, the judge shall proceed
to review the application`under subsection

-47"b" of this section."

1. Could Jim and Jackie get married without
their parent's consent?

2: Could they get / married with
consent?

3. If Jackie's parents refused to consent to the
marriage, would it be possible for them ito get
married?

4. If Jackie wasn't pregnant, would it be easy for
them to get married by lying about their ages,
stating that they both were eighteen?

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER TWO

FACTS:

Jim refuses to marry Jackie. 'rat can Jackie do? .

.1. Mutuality of Agreement: "Since marriage is..a:
contract, both parties must agree in their owns
rights to the marriage, and cannot be forced to -

marry against their wills."

, 2. Statutory Rue. /owa Code, Section -
"If any person ravish and oarnally know any
female by force or against ber will, or if-any
person carnally know and abuse any female child
under the age of sixteen years, or if any person
over the age of twenty-five years carnally know
and abuse any female under the age of seventeen
years, he.sfialibe imprisoned in thepenitentiary
for life, or any terprof Years; not Tess than five,

and the court :nay pronounce sentence for a
lesserperiod-lhatflhe maxiinum, thekprivisibris
of, the indeterthinate sentence law to th4ontraryr---,
notwithstanding. (NOTE: This section has been
repealed, effective' January. 1, 1978; and, will- be,
r.eplaced.bySection_904)Of Chapter One Of the.

tiew 'Iowa CHM/nal Code).
.

41,

3,Seduction. Iowa. Code,: Section 700.1 (1:975)
. "If any :perSon seduce rand :debauch any 'un-

,married woman of previously, Chaste-character,
he shall be ,punished by imprisonment in the
penitentiary not more than five' yearS, or by fine
not exceeding -one thousand)dollars and imprison-

ment in the county jail not exceeding one year."
.

owa Code, Section 675.1 (1975).111q.:parents
f a chilborn Out of wedlock and not legitimized

owe-he vhildnecessary Maintenance, education,
arid Suppott. They are, also liable for the child's
funeral expenses. The father'is also liable topmr
the expense of the mother's- pregnancy and

. .

5.



LOVE AND MAR
confinement. The obligation" of the parent to

_ support e child under the laws for the support
poor relatives applies to 'children born ou
dlock."

DECISION:

1. Could Jackie force Jim to marry her?

2. Could Jackie threaten Jim with any criminal
charges? What?

3. Could Jackie force -Jim to pay for the support of
the child? .

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER THREE

FACTS:

Suppose that Jackie and Jim, failing to get the con-
sent of their parents, simply move to Des Moines
where Jim gets ajob and they begin living together.
Are they legally married?

LAW:

Common law marriage. Iowa also recognizes what
is known as common law marriage. Such a marriage
may be proved by circumstantial evidence. Mere
.proof of cohabitation is not sufficient.

The elements necessary to establish a eommon law
marriage are well'established as follows:

1. Intent and present agreement to be married,
on the part of both parties.

2: Continuous cohabiwtion and' public declara-
tion-that they are fiMbandand wif

,
3. Capacity?ol parties to make s h a contract.

The' burden of prqpf is on the one asserting the
claims. All elements of relationship as to marriage
must: be Shown to exist. A claim of such marriage is

- regarded With, suspicion and will be closely scruti-
nized.
...

DECISION:

Suppose that after a year of living together, Jim and
Jackie. need t9 prove that they have a common law
marriage. What evidence might you require to,

- satisfy` the three elements-of a common law mar-
rine?.

BASIC. PROBLEM NUMBER FOUR

SuPpose that Jackie and lirn4stmarried .with their

parents'
A

After living/ with Jackie and
ntually) a squalling baby, Jim reaches the end of

his rope and decides it is time to get out. How can
Jim legally get out of this marriage contract?

. .

LAW:

Dissolution. Iowa Code (As amended by 66th
GenerarAssembly, 1976).

1. Content of 'Petition for Dissolution. Section
598.5.

1. )Name and address of the petitioner and
his attorney.

2. Place and date of marriage of the parties.

3. Name and address of the respondent.

4. Name and a.ge, of. each minor child. . .

whose welfare may be affected by the
controversy.

.---

7,.- Allegation that there hasbeen a breakdown
of the marriage relationship to the extent
that the .Legitimate objects of matrimony
have been destroyed and there remains no
reasonable likelihood that the marriage can
be reserved."



2. Concili tion. Section 598.16.

LAW AND SOCIETY :

The Court shall, based upon competent and
relevant evidence, in such decree provide for
the division of assets of the pirties and reason-
able support sr maintenance of any dependent
children or either spouse."

"Upon t1 e application. . .the court shall
require the parties to participate in conciliation
efforts for a period of sixty days from the
issuance of an order setting forth the concilia-
tion procedure and the conciliator,

At any time upon its own motion or upon the
application of a party the court may require
the parties to participate in conciliation efforts
for sixty days or less following the issuance of
such an order.

Every* order for conciliation shall require the
conciliator to file a written report by a date
certain which shall state the conciliation
procedures undertaken and such other matters
as may have been 'required by the court.. .

Such conciliation procedure may include, but
is not limited to, referrals to the domestic
relations division of the court, if established,
public or%private marriage tounselors, family
service agencies, coMmunity Health centers,
physicians and clergymen.".

" 3: digsolution of Marriage - Evidence. SeCt184"
111,

"A decr* dissolving the marriage -may be
entered when the. Court is satisfied from the
evidence presented that there has been a break-
down of the gmarriage relationship to theritw.
extent that the legitimate objects of matrimony
have been destroyed and there remains no
reasonable likelihood -that the marriage can be
preserved. .

I

4. Annulment. Section 598.29.

"Marriage may be annuled for the following
causes: .-

1. Where the marriage between the parties
is prohibited by law.

2. Where either party was impotent at the
time of marriage.

3. Where either party had a husband or wife,
living at the time of the marriage. .

4. Where either party was mentally ill or a
mental retardate. at the time of the
marriage." .

DECISION:

.1 , s. ,Ole . t 4 p . ..4
1. Could Jim obtain a -dissolution of this marriage e,

On the same thy that he decides to get out?

./2. In the case of Tackle and- Jim, what possible
grounds for annulment might exist?

3. If you were the judge, what evidence of a break-
down of the marriage would you accept?

,Narr'



Notes:

fa LOVE AND MARRIAGE

QUESTIONS 'FOR DISCUSSION',

1. Why should the law place age requirements on the ability to enter into a marriage contract?

2. Why should a society place any restrictions on a person's ability to marry?

3. .Should the dissolution of marriage be easy or difficult?...
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STUDENTS AND SCHOOL

As a student you have been required to follow the authority of your teachers and
, your principA At the end of this chapter you should be.able to:

1. State in general terms your responsibility as a student.

2. Explain the limits of the authority of your teachersand principal.

Schools, like other institutions in our society, have,
problems. Perhaps the most perplexing problem for
schools,41soth yesterday and today, is the problem of
authority.,, Not Who has the authority in school: we
all know that teachers, principals, and other, school
officials ha,ye, the authority. The question is How
much authority do they have? It may, seem from our
experience that the amount of authority is measured
by such things as physical size,' power of the voice, or
the power to give grades. But the question of authority
is more complicated and serious than that. This chapter
is devoted to some of these complex problems.

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER ONE

FACTS:

Jan impatiently waited for Mr. Johnson, the princi-
pal. She was nervous, but determined not to give an
inch. "It isn't fair," she thought. "I am the editor of
the paper. I should be able to control what goes into
it. Mr. Smith had no right to slop me from printing
the editorial on the need for a class in the history of
women." Jan editorial in the school paper was
actually quite mildno threats, no name-calling. Just
a straight-forwaid plea for a course in the history of
women. But, as Mr. )(Vinson pointed out, stich an
editorial was not within the purpose of the school
paper and not even a matter for student discussion.

65

What would the law say if Jan ended up in court
over this matter--an issue of`student's rights versus
the authority of:school officials.

LAW:

i Iowa Code, Section 280.3 (1975) states: "The
board of directors of each public school district
and the authorities in charge.of each non-public
school shall prescribe the minimum educational
program for the school under their jurisdictions.
The minimum educational program shall be the
curriculum iet forth in Section 257.25, except as
otherwise provided by law. .

I

2. lowa Code, Section 257.25!6b, 1975 states: l'In
grades nine through .All students shall
be required to take one unit of American history
which shall give attention to the role in history
played by all persons, and a positive effort shall,
tae made to reflect the achievements of women,
minorities and any others who, in the past, may
have been ignorp or overlooked by reason of
race, sex, religion, physical disability or ethnic
background. . ."

3. Multicultural, Nonsexist Curriculum: Guidelines
Yor Iowa schoolslowa Department of Public
Instruction states: 'fit is. . secommended that
secondary schools offer elective _courses in
womeli's studies and ethnic studies..."



,..4. Pertinent Ame )ents to the U.S. Constitution:

LAW AND SOCI ErY

First Amendment:

"Congress' shall make no law abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press, or the
right of the people peacefully to assemble,
-and to petition the Government for% redress
of grievances."

Fourteenth Amendment:

". . .No state shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities
of citizens of the United States; nor shall any
State deprive ,any person of life, liberty, or.
property, withok due process of law."

5. Student Rights. The following statements are
excerpts from the case of Tinker vs. Des Moines

independent School District, in the majority
opinion delivered byJustice Fortas:

a. "In West Virginia State Board of Education vs.
Barnette, this Court held that under the First
Amendment, the student in publiNchool may
not be compelled to salute the flag. Speaking
through Mr: Justice Jackson, the Court said:

if

The Fourteenth Amendment, as now
applied to the States, protects the citizens
against the State itself and all of 1p-6-ea-

\ turesBoards of Education not excepted.
'These have, of course, important, delicate,
and highly discretionary functions, but
none that they may not perform within the
limits of the Bill of Rights. That they are
educating the young for citizenship is reason
far scruPulous protection of Constitutional
freedoms of the individual, if we are not to
strangle the free mind at its source and teach
youth, to discount important principles of
our government- as mere platitudes.' 319
US. at 637, 63 S. Ct. at 71-85:

In Sur system,state-operated Schools may not
encraves of totalitarianism. School officials

do not possess absolute authority over their.
students. Stlidents in schools as well as out of

_sc4291s are 'persOns' under our Constitutirui.
'They are Possessed of fundamental rights which
the State must respdctiust as they themselves
must respect their obligations to the State. In
our systemlstudents may not befegarded as
closed-circuit recipients of only, that which-
the State chooses to communicate. They may
not be confined to the expression of those
sentiments that are officially approved. In the
absence of a specific shoWing of constitutional-
ly 'valid reasons to regulate , their speech,
stUdents are entitled to freedom of expression ,

of their views. As Judp Gewin, speaking for
the Fifth Circuit saidrschool officials cannot
suppress 'expressions of (feelings with which
they d not wish to contend.' " Burnside vs.
Byars su ra, 363 f. 2nd at 749.

b. "The principle of these cases is not confined
to the supervised and ordained -discussion
which takes place in the classroom. The grin-

- ciple use to which.the schools are dedicated is
_to accommodate students during prescribed
hours for the purpose Of certain type of

ies. Among those activities is personal
intercommunication among the students. This
is not only an inevitable part of,the process of
attending school. It is also. an jrnportan't part
of the educational process'.-A,student's rights,
therefore; do not embrace merely the class-
roomhours, When he is in the dafeteria, or,o'n
the playing,. field, Or on the campus. during
authorized hours, he may express his opinions,

. even on gontroversial subjects like the.conflict
of Vietnam, if he do'es so '(without -materially
and substantially in tesfering 41th: .appro(
priate discipline in the operation of ilk school'
and withoUt colliding with 69 rights:cif,others.
Burnside** Byars, supra; 363 F2nd at 749:
But conduct of the student, in, classlorout:of
it, which:for any reasonwhether it seems

.,from time, place, or type of behaviorz-material-
,,,ly disrupts;*classwork or involves substantial

disordekor,invasion, of the rights of others is,
of course, notimmunized by theconstitution--
arguarantee of, freedom of speech." Cf. Black-

Issaquenacounty.Board of Education,
636 F. 2d 749 (C A. 5th 1966r.
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c. "As we have discussed, the record does not
demonstrate any facts which might reasonably
have led school authorities to forecast substan-
tial disruption of or material interference with
school activities, and no disturbances or dis-
orders on the school premises in fact occurred.
These petitioners merely went about their-

t,.&ordained rounds in school. Their deviation
isted only in?wearing on their sleeve a

ha' f black cloth, not more than two
inChtes wide. They wore it to exhibit their
disapproval of the Vietnam hostilities and their

'dvocacy of a truce, to make their views
known, and by their example to influence
others to adopt them. They neither interrupted
school activities no( sought to intrude in th6
school affairs or the lives of others. They
caused discussion outside of the classroom,
but no interference with work and no disorder.
In the circumstances, our Constitution does
not permit officials of the State to deny their
form of expression." woo'

,DE,CISION:
,

1. Does Jan, as the editor of the school paper, have
complete control over.the contents of the paper?
If her control is limited, in what way and by
whom?

2. Suppose that Jan and, bar. parents filed a com-
plaint in court, seeking an injunction (a court
decree which orders a person or persons to do
something or to stop doing something) restraining
school officials from keeping the editorial out of
the paper. HoW would you decide?

VARIATIONS ON PROBLEM NUMBER ONE -

Apply the law to the following changes in fact.

1. $ariation Number One

Facts:

Suppose that' Jan used `obscene language rn
this'specific editorial,

Decision::

. How would the law apply?

;2: Variation Number.T'wo '

Facts;

--;,+

Suppose that =Jan, In tfils Rime .editorial,
. laimed that Mr. JOhnson, the principal,

was. q. "male chauvinist pig" and was biased
in favor of male students In all disciplinary
matters. .

. "
67
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Decision:

How would you decide if thjs problem
came to court?

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER TWO

FACTS:

-ohn had played basketball at Jackson High, for three
nes qnd received honorable mention in the_all-state
player recognition last year During the summer. <

John and Julie got married with tie reluctant con-
sent of their parents. Now the school board has ruled
that John can't play basketball as a senior because
of a rule restricting married students from participa-
ting in extraourricular activities. John decides to go
to court td get this rule throw, out.

LAW:

The Iowa Supreme Court, held that "the rule of a
school board precluding married pupils from partici-
pating in extracurricular activities was not violative
of public policy, and did not penalize parsons
becau.se of marriage." The Court stated:

"The' operation of the public schools of this
state undehnd in accord with applicable statutes
is clearly vested in the duly elected, directors of
the various local school boards. . ." Board of
Directors, Ind. Sch. Dise, vs. Green, 259 Iowa
1261 (1967) ,

The board disclosed the policy considerations which
prompted adoption of the rule as follows: s

1. "Married students assume new rand serious
responsibilitits. Participation in extracurricular.
activities tends to interfere with discharging
these resi5Onsibilities:

*""2.`A" basic education *program is even more.,
essential' for married' students. Therefore, full
atten'tion should be given ft. the school pro-
gram in order that such students may achieve
success.

3. Teenage.marriages are on the increase. Marriage
telhe age set bye law should be discour-

aged. EXcluding married students from extra-
curricular,..,activities may tend °to discourage
early marriages.

4. Married students need, toslYend time with
their families in order that the marriage will
have a better chancd of being successful.

5. Married students are more likely. to drop out
of school. Hence, Marriage should be discour-
aged among teenage students.'
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6. Married` students are more likely to hive
undesirable influences on other students
during.the informal extracurricular activities.

7. The personal relationships of marriOstudents
are different from those of non-married
students. Non-married students can be unduly
influenced as a result of relationships with
married students.

8. Married students may create school'moral and
disciplinary problems, particularly in the
informal extracurricular activities where super-
vision is more difficult."

In the case of HOlt vi. Shelton, 341 F. Supp. 821
(M.D. Tenn. 1972), a federal district court held that
such a regulation is unconstitutional.

Ahnost all federal courts have held that any'discrim-
ination based on marital status violates the equal
protection clause of the 14th Amendment. (Refer
to`Rubel vs. Iowa Girls High School Athletic Union).

.DECISION:
. -

1. Based op the previous court.decisions, how would
you rule in John's case?

2. Examine the reasons given by theschoof.boa'rd in
Ind. Sch. Dist. vs. Green fir adopting the restric-
tive rule. Are these reasons valid today?

VARIATION- ON PROBLEM NUMBERt,TWO

Facts:

Assume that John was restricted .from playing
basketball because his grades were poor.

'Decision:

BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER THREE

FACTS:

Terri has been dismissed from school for three days
for smoking cigarettes in the rest roe. She couldn't
convince the teacher who took her to the principal's
office or the principal that she had not been smoking
when the teacher walked in. Her friend had just
handed her a couple of.cigarettes and she was only
putting them in her purse when the teacher walked
in:

LAW:

Two geperal questions are presented in this case.
The first problem concerns the, authority of school
officials to prohibit smoking on school grounds.
The second problem is the power of school officials
to suspend and expel students from school.

1. Smoking. In State vs. Green,
C2)

the court held that
the "conduct of 'Pupils which directly relates to
and affects the management of the school and its
efficiency" may be regulated by school authori-
ties: However; schools have no power to govern
individual conduct wholly outside the school-
room or schPol grounds. (259 Iowa 1260, 147,
N.W. 2'd 854'196`7)

2: Use of TobaccOdowa Code, Section thr 79.9 (1975)
"Such rules shall..prOhibit the use of tobacco and
the use or -possesiion of alcoholic liquor, or beer.
or any controlled substance-as defined, in Section"'"v,-.
20441, .subsection 6; by any student of such,
sChoolsanfl the board may.suspend or expel any

.studentfor any violation of such

3. Majority' VoteSu,spensjon. Iowa Code, Section
282.4 11975). "The board may; by .a majority
vote, expel any icholai'frciril school for impbral.;,_
ityor foi=:a.,yiolatiori:i)f the regulaticins or rules,
establishedqiy:thse- board, or .when the presence4"
of the iificilar isletiimental to the best interests
of the- schocif;Arid it may confer upon, arty
teacher, princiPalsorsuperintendent the power
temporarily to ciiiiniss a scholar, notice of such
dismissal being' at once given in writing to the,
president of the'bcfaid.":.'

:

4. Re:admission of 601. Iowa Code,Section 282.25
975): a '-scholar is dismissed by the

teacher, principal, or superintendent, as above
provided, he'may be re-admitted by suchiteacher,
principal, or superintendent, 'but When expellee
by the.board'he May, be re:admitted only by:the
15oard:or inthe manner prescribed by itY

5. bye-Pcocesi. The SUPirtlie4' tourt ruled in 1975,
that students have. the same protections of
periorlapights as adults; particularly those, rights
to "lue process:" 'Specifically, this decision

Could the school board make such a rule, under
the law? .
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provided that students who face a suspension of
up tq ten days are entitled to an "oral or written
notice of the charges against him and, if he denies
them, an explanation of the evidence the author-
ities have- and an opportunity to piesent-litc
lirersion." (Goss vs. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (105).

DECISION:

1. Does smoking appear to be a behavior over which
school authorities have control?

2. If Prikitla were 18-years-old, would the princi-
pal's authority be different?

DO you think there is any basis for a Complaint
that.Priscilla's rights have been violated?

VARIATION ON PROBLEM NUMBER THREE

Which of the following school regulations would
appear to be valid on the basis of the court's decision
in State vs. Green? (As stated earlier in this chapter).

A rule requiring skirts to be no higher than four
inches abovj the knee.

A rule forbidding the. wearing of hats in school.

A

-(
rule prohibiting. students frOm , using their,

lockers, except before classes in the morning,
at noon, and after _classes the afternoon.

. BASIC PROBLEM NUMBER TOUR

FACTS:

7Vlr. P., in his second year of teaching at the high
. school, had been notified that his contract would
not be renew, lg for the coming year, primarily
because of ta: school's financial situation. Mr. P.

.s_,accepted this ,decision but many of the students
were upset. They felt that Mr.P. was one of the
best teachers, tin the.school. To voice their protest

/ they planned lb have a sit-in at the next meeting of
the. school board; spi.ffically,theyplanned to sit in
the hell outside the ale'hing elm. The school board
has decided-to ask th'elligtrictcourt for anirjunctiOn
to' prevent 'the- sit--in. In considering the possibility
of an injunction; the court would bast, cWiy be
deciding the limits of thkrights of students. amine
the following laws4mdpiVo,se vour,EiWn decision.

-
LAW:

. ,

. firirmOrriendment: ""Congress shall mak.e no
law.. the right of the people
pOceably tolsiemble. . ."

f.

2. futice Fotias/writing the majority opinion in
Tinker vs, Des,41 oipes;\.Schoo7731.1trict 393 U.S.
503"(1969)' held th

;'First Amendment rights, applied in the light of
the special characteristics of the school environ-
ment, are available to teachers and students. It
can haidly be argued that either students dt
teachers sth

or ex
theiTE5ristitutional rights to free-

dom of sp pressionat the school house
gate. ...In our system, state-operated schools
may not be enclaves of totalitarianism. .

Students in school as well as out of school are
'persons' under our Constitution. . .But conduct
by the student, in class or ouLckf it, which for
any reason-whether it stems from time, place, or
behavior-materially disrupts classroom or involves
substantial disorder or invasion of the rights of
others is, of course, not immunized by the
constitutional guarantee of freedom of speech."

*3. Disturbing Congregations or Other Assemblies.
Iowa Code, Section 744.2 (1975). If any person
willfully disturb any assembly of persons met for
religious worship. . .or if any person willfuliy
disturb or interrupt any school, school meeting,
teachers institute. he shall be- .punished .by
imprisonment in the Courtly jail not more than
thirty slays or by fine not,excading onehundred
dollars."

*4. Unlawful 'Assembly. Iowa Code, SectiOn 7
(1975). "When three or more persohs in a violent
or tumultuous manner assemble together to do
an unlawful act, or, when together, attempt to
do an act, whether legal or unlawful act, in an
unlawful, violent,. or tumultuous manner`, to the
disturbance of others, .they are guilty of an un-
lawful assembly, and shall be imprisoned in the
county jail not more than thirtrdays, or befined:,
not exceeding one hundred dollars.."

p
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*5. Riot Defined. Iowa Code, Section 743.2 (197S).
"When three or more persons together and in a'
violent or tumoltuous.manner commit an unJaw-
ful act, or together do a laWful act in an unlawful,
violent nr nimultuoits-manfle.r.441
of others, they are guilty of a riot and shall be
punisheas provided in Section 743.1."

;
The law which yOu will need to examine is contained

, in a similar court case, Sims vs. Colfax Community
ecision o eju s ge is repnnte

following in its entirety: Because of the complexity
of the case, it will be helpful to know what the
judge was doing when De wrote this decision.

The case before Judge Hanson of the U.S. District
Court was concerned with a school board's power
td. regulate hair length. Since the, case was tried
without a jury, the.decision was entirely up to the
judge.,After he haid listened to both the plaintiff's
argument and the defendant's argument, the judge
wrote his decision which contained the following
elements (basically in the order of presentation):

LAW:

*NOTE: The above sections of- the Iowa law on
public disorder have been repealed, effective Janu-
ary 1, 1978, and will be replaced by Division 13,
Chapter 1 of the new Iowa Criminal Code.

DECISION:

1. Would,you grant an injunction? State the princi-
ple of law which led to your decision.

2. If the students, in addition to sitting in the halls,_
also planned to sing during the meeting of the
School btsard, would your decision remain the
-same?

3. yOuld it appear that the school board, could
bring a, criminal charge of unlawful assembly
against the student protesters if the injunction
was not grantdd and the students went ahead
with their plans?

.44

VARIATION ON PROBLEM NUMBER FOUR
1

FaCts: 4044444-1"-

Suppose that, instead of going to the schbol' -

board meeting, the students made large signs of
protest and carried these in school. , .

Decision:

Would the principal be acting within proper
authority in ordering the students to put the

. signs,4Way?,Or would such an order be:a viola "
tion4if the students' rights?

'.SPECIAL RROBLEM* 4

FACTS:

I

Arthur had played lead guitar with a rock. grow
during the summer and was planning to continue
during the school year on weekends. He had not
expected to encounter trouble. in school because of

pRearehtly his 'long hair was in violation of
the school dress code. Instead of cutting hk hair,
Arthur has sought the service of an attorney and is
suing the piincipal and the school board, 'asking the
court to srant'ati,injunction which would prevent,
the princhial from expelling him.

1...

tr

1-

1. Summary of facts.

2. Examination of previou ourt decisionk
precedents) and the Iowa ode. In this portio4l
or his decision, the, judge e mines the various
points raked by both the plat tiff and the defen-,,.,
dant. He attempts to determine whether the
decisions in other cases or the Iowa (or Federal)
Code apply to the particular case before him.
As you.will see, the judge looks at all possible
side's of the issue.

AT:

3. Decision on the particular issue.

4. Cart Order

NOTE: In this problem you will assume the
role of an attorney, either for the plaintiff,
Arthur, or 'the defendant, t,ie printipal and
the school ,board. Choose your client 'after
you have read the ,facts of the case. Then .4w
study the court case, Sims vs. Coifax Com=
'flunky, School District. This court decision
will provide you with relevant, legal material
for yoiir own decision. Prepare your court
presentation to include the following elements.

1. A brief opening statement, explaining what
you intend to shoOi'.

r

;

"
2. Examination of Witnesses. You May -simply

list the Witnesses which yOu would intend::
to call and -the questions which you would .

ask. Or, with the cooperation of the teacher,/
classmates) could play the roles of different
witnesses. The,,,purpose of this part would be
io establish the facts,"

3. Closing statement. In this part you would
argue ,your client's case by po,ititing to the..
issues of law and previbus.ciiiirt decisions.

*ecause of the length of this ppblem, the'decision'
portion'ts,presented-at the-beginrikig. .

70
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-
UNITED STATES. - DISTRICT COURT

;-"'4.).

a

A CENT/ AL DI_ ISION

SUSAN SIMS, Minor, by her
Father and Nth Friend
Aeric Sims,

. , Plaintiff

t
COLFAX COMMUNITY SCHOOL

4bISTRICT, et al;,
Defendants

,Civil No. 8-2357-C-2

MEMORANPUM AND ORDER

The matter before the Court is the constitutionality of a ,public school regulation which seeks
to control the length of students' hair. Jurisdiction of this cause is predicated and adinitted under

' Title 42 U.S.C., Section,1981, 1983 and-Title 28 U.S.C., Sections 2281, 2284, on try allegation
that the action by, the defendants violates afederal constitutional right guaranteed the plaintiff
under the Ninth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. c

Plaintiff, Susan Sims, brings this action by her father and next friend', Aeric Sims.' 'Plaintiff, a
student in the Colfax Community School, 'was suspended from school on December 2,1968, for
her failure to comply with a hair rule as set forth in a student handbook. This handbook which is
_distributed to all students at the commencement of the school year contains various rules and
regulations promulgated by school officials to govern student conduct. The Lute concerning
students' hair which is being challengedby plaintiff states, to-wits

. .
-.. - ,

I . ,,
Hair must be kept oriefinger width above
the eyebrows, clear across the 'forehead.

, . . ;
. .

On January 13, 1969, the parties entered into a stipulation whereby plaintiff was permitted to
return to school and continue her education. This stipulation Provided the following.-

s

(1) Pluintff would voluntarily comply with the hair rule; (2) Such action byNaintlff would be
without p?ejudice to further legal action and (3) No admL9,1strative penalties would be imposed b'
reason of plaintiff's absencgs incurred by reason of the claimed violation of the hair rule vnd that
'plaintiff :would be assisted in her make-up work. Plaintiff subsequently filed her suit challenging

consititutionality of the hair rule and this matter Was tried,. to the Court without
)
a jury.

-;

The precise issue, to be decided by the co-un is whether the rule,in question violates the plain -;
tiff's constitutional rights. At the outset the Court ,,thinks it appropriate to state, that the issue
before the Court is not a novel one. Indeed, school regulations concerning hair length andother
iirsuite adornments. See, e.g.,/lGriffin vs. Tatum, 300 F. Supp. 60 (M,D. Ala.,,19:69);. Crews vs.
Clones, .303 F. Stipp. 1370 S.O.f Ind., 1969); Lucia vs. Duggan, 303 P:. Supp. 1 t2ro. Mass. 196 .);
Breen4 Kahl, _296 F. .Supp. 702 cW.D. Wis., 1969);Ferret vs. Dallas IndASchool Dist., 261 F.
Supp, Texas, 1966). afrd. 392 F. 2c1697 (5111,Cir. 1968). However to the,CourrskadW-
ledger tiWs the first case involviN the hair length JO a feMale student.

"The Court Well knows that the field oiifenpale coiffure is one of shifting sand trodden only by
the most-fisolute of men. Th1 Cotirttus urtdertakes ,thls journey with some trepidation. .0ice
time iVieenorial attempts to impose standards of appearance upon the fairer sex have been

with peril Arbiters bf hirsuite, fashion, perhaps understanding the chameleon native of the
subject matter, have approached the problernovith more Innovation than insight Against this
delicate social milieu and ever mindful of the,gqual.protectio'n clause this Court undertakes to
comb` the tarigledroptsa:Yhishairy: Issue. i'" ''', " . `*-7.

\A
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It cannot .be seriously disputed that the interest of the State in maintaining an educational
system is of such Importance that the State is in fact charged with the duty to further and protect
the public school vstein. Nor can it be denied-that rules and regulations governing student

detly---educational system. School officials -of necessity have
thus been given a wide latitude of discretion in formulating rules and regulations to prescribe and
control student conduct' within the school. Iowa Code Section 279.8, 282.4 (1966). However, this
discretion is not unlimited. Only those school rules and.regulations that are reasonable are per-
missable. Tinker vs. Des Moines School DLit. 393 0.S, 503 (196?); Burnside vs. Byars, 363 F.2d

11. 744 (5th Cir. 1966); Blackwell vs. Issaquena County Board of Educ., 363 F.2d 749 (5th Cir. 1966).

It must, therefore,Oe recognized that under our democratic system public school officials
may not act autocratically nor are they *Vested with absolute authority over their:students. As the
Supreme Court stated in Tinker. vs. Des Moines School District., 393 U.S. at 511:

"Students in school as well as out of school are 'persons' under our Constitution.
They are possessed of fundamentbl rights which the State must respect. . ." .

The issue herein-must therefore be resolved' by deciding whetter the hair regulation contained
in the student handbook of the Colfax Community School and prffulgated by its duly authorized

. representatives is reasonable. The appropriate analysis in determining reasonableness is that of
weighing the individual's interest in engaging in the forbidden activity.

The case law concerning hair regulations in public secondary schools demonstrates the difficulty
in characterizing the interest a student has in the free choice of hair style. Some courts have as--
suined that o student's interest in the selection of hair style is tebe afforded thtsame degree of
protection as that granted First Amendment rights such as free speech. Crews vs. Clones, supra.
Other courts have stated that a student's choice of hair style is at least a Ijighly,protected right
t hough possibly not within the intendment of the First Amendment. Griffin vs: Tatum, supra;
Breen vs. Kahl, supra; Davis vs. Firment, 269 F. Sup* p. 524 (E.D. La.,'1967). aff'd 108 F.2d 1085
(5th Circ. 1969); Ferrell. vs. Dallas Independent School Dist., supra; Westley vs, Rossi, 38 LW
225.7 (U.S.D.C. Minn., 1969).

Accordingly, because the courts above have attached great importance to choice of hair style by
public school students, it has been held that the State is permitted to invade this interest only
upon ti showing of compelling .,reasons for so doing or upon a showing that If, the forbidden
conduct is allowed there would be a material and substantial interference to the educational sys-
tem. Consequently, hair rules have been upheld where the school demonstrated ,that long hair
actually resulted in disruption of the school. Incidents. of disruption that have been shown to
result from long hair have been in the nature of harassment, use of obscene or derogatory language,
fights, health anti sanitation problems, physical .dangers, obscene appearance, anti disiraction of
other students. Ferrell vs.-Dallas Independent SchoolDist., supra; ;Davis vs. Firment, supra: .Con--
versely,.if the school was unable to support factually the hair rule with incidents of disruption
within the school, the'hair rules have been found unreasonable and therefore, unconstitittional.
Gthfin vs., Tatum, supra; Breen 'vs. Kahl, supta;":Richards ys. ThUrston, 304 F.,,,t.Supp. 449 (D.
Mass.,4 969); WeStley vs. Rossi, supra.'. ,

A few courts have adopted a different approach concerning the reasonableness of hair-rules.
These tases do not have any particular importance to a student's right to wear any hair style de-

, sired and merely state that If the hair rule is rebsonable calculated, to. prevent dishiption-arInter-
. ,

ference, the rule Is constitutional: Leonard vs. School Comm. of Attleboro, 349 Mass. 704. 212
W.F. 2d 468 19652; Contreras vs. Merced. Union High Rhool District, unfeported CO.,
Dec.-13, 1968 .M5' these courts only look to see whether the rule might prevent disruption and
do not necessa e school to le an objective sha Whig of disruption.

In the instant case; plaintiff has neither pled nor argued the Ffrst Amendment. In fact, plain-
.

tiff's attorney stated on oral ;argument th at,the First Amendment was not pled because he felt it
applicable. Consequently,, the court need not concern Itself with the difficult question of
Isigther ctstudent'ispelson and Untrammelled selection of hair style Is protected under, the First
A7riendment. -

0
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-Nevertheless, tins Court finds that regardless of the applicability of the First Amendment a
student's free choice of his appearance is constitutionally prated under the due process clause

spof the Fourteenth Amendment. Griffin vs. Tatum, supra, Breen vs. Kahl, supra; Zachry vs. Brown,
299 F. Supp: 1360 (N.D. Ala., 1969). Moreover, the Court finds that because every individual
should have the right to express his individuality and personality, any rule seeking to infer
such`ya right will not enjoy a 'Presumption of constitutionality." In other words, school hair
rules' are reasonable and thus constitutional only if the school can objectively show that such a
rule does in fact prevent some disruption or inferferene of the schciol system.

As the Court stated in the well-reasoned opinion of Griffin vs. Tatum, suprarand in which this
Court fully concurs:

. ..A /though there is disagreement over the proper analytical framework, there can be little
doubt that the Constutution protects the freedoms to determine one's own hair style and other:
wise f6- govern one's personal appearance. Indeed, the exercise of these freedoms is highly
important in preserving the vitality of our, traditional concepts of personality and incln
In this 4onnettion Judge Doyle observed in Breen vs. Kuhl, supra:.

cogo.

An effort to use the power of the state to impair this freedom must also bear a substantial
burden of justification whether the attehTted justification be in terms of health, physical
danger to others, obscenity, or distraction of others from various pursuits. For the state to
impair this 'freedom, in the absence of a compelling subordinating interest in doing so,
would offend a widely shared concept of human dignity, Rvould assault personality and
individuality, would undermine identity, and would invade human 'being.' It would violate
a basic value 'implicit in the concept of ordered liberty.'

....
In short, the freedom here protected is the right to some breathing space for the individual
mid 'which the government may intrude without carrying a substantial burden of justifica-
tion. Thus, one may not hcive the right to walk .node down the median strip of a busy high-

away.-But, until one's appearance carries with it substantial risk of harm to others,. it shotild
be dictated by one's own taste or lack of it;" Id. at 62.

'Defendants haVe urged two main reasons in support of the hair rule challenged herein. First, de-
fendants seek to support the rule on the ground that this hair rule promotes good citizenship by.
teaching resprct for authority and instilling discipline. Thepurt cannot accept this argument -as a

sufficient rationale to endow this rule herein with the neciSsary constitutional requisite of reason-
ciwobleness. If fuch an argument were acfepted, then any rule, no matter h.arbitrary, capriciousor

khorrent to our democratic process, could be.justifiedby schooi.officials:-
---.

. ., , .
The only other reason offered by the defendants factually for the existence of then rule vas

thqt the typing instructor was unable to see plaintiff's eye during class. The teacher testified that
student eye observation is necessary in_ teaching proper typing method. While the Court Noes not
doubt the pedagogical importance of eye observation in typing, the Court, as trier of fact, was to-
tally unconvinced that such a problem actually existed in this case. The jyping teacher testified
.that she could not remember as a matter of certainty how long plaintiff'sllairwas at the time in
-qUestion noY was there ahy evidenceithat plaintiff was ever appraised Of this reason for her suspen-

..

N.,-
sion. indeed, even if this were a proven fact, a simple admonition to the pliintift about thediffi-

. Catty the typing Weber was experiencing would in all probability have corrected the situation. ._
. . :I

,

. .

Furthermore the alleged typing difficulty is the only inciden ;presented to the Court of any dis-
'option or disturbance caused ¢ya student's hair style or length in the entire school system. There - .
was no, evidence presented that any other disruption, distraction of other students, health pro-

. blems, or anything else had ever occurred which rendered such a ru le necessary. Consequently, the
.....-

defendants have not met he required factual showing which would allow infringement of the
plaintiff's constitutional ii hts. Mere conclusions based on subjective reasoning that long hair may

_be disruptive of the _academic process is not the test of reasonableness in this area and suchcon-. ,

clusions need not be considered. .
.

,.

r 7 This court thus finds-that the rule contained in the Colfax C ommunity Schobl student. hand-
book goi/etiring student hair length has unnecessarily and unreasonable ,circumscribed plaintiff's
constitutional rights under the Fourteenth Amendment. In resting its decision on the Fourteenth
Amendment, the Court need not consider plaintiff's Ninth Amendment argument. This result is in
accord with the better reasoned aqthoritles. 'Breen vs. Kahl, supra; 4achry vs. Brown, stint-a.

. ,

. 73
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For further clarity and especially in light of the interest this case has evoked, the Court reiter-
ates that in this area ofthe law, a court must proceed on ,a case by Ilse approach. In a situation
where a school is able to show disruption or some other activity detrimented to the school system
in support of a hair rule as in some of the cases previously cited, then this Court might reacha diff-
erent result. However, as here, where there has been an inadequate showing of any adverse effects
that the school has suffered as a result of long hair, a rule such as this one is impermissable.

There has undoubtedly been too much said If not written concerning long hair or unusual hair
styles. Mankind's, experience has demonstrated that' in this area of fashion, fads constantly come
and go as the pendulum unceasinly swings from extreme to extreme. Thus, no doubt the proper
characterization of the current controversy over student's hair is that of the proverbial 'tempest in
a teapot."

In Court II of the complaint, plaintiff seeks substantial. money damages as a result of defend-
ant's conduct. Suffice it to say that plaintiff offered no evidence at trial to support the allegations
of Court II, not the prayer contained therein. Therefore , no money damages will be awarded and
Court II of the complaint is dismissed.

AccoOlingly, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Court' It of the complaint is. dismissed and
that judgment will be entered to (1) declare the hair rule herein unconsitu' tional, (2) forbid further
enforcement of said hail' rule, (3) expunge from the school records any reference to plaintiff's sus-
pension from which she complained, and (4) award plaintiff her statutory costs.

Dated: January 16, 1970

BY THE COURT

0 Walla& C. Hanson
UNITED'S-TATES DISTRICT JUDGE A

4
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1 Why might your personal freedom be restricted in school?

2. What restrictions ,might apply to
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manner` which school authorities may control stu-
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`*KEY TERMS AND PHRASES.

ANSWER ,
, e

,P.. ...., 4
A written pleading by a 'defendant in a civil case in response to the charges of a plaintiff's
complaint. __ _

;: .

BAILIFF
An official ,of the court with the
gu4ding the jurY.

responsibility for keeping order, swearig, in witnesses, a d

t

,
v ,* 6CIVIL LAW 5,-<

-,,
.., 1

That portion of ,thety whichrJegulatesidisdotes betweeri, private citridns.,,,

- ;7,....5. , k...,CLERK OF COURT
.,

An official of the coprt who mariages411 the paperwork required fOr the conduct of a trial. I
particular, the clerk malts and controls'-all documents anexhibits. ''

COMPLAINT
A written statement-in which a plintiff,asks the court to redress a 'long or injury or declare
specific rights, Intended primarily' to inform the court and the defendknt the:complaint will
contain the nature and facts of the charge and the remedy sought.' k:

a44

, 4. , i ° .
CONTRACT

.

s actAn agreement between two partied, each ofwhom promises to act in a particularoanner.
*/:, > SJ.',

,,;/:-.4 . tri 6 i

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE , 1. .. .

The negligence of a plaintiff which, along with that of the defendant, is thenroximate cause of
an injury. ' fl tC

, 2P'
COURTS

, ,

The place where civil and criminal dispute's are settled. A variety of courts exist within the legal r,
system of the United States. These courts differ in res'pect-to two factors: t-.,-

. ,, fe . . ,t,,. ) 1., , 1

1. Original or appellate jurisdiction. A court of Original jtlisdictiOn is thegou'rt in which'
. .,

certain cases are tried. A court of appellate jurisdiction is 'a court whtiCil'hears cases, a ,
appeal from lower courts. An appeal is an, attempt on the partpf one party of a case to
,have thedecision of the lower court' reversed.,

, - ,

2. The nature of cases under the jurisdiction of the cotirt. In criminal lay/ there are basically
two types of cases: ,felonies and misdemeanors. In civil law the ses-are primarily
distinguished by the amount of money involv the particular bartie in the cas-ma, in
some instances, the nature of the relief soug

-.... '. . - ,t,,,,

Ip Iowa there are two types of state courts: ,,The low. District Courts.
TheSodreme Court is the appellate court, the District C e c rigrnal jurisdiction.

,The Supreme Court Gonsists of nine justices. Each district courthaS three different kinds of
judges: District Judge, District Associate judge, and Magistrate. The distinguishing diaracteristic
for the threetypes of judges is found in the types of cases over whichthey have. jurisdiction.
A District Judge will, have jurisdiction over all criminal and civil ca'Ses within ioWa law Whereas

,thq other, two judges are limited to certain types-of cases, as specified In, the lovia,Code. A
magistrate, for exarf(ple, would Flask jurisdiction over traffic violatiOni 'inci small claims pro-
ceedings (amount of money Involved is less than one t,housand dollars), but would tiot.have,
jurisdiction over felonies or civil cases where the amount of money is more than one thousand
dollars. At the pretent time the Iowa General Assembiy has ovecl a new Appellate court
which once establiihed Valli-ear many of the ippeals formerly sent. di ectly to thelow, a S,upreme
Court.

ti
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COURT REPORTER
A court official who makes a verbatumrecord of court proceedings.

CRIMINAL- LAW .. ,

That po'rtion of the law which regulates the behavior of citizens for the good of society or the
state.

DAMAG'S
The amount of money awarded to a plaintiff who has suffered loss'or injury.

DEFAMATION OF CHARACTER .,

The injury of a person's character or repthation by false and malicious statements. Defamation
may be through libel (printed statement or pictures) or slander (spoken word).DEFENDANT'
The person against whom a complaintils filed.

DISSOLUTION
The termination of a marriage-in contraskto,an annulment which is a'declaration that a marriage
is void or never existed.

JUDGE'
Chief official of the court. The judge has the responsibility of conducting a fair.and orderly,
trial. In cases of a trial withoutaALtthe judge alSo renders a verdict:

. )'

,.

JURY , 7
7

1%,

A certaiatimber (in lowa;'twel6e) of 'Citizens selected to hear a case and render a verdict.

LAWSUIT
An action in civil law whereby one pa_ity (the plaintiff) seeks to force another party (the
defendant) to do something or to stop doing something. '

I

LAWYER
. 'A professidnal, trained in the law and hired to represent a client in legal proceedings. Normally,.

both *plaintiff and the defendant are represented by lawyers.

LEASE
An agreement betiveen'a landlord and a tenant for the possession of land and/or a building.

NEGLIGENCE
An act or failure to act in a.reasonable and prudent manner.

PLAiNTIFF ,
.The person who initiates a lawsuitby filing .a complaint against the defendant.

PROXIMAT -CAUSE -*
In injury cases, the lastnegl)gent act w

REMEDY'
Thelinal goal of a lawsuit; for, exampl ges.-

byhich the injury wou
a.

TORT
A private wrong, or injury-in. contrast t-P-a crime which is a public wrong or injury.

-W-4R ItANTY
A statement or representation by a seller that an article of merchandise has certain qualities'or
characteristics,

0

not have resulted.
-
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SOURCES OF LAWS .IN THE UNITED STATES

The laws which apply to both crirnesand private disputes originate with a variety of
governmental bodies and may be classfied into four categories:

CONSTITUTIONS'

The federal government and the governments of all fifty states have constitu
utionswritten documents which, in general establish the powers of the vrai7icu-
lar government and provide .for)he basic rights of the citizens. For example, the
federal constitution establishes three branches of government (The Presidency,
Congress, and Federal Courts) and gives certain powers to each branch.

STATUES

The Congress of the United States and the legislatures of the fifty states are
primarily engaged in passing statutes which are laws which govern the behavior
of citizens and protect their rights. for example,' statutes prohibit murder,
provide rules for driving cars-, and regulate business transactions. Local govern-
Mental bodies, such as city .councils, also pass statute% called ordinances. .

:COURSECISIONS
..

, ..
The laWs contained in constitutions or the statutes of legislatures cannot Over
every Rossibie situation of crimitialtehavior. or private dispute. If is up to the

,,

courts to apply these general laws to each situation.,These court decisions, called
. .y..-, .,

precedents, become the law when-cases of-Pa similar nature arise. For example,
the Supreme Court of-the UnitedStateS decided that. the 'rights of eparticular
group of students had veen violated when they had been suspended from School.,
without a hearing. If a similar case comes before the Court, this decision ofthe,°,,'

.,), Supreme Courl would apply with the'force of lacy in this new case. This source' .

of law is terrne&:"Gommop:law."- b

' , t'

.
7,

f, ,v" r'''''''AgULES OF ADIY111:41STRATIV.MTNCIES

. ,

All governments, federal- and state have various agencievand'offices which exit
to carry out statutes. In the federal goverrimeritp,we can;inention;the Federal a

;Bureau of Investigation; ,the Department of Defense, andAthe Internal ReyenuetService. The state 'bf lowa,.has ,similar agencies Like: .the! 'read ofCriminal
"Investigation and the Department of Transportation. All of. ese agencies'malce

1, .-
..,rtiles to enforce- the Ilw, and thoerales-Wrethrforce-lay law.,00r example;

1

rulibgsof the Food, and Drug Administration that certain/drugs-can be sold by
prescription only have the same validity as if.sucha.prohibition IQ actually.': °

. . been.-passed by Congregzin-the form,of.a statute. '-, / ''''' . ., ,.%\,.
--:.
-.'
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This section starting with the introduction belOw is a reprint from the State:of Pennsylvania's pub-
.

lication, LAW-RELAsTED COMPETENCIES. Permission to reprint this document has been granted
.it. from the PennkylVania 'State Department of Education. Any opiniOns expressed or selection of

content given herein does not necessarily reflect the position Or policy optie Iowa Department of ,,
Public Instruction and no official endorsement by that agency shouidbe inferred. However, inter-.

,ested,parties may find this to be a useful working document in Thein'cUrricular efforts in law-
focused education, kindergarten through grade 12.

.- s,,
.

r.,.

Assessment tests have been developed to go with the threeprogram levels (priMary, intetmediate
and secondary) by the Pennsylvania State Department of Education:

,.. ,', 00 te - )

Inquiries must be made to: . Robert A: Wingert ,
Program Advisor,Social Stnclies
State Department of Education
Harrisburg, PA 17126

4
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INTRODUCTION

9

-

In 1973 Secretary "'Education John C. Pittenger declaredTegal education a curriculum priority.
of the Department bf Education. A major component of this. curriculum development was the
formation of the goals of Legal _education. The department's concern for.the student led, to the
goals being formulated in terms of student competencies developed by an interdisciplinary task
.force in the department. As they were developed, the competencies were sent to lawyers, judges,
-enforcement officers, correctipnal_ personnel and educators for Critiques. Their suggestions were

incorporated into the final list of competencies and subcompetencies.

This list is the fundamental building block around whicb curriculOin-Can be developed. While
many new resources beCame available in the past several years, each school district is unique with
regard to..its staff, its community and its leadership. Thus, it is hoped that these competencies will
be a unified core around which individual districts can build rnany available resources into their
.own curriculum offerings.
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RATIONALE OF-LAW-RELATED .COMPETENCI ES.

. PURPOSE

Develop an educational program that clarifies the basic issue of the justice system, i.e.'protect-
ing the rights of 6n individual while safeguarding the security of society'. These ideas sho_w that the
concept of law is a dynamic_ and changing force in society rather than a static institution. The
program is expected to affect student attitudes, valugl, skills and cognitive achievements from
kindergarten to 12th grade.

The original list of competencies was developed on the premise that at thg conclusion of 12th
grade, students would achieve these goals. The sib- competencies were developed more specifically
according to grade level block:

Primary: . K - 4
Intermediate: 5 - 8
Secondary: 9 -12

The competencies were organized into three categories. The sectior on "Groups Establish
Certain Acceptable Behavior" focusts upon the need for rules and laws that protect both the'
individual and society. The competencies include both affective and cognitive'aspects of the issue.
There is a strdng overlap between legal and political education within this area but the competen-
cies expresSed are those specifically related to the law.

Under the section "Groups Differentiate Between Acceptable and Unacceptable Behavior" the
competencies relate to varied types of unacceptable and illegal behavior as well as the issue of
legitimate authority.

, 111

In the last section, "Groups React in Varied Ways to Acceptable and UnaCceptable Behavior-I

areas of enforcement and correction are emphasized. Originally, a separate section on punishment
was included, but the system of justice frequently .combines punishment and rehabilitation in its
gliberations so these considerations were included under a single section. This also facilitated a
more positive approaZh to the situation.

There has been an attempt to look at law education from both a broad anthropological perspec-
tive and a specific realistic approach. The manner in which the instruction takes place will be the
key to the success of the program.

The competencies were prepared to give direction in the teaching of law-related education.
Along with these, there are other components of the program that are considered equally'lin-
pOrtant, such A:

1. Provide greatersubstantive background in law-related content.

2. Provide a wide variety of resources for teacher instructional purposes.
.{

3. Develop techniques of instruction such as simulation, use of case study analysis, research
techniques and utilization of justice esource personnel.

.
4. Inspire students to develop a respect for, an underStanding of, the law when they resolve

conflicts, thus generating their continuing interest and participation in the legal systein.

Since our society tends to stereotype law an d personnel in the justice, system, the development
of more supportive attitudes is essential. A key way to accomplish this is through the positive use

.of justice personnel. It is the intention of the PE to facilitatdthe development of this type of.
support system for each legal education site, ,

These competencieshive been de,veloped as a guide to Curriculum and evaluation, though the
instructional approach will influence the.program drastically. This is why.an in-service program has
been devised to complement the competencies: Most sChools provide Some law education within
the general social studies program, but few have given much thought to implications for elementary
education. It is hoped that teachers and sChool,districts involved in legal eduCation seriously.
consider-the stated goals and aim toward K 12 implementation,.either through existing or new
curriculums, choosing thosecompetencies and subcompetencies that seem most appropriate.
The department will offer aid in evaluation so that the imp'act of the program cart be judgeirOh a
short termitasis, although the real value of the education will depend on long-range citizenship
results. HopefUlly, legal educgtion will.ertcourage a more knowledgeable, more perceptive ' more..-,

involved citizenry.
8.4

.
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LEGAL EDUCATFON CQMPETENCIES

. ,
,:Groups-Establish Certain Acceptable Behavior

1.
40%,

9emonstrate the need for rules and
1
laws within a group and between groups.

Identify various groups that have established rules/laws and give examples of how these
regulations further the purposes of the groups.

3. Analyze how laws%re made and changed in various cultures and groups..

4. Identify rights protected toy law.

5. Show respect for-other people and their property.

6. Demonstrate a-knowledge of variols methoffs'of settling disagreements.
. J

._ .

7. Demonstrate responsibility in observing rules/laws.

B. Groups Differentiate Between Acceptable and Unacceptable Behavior

1. 'Compare deviant, delinquent and criminal behavior and provide examples of how society
reacts to each.

Discriminate among civil, criminaland regulatory,laws.
o

3. Demonstrate an understanding of social, economic and psychological causei. or
unacceptable /criminal behavior.

4. Determine the meaning and importance of legitimate authority.

5. Demonstrate the ability to critically analyze case studies.

6. Identify psychological, social and economic conditions that affect the actions of persons
who implemenrthe system oflustice. -

C. Groups React in Various Ways to Acceptable and Unacceptable Behavior

_1. Demonstrate an understanding of the 'role and limitation of various types of law enforce-
rain in our culture and other cultures.

--, .4...,,. . .
2. DemonS`trate an understanding of how and why society,

. ..t. . .

a. 'Prifiilege
b. Property .
C. Life (includes physical punishment)

punishes people by loss of',

3. Evaluate how sentencing is.affected by the_nature and circumstances of the crime and the
cirfender.

-0 4. 'Demonstrate a knowledge of various-types of correctional insiittions.

5. , Determine-how society reinforces acceptable behavior..

_6. .Demonstrate an awareness of how society attempts to change the behavior, of offenders.

7-*

/ 3'

`;`;
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SUBCOMPETENCIES - LEGAL EDUCATION

eRIMARY LEVELK-4. ,

k--Grotips Establish Certain Acceptable Behavior,

1. Demonstrate, themeed for rules and laws within a group and between groups.

a. Demonstrate an understanding athe meaning of a group.

b. Identify The groups of which the student is a member.
A

. -' .
'1 ,

c......_Dernonstrate # knowledge of several ways i which famine's and other groups are alike.
:..--kit.,,,

d. Demo-nstiate a kno edge of several ways families and other groups are different.. .
. .

e. a Recognize the need for groups in our society..
. .._ _ -. ..

f. Identify the need for rules within a group and between groups. ) -

2. ' Identify various groups that have established, rules/laws and give examples of how these
regulations further the purpose of the groups. . s

a. identify rules followed in school, home, play, etc.

b. Demonstrate an awareness óf how rules contribute to thc well-being of these groups
and to-the well-being i1 the child.

c. Identify agencies/groups which de,ielop rules/laws.

3. Analyze how laws are made and changed in various cultures,and groups.

a.. Demonstrate knowledge of need for change.

b. Demonstrate a knowledge -of,..:the need for leadership in groups and clarify the ways
people become leaders.

c. Identify the leaders of the groups to which the student belongs.

d. Provide ,examples of how rules/laws can be made by group leaders in the home, at
play, at.school, in'tht community and in the state and national governments.

e; Provide examplesof how rules/lef-crbe changed.
.

1. Demonstrate-a knowledge of the role of an individual in making or changing laiws/
.rules.

-

g.. Dispjay 4,9 understanding of how changed rules/laws have affected grow s in a positive
or pegatiVe. way.

1

11:- In a changed classroom environrnent,.identify rules that.could govern behavior_under. ,
- .the new-uinditions.

4," Identify rights:protected bxaw!:

it-

!!, .

:

a. ._Demonstiaje arondeptanciint of the need for ,Protecting rightizorindividuals.
- f

b. 'Provide examples of. how laws-protect individual rights".

5. ' Show respect formtlier artd thefr 'properly:-
a '

- : Deterrhirre,whatgspecopeans.

b Demonstrate what ood manners are and ex LtatiQ
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LAW-RELATED- CbMPE.*.TENCIES

c."- Differentiate between personal propertyipd public property.

d. Demonstrate how one's action 'toward others will affect the behavior of others toward.
oneself.

e. Display observable responsibility for personal belongings and school matterials.

f. Indicate through actions a respect for other people.

Deterniine what personal qualities a I6der should possess.'g. V

6. Demonstrate a knowledge of.various methods of settling disagreements.

a. Demonstrate an awareness of vihy disagreements occur between individuals, and
groups.

(

b. Demonstrate.a knowledge of several ways that disagreements can be settled.

c. Determine the need for rules/laws as a means for settling disagreements.

7. Accept responsibility in observing rules/laws.

a. Determine theameaning of responsibility.

b. Demonstrate an awareness of how laws/rules can help in developing responsibility in
each group member.

c. Demonslrate an awareness of how responsibility of individual group members is
necessary for the preservation of a group.

d. Demonstrate responsible action and adherence to school rules through daily'action.

B. Groups Differentiate Between Acceptable-and Urfacceptalide Behavior--

1. Compare deviant, delinquent and criminal behavior arid, provide examples of how society
_ .reacts to each. -.-...

..
a. 'Demonstrate atf-understanding of acceptable behavior.

b. Demonstrate an understailding of acceptable behaviors for various situations. ts

c. Demonstrate an tinders ding of unacceptable behaviors.for various situations.

d. Demonstrate an und rstanding bf how individuals and/or groups react to acceptable-
. behavior. elf -

. Demonstrate an understandihg of how. individuals and /or, groups react_tdunacce-ptable
behavior. , . . -.. .o' ,o-i- .

f. 1:5.montrate an awareness of ways in whichacCeplable behavior may produce asitive
results for the iridividual.and/Or the group."...:,.

z ./ ..
g.` Demonstrate an .awareness of ways in which unacceptable behavior may produce

riegatiqiesuks for the individual and /or the group. ,

. -. _ . . .r
. 2-. Discriminate among Civil,criminal and regulatory laws;

. -. 1

,,a',, Deteriniiie the differencehetween rules- andlaws."
/ 14..

:,b. Demonstrate an awareness of d
?
yil laW. . ,.,.

.

-.--' b. Proiidd examples of some-civil laws. ....
-_-.

, 3' , I ., -.
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PRIMARY LEVEL--K-4

d. Demonstrate an awareness of what a criminal act is. ,

e. Identify examples of criminailaws.

f. Demonstrate an awareness of the meaning of regulitions,

g. Identify examples of regulations..

(a

3. Demonstrate'an understanding of 'social, economic and psychological causes of unaccept;
able/criminal behavior. ,

a. Identify some reasons why people engage in unacceptab 1 eicriminal behavior.

b. Determine to the best of his/her ability those behaviors which may be caused by', or
related to, sociar, economic,and psychological factors.

4. Determine the meaning and importance of legitimate authority.
(

a. Demonstrate an understanding of authority. .

tl r
b. Identify authority aggas of the groups to which one belongs (i.e. family, churih,

c. Identify examples of the legitimate functions of these authority figures.

d. Identify municipal,Itate aildnational figures and/or groups of authority.

e. Identify examples of the legitimate functions of tAese authority figures and/or groups.

5. Demonstrate the ability to critically analyze case studies related to the justice system.

a. React-ta elected law related case studies, i.e., role playing.

't(t*
b. Develop a knowledge of simple legal terms (lawyer, court).

6. Identify psychological, social and economic conditions that affect the action of peFsons
who implement the system of justice. Vi't ;1,4W "I..t &

a. Demonstrate ark awareness of how people's actions are.affected by prevailing condi-
tions, i.e.; (1) stress; (2) fatigue; (3) anger; (4) frustration; (5) alienation.

N , b. Demonstrate an awareness of haw one's behavioLtoward others is affected by
prevailing conditions. .

t0
.--

Identify examples by which rules/laws may be affected by people's belLvior 'undltr
prevailing ednditjons.

1i ..
.

. ..
Identify examples of'hbw individu'als: and or groups' rights' may be affected by the
beha*Ilattitude of. other individuals r esponsible for makihg/ertforcing rules and laws. .

e.. Identify examples ,of how people wbb implement. the system of. justice may react to
certain individual and/or gro*behaviors. ' . - ,- .

c.

,

,
C, Groups'React in Various Ways to Acceptable-and-Unacceptable Behavior

..

1. Demonstrate an understanding of the role and limitation of various types,of law enforce-
ment in our and-othercultures. - A

a. Determjn he groups may control unacceptable.benavior by their members.

b. Demonstrate an understanding of r ty:t onforcem en/.

I

4

4



LAW-RELATED COMPETENCIES

o c. Demonstrate an awareness of methods of law enforcement in past and/or present
cultures.

d. Determine why limitations must be placed upon, the action of people enforcing, rules /,.
laws.

° 2. Demonstrate an understanding of how society punishes peopleby the loss of:

privilege-
property
life.(includes physical punishment)

a. Identify examples of child behavior th-at might be punished.

b. DeMonstrate an awareness of ways in which a child might be denied privileges in the
home, at-school or in the play group.

-c. Identify ways in which punishment results-in the permanent pr temporary loss of
personal property.

d. Determine ways in which physical punishment may, or may not, be used in the home,
at school or in the play group.

44,
3. Evaluate how sentencing is affected by the nature and circumstances of the crime and the

offender.

a. Demonstrate an awareness of how punishment may vary according to the offense.

b. Demonstrate an awareness of how punishment may vary according to-the offender.
4

4.. Demonstrate the knowledge of various types of correctional institutions.

a. Identify several types of correctional Institutions.

b. Demonstrate an awareness ,of factors that may determine the institution in which
,,Ijawbreakers are

5. Determine how society reinforce's acceptable behavior.

a. Demonstrate an understanding of the term reward.

. - -t
b. Identify various forms of rewards.

c. Determine various ways rewards affect,behavior:

Demonstrate an understanding of personal responsibility.
.

identify examples of personal actions that May be rew*fec1.

:'.

t

Z.,
- .

e 17' 1.-1;'
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-SUBtOM.PEtENCIES 1.-EGAL EDUCATION

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL-5-8

A. Groups Establii1V.Ceo.aiit Acceptable Behavior

1. Demonstrate the need for rules and la-ws withip a group and between groups..
a. In a given situation, predict what might happen if no laws existed.

b. Demonstrate an untrerstanding of various reasons for different types of laws.

c. Deanstrate awafeness of how acceptable behavior may differ (ethnically, morally
and legally) in various groups.

d Demonstrate an understanding of laws d signedo regulate/protect individuals and
those designed to regulate/protect groups. -,

4c

t
e. Determine ways laws aid people (other than restrictive regulations, i.e., Social Security t

laws, welfare laws, Bill of Rights, etc.). . i
2. Identify various groups that have established rules/laws and give example's of-how

_

regulations have furthered the purpose of the-groups. _.

1(tentify several groups which have established la' ws,and_determinehow th'ese groups
have benefited from said laws.

. _

these

Demonstrate a. knowledge of procedures used by various groups (legislators,
executives;-commission members) tO make or change la.._ys/regulations.

dges,

c. Demonstrate how laws/rules may be similar and hoW4e-y may differ betWeen:

(1) 'People lil.linglq,different geographic and cliinatio con.ditionss._
(2) Countries with different economic and,technical bases:.
(3) Military and civilian life. .

(4) People with diffeient r igious beliefs.
(5) Countries with differe historical tradit ons:

c
Analyze how laws are made and hanged in var . s cultures-and groups.

or _

a. DeMonstrate a knowledge of and need for criteria -for evaltiating rules /laws,
compatible with society's values, enforceable, specifiC, clearly stated; etc.).

,P.

. . b.' Demonstrate a knowledge of thewas laws are made and Ofianged.in a:
.

(1) Monarchy ,44)7Classi-Oom . -(7), Church
- (2) Dictatorship 4:5) School,Baid , (8) Corporation

Derno0aeY (6)_Athjetic went --(9)Gang

c. Use voting.and majority rule:a-s-a meani:ofdecision:making.

.

d. 'Construct a law/rule for governing personal behavior in ,regard_ to activities on
playground, in the classroom, or.athome._,. (-

4.. Identify tog proteCted-bylaWs.-

-.Demonstrate an understamlinkf due process.
, .

4

-.b.. Denfonstrate- an undg-rstanding :of baite--hutnarr.rights, noted in, the Bill of
rights. .

4

eterriline tke Jimita.tign-; of the rights of juveniles aricIlhneasons fdf these limita-
11°90- ;-_ .,

. ,

it - 20.
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LAW-RELATED COMPETENCIES

Provided with case studks involving problems of 'Personal and property rights, propose
and substantiate a solution.

el Determine criteria for developing limits on authority and abuse of power on the part
.'of group leaders.

z...

Show respect for other people and their property.

,a. Overtly demonstrate concern for. other people, their opinions and their property.

b. Demonstrate an awareness'of the cost of vandalism to society. ,

6. demonstrate a knowledge of various methods of settling disagreements.

a. Determine factors which create conflicts among individuals and societies.

b. Develop a knowledge of various for resoiving conflict.

7. Accept responsibility in observing rules/laws. /-

4 a. Determine benefits and costs of responsibility.
1-

b. Demonstrate acceptance of rules/laws by obsen/Ing those in_ effect in the school.

c. Demonstrate an awireness pf how responsible behavior may bs encouraged.

d. Demonstrate.,some dual responsibilities and rights'cii:

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

Parent - Child
Teacher - Student-
Employer - Employee
Citizen - Government
Friend - Friend
Business Owner - Customer

B. Gropes Differentiate Between Acceptable and Unacceptable Behavior r

1. Compare deviant, delinquent and criminal behaviors and provide,examples of how society
reacts to each.

4

a. Demonstrate an understandingof deviant behavior and provide examples that are
tolerated by society.

Differentiate among delinquent, neglected and criminal categories,' as defined in
Pennsylvania law., i

.

ct.- Demonstrate a knowledge of the Juvenile Court Act and determine how it related to
the rightsof ckildren. ;

,'"
I., v o

2. DiscriminatCamqn criminal and regulatory laws.

a, Demonstrate an understanding of summary pffenses, misdemeanors, felonies and civil
skits-

b. Demonstrate in understanding of regulatory laws.

3. Demonstrate an un'dek-ganding of +the social, econo
acceptable, criminal behavior.

and psychological causes of
. ,

. .. .. .. , .
a. Determine various reasons for unacceptable behaxibi- in schddl.

kf

b. Demonstrate an awareness,of unaclei)tabfe addit behivior and predict reasonsikir
7.-

iitch

ty

41.



" INTERMEDIATE LEVEL-5-8 ./ -,

c. Demonstrate an awareness that values and behavior of groups may conflict with the
values of sooty.

/. ; . ./
4. Determine the importance of legitimate authority.

I a. Demonstrate an understanding of legitimate authority.

b. Dete/rf4lire.the need for authority.
....}-

c. ' Difierentiate between power and legitima. te authority.
/

5. /Demonstrate the ability to critical analyze case studies.

a.

d. Demonstrate an understanding of 'the fi51e of legitimate authority in making and

/
/ applying laws.

. .
. .

. ,

Identify and describe a confli t of values in a given situation.

Identify information that will h inihesplying of the problem; pose, ossible
solutions; and predict consequence of alternative action.. 4

c. Recognize trends through an analysis of statistical chats related to crime-and
. _____ , delinquency._ _

d. Evaluate crime and jultce as portrayed by TV, movies and other media. a:

. .

0

.

6: Identify psychological, social and economic conditions thattaffeat the actions of persons
who implement the system or-justice. ':i -

. ,,
a. Demonstriite_an awarenesiuf the influence of fin4cial resources on the op ion of

various aspeetr of the justice system: -....

til

.

ao ities! "'
b. it strate an awareness of the personal difficulties faced by law enforcement

_ , ,..?."_ -1; ,
.c. Ide fy the basic requirements for and tole...V: \ -..

y:" :_
41.

:, ..
_....,

(1) Police
(2) Lawyer
(3) Legal secretary
(4) Legal assistant
(5) Judge
c6) Gourt Clerk
t7) Court Prothonotary
(8) COlirt Administrator
(9) Court reporter -

- (10) Law librarian
illy- Correctional officer
(12) Probation and Parole Officer'
(13) Bailiff
(14) Magistrate
(15) -Other

. r
"6' 61.'BC. Groups React in Various Waysto Acced,tablandUnac ayior

..
1

- ani

,

!

,
:,- .:...i; .,.; 7.,. .1, Demonstrate 'an understanding of the role.and limitationof.vdriOUs types of law enforce-

mentin our culture and other cultures. , .i -
. ,_ *.- .#? i

a. Determine the responsibility of.Rarents for thetehavior of theirchidren. 1

. ._ . ....." ,
b. Demonstrate an understanding'of the ne0d to protect the rights of both, the accused

.. and thetaW enforcement officer 'during'an arrest. ,. ,



c. Demonstrate

LAW-RELATED COMPETENCIES

wareness of technology and science in law,cliforcement.

d. Given an example of an abuse of authority by a teachtt, school official, or police
officer; determine ways individuals can protect their rights.

r . .

e. Demonstrate a'knowiedge of the importance of evidence in trials.

f. Denionst-rate a willingn6s to assume responsibilities to cooperate and assist in uPhold-
iiPtg rules and laws. ,- , -...

,

t.
2. Demciristrate an understanding of how society punishes people by the loss of privilege,

property and life (physical punishment).
.., ..

a. -Derhonstrate. an understanding of various methods of d ling with violators of rules
and laws.

t

b. Demonstrate an awareness of different methods society es to deal with juvenile
1pffetiders.

c. Determine both long and short range consequences of a police record.,

d. Determine what types of restrictions are placed upon people- have been Zonvicted
of ecrime (probation, incarceration, parole).

Demonstrate an awareness of the conflict between security and: human _rights in,
correctional institdtions.

f. Demonstrate an awareness of, the.effects of punishrrientupon;he family of the
. ;

offender..-,
Jes., --'"4- - '.

. 1.!;;',fe-,.._
3. Evaluate how senteneingis "affected by the natureiinid circumstances of the crime and the

$ ..
offender. .. ,

.7
a. Demonstrate' an understanding that different types of sentences are. provided for

varied types of offenses.

b. Determine what considerations should be given when sentencing law violators.

c. Demonstrate an understanding of the varied types of sentencing available to a judge
in a juvenile proceeding.-

d. Demonstrate a knowledge of the terms bail. ancLbond and compare their advantages
and disadvantages to the individual and'so'ciety.

e. Determine reason; that certain groups (i.e. age, 4x, race) of offenders may have a'
.

higher rate of sentencing than others. _ .
.,

Demonstrate a knowledge of varied types of correctional institutions.

a. Demonstrate- an awareness of ,problems'' related to "take-in" -facilities for holding
arrested delinquents.

b. Demonstrate a knowledge of various types of. correctional institutions to which
juveniles may be assigned by'the court. ----

c. Determine the differences between jails and penitentiaries.

5. Determine how'Our society reinfordes acceptable behavior...

a., fdentify examples of 'changing people's Attitude by use_o( both material and psycho -'

logical 'rewards.

b. ;Demonstrate an 'Understanding of th importance of confortnkty in society.



INTERMEDIATE; L.Ei/EL--5=8

6. Demonstrate an awareness of how socOly attempts to change behavior of offenders.

a. Identify the advantages and disadvantages of parole.

b. Determine the role of education in the rehabilitative process.

c. Demonstrate a eknowledge about community treatment centers.

-

.

Demonstrate an -awareness df the obstacles society 'places in the path of ex-offenders
re-entering Society.

"

;

a

.

y

As)

I



SUBCOMPEt ENCIV - LEGAL EDUCATION-

SECONDARY LEVEL

A. GioupsEstablistICertain Acceptable Behavior

1. Demonstrate the need for rules/laws within a group and between groups.
^ .

a. Identify the various types of rules; -laws and regulations which society has used- to
regulate behavior. (This should include religious laws, taboos, civil laws, criminal
tribal laws and societal customs).

.
.

b. Demonstrate an undei-stand g of the 'need for local; state,_federal and international
laws.

c: Demonstrate an understandibg of theneed.for constitutional, -criminal, military and
civil

, , ,
chili (e.g. contracts, torts, 'real property, etc.) laws?' ,

t , t ,. I . . t
d. Determine.the importance and limitations'ofinternational law.

J.
2.' Identi?y varied groups that have establishetitrules/laws, 'anti give examples of how these'

regulations have furthered the purposes of the groups. ,-
...? .

...-
-a. Identify_ and provide specific examples of how rd 4es/laws have fdrthered the purpose

. - ....._ vr Yof:

(1) Business organizations
(2), Labor or professional organizations
(3) Bureaucracies pr service organizations
(4) Safety, health and recreation griips
(5) Special interest groups

b. Demonstrate an understanding of how student government and schoo' board ,rules
and regulations further the interests of the school community.'

11

3. Analyze hoW la!,,vs'iremacle and changed in various groups and cultures.
-.- .

- . .
, f

a., petermine how laws are made and cha d in 'a democracy,, fie; legislation,jadiminis
. , trati'vei judicial interpretation, regulator Rites. I 4 . .0

I d r
. ., . . 0 I 9

b. Ideritify 'and provide examples of how s are maildoed. changed in other political
systems.

.

.
.

c. Determine thi effect of the media in changing the la'w. ' -
4 4
, 4

. , .

d. Determine th, effect of special interest grobps inChanging the law..
t . , .

e. Demonstrate a powledge Of how an- individual citizen can influence 'he making and
.

changing of laws. - .., .
0 10. ,

f. ,Demonstrate an understanding of civil disobedience as a meth'Ord of changing laws.-....,. .

.., ..
4. Identify rights that are protected bylaw. , . ,,

. :.. .

a. Demonstrate an understanding of howsthe Constitution protects human rights.
e

b. Demonstrate arLawareness of how changing societal attitudes has affected the legal
protection afforded minorities and women. .. ,

.. . - 9 :. .! .

' . .

. d. Determine the responsibilities ofsociety to,the,,,,yictims-:of crime.

c. . Determine the legal rights and limitations of rights, related to juvenile law.

6

ldentif% respOnsibilities inherent, in -the exercise of a spe'cific right.



LAW-RELATED COrYie.*LICiES;- .

f. Iderttify a position and rational relating to a law on human rights.

, g. Demontrate a kno wledge abo governmental restrictions related to ownership rights.

h. Determine the rights or lack of rights of the dispossessed poor, aged, or minority).

5. Show respect for people and their property.

a. Differentiate between the rights and responsibilities Of partners In a contract.,

b. Demonstrate an understanding of the need for society to guard the safety and iighis
of its citizens.

or ,
C. Identify, the responsibilities of property owners toward the public.

d. Eihibit behaviorthat indicates a respect for peopletheir opinions, and their property,

6. Demonstrate a knowledge of various met ods o disagreements.

Demonstrate a knowledge of procedu sed to resolve conflict in criminal
and civil cases.

Identify problems caused by having ffererat sets of regulations/laws in different
states, i.e. varying motor vehicle codes environmental regulations, welfare benefits,
etc.

111..

Identify laws or cases that have resulted in conflict due to trr application 'and/or
interpretation,

Dete ii e methods for resolviconflict in the Tollowing areas:

)-- . - (1) Employment % :. (5) Priv*.
(2) Fatily (6) EducatiOn,

(3) Housing 47) Life styl
t4) Freedom of speech or pressI

.. '''., I
.7.. 'Accept responsibility for knowing and observing laws /'rules.

- ,

e

t ,

a. Identify some rules governing behavior of students 'w ithin the school that could be ,
changed for the gOod gall KnCerned. -- ' °- - .

J.
b. '-'1ndicale a knogilppdge of some service agencies in the gOinmutiity and -explain their

. -;*4.-
.,,.' . philosophy -of opgration and service.' ' .

7

-,Demonstrate the' 'abilfiy, to ,complete Simple 4incorne tax, forms for -local, state arid.'
ederaPreports: % (/ , .' _ ., .7 -- (

, _

cl. DeMonstrate knowledge of Aegal prOcedUres to follow in every day. law (for example,
motor vehicle acciddrits, the use ofInall claiMs court, acquiring! builrling and sewage .,

-..permitsiobtainingpasspon.s,,obtaining2-, Marriage,license, etc.):..,

e bemonstrait -the Abil'jiy- foiacate information on loCal, state .andpfederal laws!and,
rIgulatio4.-'.(kespUrces- might .include: Pennsylvania ..13aletirt,- . urdon EtAltAr:

,Rqistet -,1:5-4-;CCisfla0b*Ligkit pylid grdirianCes .."'"'`



SECONDARY LEVEL-9712

B, Groups Differentiate Between Acceptable and Unacceptable'Behavior

Gomparei deviant, delinquent and criminal behavior and provide examples of how society -
reacts to each. ,

a ;
,

a. Identify the types of behavior whiCh are considered unacceptable in our society but
which were considered acceptable in other societies.

.. . . .

b. Demonstrate an awareness of the importance 54-societal values-to tolerance/intolerance
for deviant behavior. . . .

t
c. Identify and provide'historical examples 'of, societal persecution/tolerance of deyiant

behavior. .- t
1 ^ .... .

d. Demonstrate the ability to- distinguish between deviant, delinquent and criminal
behavior. . - , .-

. . . .
e. Demonstrate an awareness of value changes that have'caused conflicts in' our history.

and identifyoeveral issues wflichmight produc4 conflict in the future. ' ,

f. Identify and Provide historical,exampl6 of how society's changing Values have resulted,
in redefining acceptable behavior.

-

1 9
. , , . i A. ;

. 2. Discriminate among civil, criminal and regulatoey 'As.
to ,

46,

.

Discriminate between statutory, regulatory and judge -made

b. Demonstrate an understanding of the differences between civil, criminal and 'regula-
tory laws'.

; 4: ...

C. Demonstrate d knowledge of varied types of civil law. ,..

. . ,
v..

d. Determine what type of rights, areprotected by civil, criminal and regulatory laws:. i 1

<''" :
. .,: . . .

e.
,

Demonstrate an awareness of law,most frequently broken by individusals-of different
ages and` iffelent sex.

s .
. .

,. , .3. Demonstrate an understanding of social, economic and psychological causes of unaccept-
able/criminal behavior. :

. _- .

*Nc . .

-.
.

a. Identify groups which may not receive equal treatment.under tIke law and suggests tiow
this unequal treatment might lead to unacceptable behavior on the part of in individual
from these groups.,' '.

, . .,.

...b. Determine the, social, economic and psychological causes of. unacceptable/criminal
' behavior. ,, . ..00

. , , " . .-
c.- Determine strategies for sdial/economic reform to:eliminate tinacceptablcriplinal

.behavior , , - ,

: 1 . 1 *ii0,

d. Demonstia*an. awareness of the effect of emotional and mental d_ isturbances upon
-thi incident of criminal'b fiavior.

.
e. Denionstrate an

"
awareness of how society .attempts. to

.
reduce psychOlogical and

-ernotiOnal,fattors,* mightieldloUnaoter able behavior'

Deterinipe.the.iinportance of legitirnate.au

I

Demonstrate a knowledge of the c"onStitulionarmjeans by whichiegitimate authority
may chlarigeA, and an awareness_ of legal piccedures for removing people from
dui
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LAW-RELATED COMPETENCIES
a

,
b.. Identify *agencies whose authdrity comes froth a legal sotirce and trace the source

.of this authority.

- c. Determine the limits of legitimate authority.

d. ,Demonstrate an .understandine of how, a citizen may
with legitimdte authority,

.;

e. Demonstrate an-understanding of the need' separate ;he

4.

lawfullx show disagreement

person to authority.

.

-
office Of authority from the

f. Demonstrate a knowledge of the hierarchy of the American Court System.
- . , ' "./.,

5. Demonstrate the ability to critically analyze data related to thelaw and justice4system.
- I

,

a. Identify the bask precepts upon which the American system of justiCe is based,..:,
°

-5 )
b. Identify and define common legalterms and special phl-ases with pSrticular'meaning

to the court (e.g. time .is of the essence, real and present ciander, without prejudice,
unnecessary har, sjiip;etc.). .,

Determine significa t facts by anaLysis of aclse study.
, ' ..

Determine what legal sue is presented jn a specific case.

c.

d..
V A

e. Select and defend'a solut on of a Dase study..
, \

f.' Eyaluate media cOveragetiof crime and justice with particular attention to the public
right to knoW vs. the rights of die accused. ,

- , _:.% ' ,

g. Demonstrate a knowledge 'of procedures and incidents _related tb law and justice.
,

is conditions thaaffect the actions of, persons'
----

6. Identify' j.as;cholotical, Social 'and ec
:who impleMent the justice systeM.

(, z

a. Identify specialiits who are responsible for implementingihe system of justice.

b.. Demonstrate an awareness of the effects: of prejudice rel tar to the justice system.

,c. Demtmstrate an awa'reness of and reasons frir limiting' the p wer of law enforcement
. , --personnel. , '

\
.A

p
,, .

,

. Determine the advantages and chsadvanti Of sentencing by.
. i

(

. -

(1).! judge
(2) jurY
(3) .adyiscir9bcfard
(4) cdinmuniiy,C'ouricilii.e.,,as prittiCed in tieoPle's Republic

e.- dentonstrate an awareness of the pr.Oblems. financial limita

China).

'ons within the justice .

Demonstrate an awareness of the difficulty of ._arriving at taut

g: Defn,epstiate an awareness of the need; to estaVisivctii. for eva
of the justice sysgA_(i. fpolice, courts, correcilOn4institutions a. ",* Y444_

.r

in-a situation where,.

Ok1,42.;:

trAtingyariedaspects
d legislative,bodies)._

..n
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Groups React in Various Ways to Acceptable and Unacceptable Behavi?r

1. -Oemcitistrate an ,understanding of the. role and limitation of various type's' of law.enforce-
;

mentiQour culture and other cultures.

a.' Demonstrate'an awareness of the human variables that affect law enforcement.

' b. Determine some Consistencies and inconsistencies in law enforcement procedures.

c. Demonstrate an understanding of human, rights and how they are protected by differ-
ent societies.

d. Demonstrate the ability to differentiate the roles and the statutory Omit:Ns of CP
. i .

local, state and federalpolice and regdlatory agencies (consumer pi:otection agencies,
internal Revenue. Service, environmental protection agencies, public' elfare casewdrk-..
dr, zoning board). , ,. . .

e Demonstrate an understanding of.constitutional limitations on enforcement procedures.
\ .

1'. Determine the advantages, and disadvantages of using law enforcement agencies to
control or discourage dissent. .

' '
i . g. Determine some reasons 4/filch may'lead to the suspension of normal law enforcement,

sprocedure. ' ' .
.

t , . .
Demonstrate a knowledge 'of some methods for dealing with a breakdown of law."A . enforcement. It ...../ \

. .

is DeMonstrate an understanding of some problems in enforcing laws against victimless
crimes (drug use, prostitution, drinking, parking violation),

. Demonstrate, an understanding of how society punishes
property and life (physical punishment).

people by theloss 01 privilege,
. .

. .
a. Demonstrate &an awareness of hoi, society, though the centuries and in different.,,

' cultures, has punished people by lossofprivilege, rope'rty and life. '

c. ,Determine the advantages and punishment and 'rehabilitation as .

. aipects of Correctional systems.. .

0 4 )
= ,, .

d. Demonstrate an awareness of Several theories and systems of punishment.
. flA:

b. ldentik varied ways society punishes people today.

Determine the ',lust" and "unjust" aspects of the hail-system.

Detrionstrate an understanding of the conflict between the need focsecurity a'nd the
need for privacy, when an individual is sentenced to an institittion. -.
DernonStrate'an awareness of various attitudes toward capital.punish tint;

. .
h. Demonstrate in awareness of short and Idlig range conSequenCes for violatiops ()flaws 4

'concerning" . , - ,
. , ..... .

`i,.--,

11) Drugs
(g),- A,IcOliOt

',0)1Ylotoi. Vehicle Cade

Marriage
(5)-'Crimes againSt.the ndrsori
1,0:Other
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LA W-RELATED COMPETENCIES

3. 'Evaluate ho w sentencing is affected by the nature and circumstances of the crime and the
offender.

a. Demonsirate an awareness,of the philosophy that punishment should fit the nature of
the crime.

.

b. Determine the advantages and disadvantages of probation.

c. Demonstrate an understanding of how the appeal system is designed to minimize
the effects of unusual punishinerit or trial irregularitie?.

d. Demonstrate an awareness of Se hunian aspect'of the justice system and of the
variability of human judgment in determining-sentences.

e'. Determine Ale effect of politi6I considerations.on sentencing.

4 Demonstrate a knowledge of various types of correctional institutions.

a. Determine the need for correctional institutions.

4.. b. Show how various types of correctional institutions differ: state-federal prisons,
diagnostic centers, institutions in the delinquent and neglected, community treatment
centers.

c. Demonstrate an awarenets of the historical evolution, of correctionaFinstitutions.

d. Demonstrate an awareness of the.flnancial burden correctional 'nstitutions -place on
society: . . ,

.

. ..
e. Demonstrate an understanding of why there is a gap between the ideal and the real in

.
correctional institutions. . .

f. Demonstrate a knoWledgvorvarious types of correctional procedures that'have been
used. ;

N

5.. Determine how society reinf ces acceptable behavior.
... . .

a. Identify and provide hist rical examples of how groups rewarded their members'
. ,acceptable behavior.

b. Identify the needs for- confOrmity,as required by groups, and the, individual's rights
and resporisibilities within the group.

c. Demonstrate an understanding of how society's values are reflected in its economic,
educational. and political systems.' ....

d. :Clarify one's own value's in relation t6 society+swalues.,
. ,

_Demonstrate- an awareness of how,socjety attempts to change the behavior of offenders.
.C7 . . -

.., . 0
a. Demonitrate knowledge about rehabilitation. . .

. .
b. -Determine the implications,of rpcidivitm. ' :

. ,
.

i
Denio nstrate an awareness of various ccirrecttonal. procedures used to change the

. behaVior of residerits. 1 --

. ':
,r.- ...., d: Demonstrate' an understanding of the conflict between `security and rehab Cation aS.0

^ 4 correctionat procedures.
.1

1.
,. - . 7 ' - -

:C`

\e
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APPENDIX A

BIBtIOGRAPHY OF RESOURCES*

LAW-RELATED RESOURCES Y.
. .

.
'

I. ORIGINS AND CONCEPTS OF L4W

,Materials on the history-of law-in general--and in America 'basic concepts such as freedom,
ownership and needfor rules are included;

- .. Deming; Richard ,

Man. Against .Man:, Ciyil Law at Work. New York, bell Publishing Co., Inc. 1972'.
p.208 p (gr.'10-.adult) (paper) , -.

.,Explains origins of civil law and how it works in the W.S.

. A.

Forman; James A. , .
Law and Disorder. New York, Thomas Nelson, Inc 1972. 224'p. (gc. 9 -1'2) .

Traces beginning and growth of law and punishment-includes freedom of speech
and pr-ess.,,Glossary of legal terms.

.
. Faller,1 on , ' ',>' ' ;-.--,.

The Morality of Law. New. Haven, Yale University Press, 1973. (gr. 11-adult)
A discussion ofthe origigs pf law from social customs to written law.

.
. /

..

II. MAKING AND CHANGING LAW . .

This section includes materials on the legislative process, judge-made IA, citizens' responsi-
bilities and media's role in changing law. . '

, girsent and Protest; Case Studies for Student Discussion. Middletown, Coriri., Xerox
Corp. (gr. 7-12)

Case studies help student deCide which forrris of protest are legitimate and which are
nt and to whAt extbnt the majority shOuld tolerate dissent.

.41.4

III. HUMAN' RIGHTS
.

Included in this section are materials on the rights of in individual giaranteed by the C,pnsti-
tution, law, foreign law, international agreement or custom of a society.

Alexander, Shana
..... State-by-State Guide toWomen's Legal Rights. Los Angeles, Wolstonecraft, Incl.., 1975.

224 P":" (gr ...ID-adult) (Paper)
.

, .

An orderly, logical explanation and, 'listing of ,women's legal rights. in many areas
ore, aincluding marriage, divc employment, rape,'death and taxes.

:, . , .

,
,DeCrow, Karen

,
. ,

. .

"Seiist Justice: How Legal Sexism ,Affects You. New York; Vintage'BookS, 1975.
,.I 383 pi (gr:10-aduV) (paper) ,,' - '.. r

. .

i AK:explanation of OUP legal system's Prejudicial attitude -against-wbMen in areas

g..
of labor ' credit, wills, .trusts, representation, education and criminal

. ..

fl1

abem an; Martin '
.

*v : t'
Student's - Rights;: h.Guide49 the:Rights of Children,

Youth,and"Xf

tures Teachers.
'Introduction by Robert W. Landry. Washington AssociatiOn of Teachers Educators,

<, . . ? ,.-
4,1 1973. 3.5, p: (ATE iitilletin 34)

, .
.

,

,

,..-

.
Educators,

Ws 'Your Right: tThe' Law Says-,-4,;(388-11980WashingtOn,'04, National Education
,

AssOciatior,i.d: (gr: 7-12) .

, , -.. , , , . ,, 4,'

The package explores -rights -.of, all of us, seecificallY.4hOse ofininqrs.'Thd3
-Iilinstrip eXarnines,the:diffhencOsetween misdemeanors.and felonies; simulates an

'Ot.",an'.6Pen diicliSsiorr..betWeen.,alawYer.t ately InvolVed with thirightva yoOth ,

...arrest and thO;procedure tliat,f011oWs:.:Tii.,-i,caSSitte`,- recording the highliihtS,

siyonproagpifsts. ,ASO-inC tdgtis, acoy tif :the Cd,ofStudent RIits '
. Opx ug.c i P

I
g

3espOnsMiltlesohe,.fesult: of a;44ional EddCation :A4O.Ciiion task force
kinyeStig4iO,rvopstude55inyolyemerit.,,'Als01,a- package, Of Your_ cjiild and the Law '

"<,110.4=.11,

A.
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.
. (30 leaflets for distribution -to parents), There -are 20 co' pies of How to Build Better

Courtsfor.Classroom use. L/

Levine, Alan H. with Eve Carey and Diane Civoky
The Rights of Students. New York, E.P. Dutton to!, Inc., 1974: 160 p. (gr. 6-12)

% (paper) (ACLU Handbook.Series) '
This guide sets forth students' rights under present law and offers suggestions on
how to protect studerus' rights. Question-answer:approach., 1' . -

'De Bill of Rights in Actidn; Story of a Trial. California, BFA Educational Media, n.d.
22 min., color /black -aid white (gr. 10-adult)

The film follows two young men through their.trial. It is a realistic introduction to:
the procedures which.protect.therights of all citizens, as,guaranteedpy our COnsti-,
tution.

. ,

.111111.

011

.

*This section is a partial reprint from the State' of Pennsylvaiiia's publicationi.Bibllography of
Law-Related Education Resources,, 1975. Permission has been granted to reprintlrom the Penn-.
sylvania Department or Education Inclusion .of this reprint should notItetlobiced upon as, a
recommendation for purchase by staff members or 'districts. In-quiriesxfor ordering materials
found in this section should be directed,to the publisher given iri the cItation-Addresses of these
puplishers can be found bitturning tp Section 2 of Appendix A,pp. 6 y

IV. CAW' ENFORCEMENT AND PREVENTION OF CRIME

This section lists materials dn, police, the criminal justice syslem, and others involved in the
enforcement ()aly. :,,

,

. . V. RESOLUTION OF CONFLICT

inclUaed in this section are Materials concerning trial process, courts, arbitrations and the
`need for Mechanisms to deal.with conflicts in society. .

.

. - .AmeriCan Bar Assdciation
, . ,

Law and the Courts; A, layperson's,handbook; of court procedures, with a glossary '
of legal terminology. 35 pqgr, 4-aduit) (paper), , . - ..

,-: Explains how a case gets to court and what. .-ens during the trial. --
.. ..

American Bar Association. Legal Advisory Conthittee on Fair' feral and Free 'Press, ,...
..

The Rights-of Fair Trtal-tan,d Free Pies's; informition manual' for:the bar, news media,
. lawenforcement pfflcials and courts. Chicago, 1969: 2813, Tgr..7-addlt) (paper) ,,

'5tatesland explains the ABA Standards for fair. ,trialIanccfree-press..
te--,

Mock Ciql ,Trial. Harrisburg, Dauphin County i:6-r- Association, 1974'. (gr. 10.12) (free)
, Script forea play to show the various 'actors the courtro,or and their function. in , .."'.

:- the-trial,process:. ,.,.. ,,- -.-_-. . ..,.. , . . ..... . -. ..
. . , %-'. '. .- , :-., - ' .

Mock-Civil; trial, Mae Belk. AdMinistratrix ,of,,,the .4state...of .,U9el 3es0.,-Deceased vs. '''s
. _

.-. kicien Bus Company. Pitt'sflurgh,,'PennZNIeghe:ny co,u,iity, pm- As,sociatiop (gr. 10-,
f2)7(freq -*-- . .., -. As. '.'''s -., .

Many
- -. -, -, .' Script for a, jnock:trial.: Many wqrds:rind.-cOui. procedures _are (peopled in the

..CciurSepf-itie trial; ::

,
Point cif44*-i, sii,;Paiii; Minn., INtqarile":10. '403,- , .

-,N,.:BiYokihefrGainelo,teaCii Court.rirOcedUreoyer1769.cases.are:included.

,gatClif.fe,fftiibert H. , ,

Great Case iAott SuOrepe Court. A evised,trai (o4fk s -o liberty. Houghton Mifflin
Co., -191§. 13tP; (gr. 7,84teaCtor;gdide ',e''.!" ',

f
-. - , . .' - -=''' ..

,

prpser-finitiukiisei. on freedom 'tif ,Oligiel4: aild,:sexpressi ori, search and ,seizure,
;10:aveqqa4.01,9siiip,,ett. OisdUssiOp-:,questions,..glOssaryerrioCA trial' trial Iran-
' iikt&-a re i 4100'

-
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VI. TREATMENT OF OfFENDERS'

Included in this section are materials on probation, `parole, correctional institutions, and
consequences of a conviction record.

4

.V11. CIVIL AND EVERYDAY LAW

Practical guides to the law are included in this section.

Reader's Digest
You and theLaw. New yorl, Reader's Digest, distributeIby Nnrton, 1972. (gr..10
adult)

Practical guide to everyday law including the meeting of law, rights; civil law. A
list of outdated laws is included.

.

Swiger,flinor, Porter ,

The, Law and Yeti: New York, The Bobbs-Merl
ill

Cp., Inc., 1973. 138 p. (gr. 10-up)
Explains the laW in right of everyday actioaAas t relates to minors, such as buying
a defective item, finding lost pro$erty, cm!. q 1y in divorce proceedings.

Webb, Elizabeth J. .

Majority at 18. West Haven, Conn.4endul;113ress, Inc., 1973. (gr. 9-12)
A practical guide to The new rightsiOd responsibilities of teenagers. Includes
contracts, school work, insurance; marriagokinci

VIII.CRIME IN 'SOCIETY

These materials'explore the behavior considefeYfunac'ceptable by society.

JUVENtLES AND .THE LAW
y

e

Material conceit-big:, tumors and the law ti "e been listed here in addition to their strict
subject classification. Materials 'on juvenile curt procedure are also listed here.

Cuban, Larry
, 141'11i

_Youth as a Minority; an anatomy ,iit,Istudent rights. tiationai Council for the Social
-.1 'tStudies, 1972. 142 teacher (Pagel:, . . 6

Views of students' rights rd statutes llsnidents and educatots. Emphasizes the
need far ihdivalual tights and.delthcracy in the educational system,

.. i..kt,...- -.-., r
, Haberthan, Martin rik -

Students' Rights; A Guide to theiRights oVhilBren, Youth and Future Teachers. ',./
Instruction by Robert W.-Landry,tWashingtori, D.C., Association of Teacher .Educa-
tors; 1973.35 p. ATE Bulletin 34)k ..

1.. .
.

, Justice for.gbildren. New York; National Council-of Jewish Women. (gr..10-12),
A; guide to a study of the jtiienile justice 'systein in y.ourcommugity. Include

: sample questionnaires; bibliogtaphy: -- l Z.
, . P il

.: 1 '.* .
. 4'-i''`''

.

fLeyine, AlaifFrwith Eve Carey and Diane Civoky: /
i 4 -,% ,

if heRightspf Students: New- Yoik,-E.1?.-Duiton/Ayon, 1974_166 p:(gr:9-12) (paper).
.. -i.,'1'(ACLU-Haridbook series),- 4 1V ; -

.1:04.4Liidc lels forth students rights under present laW and offers suggestions on .
,...,hoW/o.prote4your:rghts,QUescion and ansVier fOrmat; . , "*. sos__ e 4 ,

- . . ;r:il , : _ .
. ..

Sharma, Joseph= *.-,4 ii /, .,
.7 Youth; Li*: and'Life. Wyoming,, Pa.,. Wyoming Area School District, 1071. -2,10',0- }

Age. 5i6) '_ .:.-.'",
*, ..r .

Intr 904qPrY text WhICO ,PAParilY 4:1eatS with_criMe,,,law enfbrcenient, family law,-

andferivirOnniental laW. PV - -...,

.4
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Swiger, Elinor Porter
The Law and You. New York, BobbOerrill, 1973; 138 p. (gr. 10-adult) ,

Explains' the law in light of everyday actions as relates Co juveniles such as buying
a defective item, finding-lost property, custody in ilivorceproceedings.

Xf GENERAL REFERENCE .
Included in trlis list are legal reference tools, legal dictionaries and teacher aids.

.

Gerlach,-Ronald A. and Lynne W.lamprechl.
Teaching,,About the Law. Cigcinnati, W1-). Anderson Co., 1975. 354 -p. (teacher)

Handbook for teaching law-related education. , - -
.

- , -

Law in Americln Sociev. Journal of the-National Center for La, Focuied Education.
Chicago, Law in American Society Foundation. Periodical (teacher) (free)

Each issue includes interesting articlesti -to-cfate information ana' teaching strate:
,.

. gies.
;

- ,

4

Law Related Education: A Teacher Resource. philadelphia, Philadelphia SChoo'l District.
an cooperation with Philadelphia young Lawyers Association; 1974. (reacher)

A teacher resource book explaining the rights and responsibilities of students in
Pennsylvania. Much civil law is included.

XI. SERIES,

included in this section is a list of a "series-type" law-related curriculum resources.,

PUblic Affairs Pamphlets. New York, Public Affairs Committees. (gr. 7-12)
Titles available are:

Challenge of Crime
The juvenile Court Comes of Age
Wh2t We Can Do About Dog Abuse

- Equal Justice for the Pdor.Man.
.Buyer, 13/Wary
"What About Marijuana
'law and justice

,40tv, School Failure,,and Dropouts
The Delinquent and the LaW

:*.I. .
SCriptgraphic.Booklets. Greenfield, Mass., Charming L. Bete Co., Inc. (gr. 5-12).

- Titles-availableinclude: _

,

AbotitLaW
About theConstitution

-4
About Gdvernment
About thel.'4:SjudiCial System
About
yfre'Lai/P:and,y6(1.:
Know Your Ceial;Rights-
YOU-and'Your CaWyer

Suhimers;;Ro sort S. A. .Campbell andiGail :Hubbard:,
The American -Legai ISYsteni..New*Olk, 94)6. and Co., 1974.264 p; -(gr. 10,12)
(ieachei4Uide),-=-- '

.

basig144 concepts retevani tb,sOciat,-suidies:thloUgh- use real ,and

Society's Need .

:Lawiandr:.SO:Cial'S_Change..-

t(iiior143040OtiOp. Basic Social
Ginits
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.,ACROPOLIS BOOKS LTD.
2400..17tIc Street,N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

AIMS INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA SERVICES,.
INC. .

ox 1010 .
Hollywood, California 90028'

ALDINE PUBLISHING CO.'
,fb 529 S. Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Illinois .60605,
.

ALFRED. A. KNOPF, INC.
201 E. 50th Street
New York, New York 10022

ALLYN & BACON, INC.
470 Atlantic Avenue

' Boston, Massachusetts 02210

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
1155 E. 60th Sertet
Chicago, illintOis 60637

AMERICAN BOOK CO.
Division of Litton Educational Publishing, Inc..
450 W. 33rd Street
New York, New York '10001

. .

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
22.E. 41st Street
New-Ark,. NeW York 10016

s

APPENDIX A

LISTING OF PUBLISHERS,

AMERICAN EDUCATION PUBL
Education Center
Columbus, Ohio 43216

'W. /-1:: ANDERSON
646 Main Street
Cincinnati, Ohio-'45201

CATIONS

, ARBOR HOUSE PUBLISHING C
-641 Lexingtonyenue
New York, New York' 10022

' Agco PUBLISHING cO., INC:
216 Park Avenue South
New York; New York 10003

AtilENEUM"'PUBLJHERS,
- 122 E.42nd Street

York 10017

, AVON iBOOKS
-959:EighthyenLie ,-
NeW,YOkk, **York 1.0019

BEA EDUCATIONAL, MEDIA'
2211r MichigifrAVernue

int:a MOnic$,-4ifai.nia 90404

BALLANTINE BOOKS, INC.
101 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10003

:
BANTAM BOOKS

.666 5th Avenue'
New York, New York 10019

BARNES AND NOBLE, INC.
Division-of Harper & Row Publishers, Inc.
10 E. 530 Street
New York, New York 16122

BARRONS EDUCATIONAL SERIES, INC.
,( 113 Crossways Park Drive

Woodbury, New York 11797
°

BEHAVJORAL PUBLICATIONS, INC.
: . 72 Fifth Avenue,

New York, Nei'v York 10011

BENEFIC PRESS
10300 W. Roosevelt Road
West Chester, Illinois 6Q153

BENZINGER BROTHERS, 'INC.
866 Third Avenqe
New YorkNew York 10022..

BOBBS-MERRILL CO., INC.'
43Q0 W. 62bd Street

-, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268

ROBERT J. BRADY. CO.
Subsidiary ot PrenticeHall, Inc.
Bow'ie, Maryland 20715;

BUREAU.OF- NATIONAC AFFAIRS
1231 25th Street, N.W.
Washington"; D.C. 20037

%No

..

CAPRICORN °BOOKS
200-Madison, Avenue
NewYork, New 'York 10016

CENTER 'FORi,INFOIIMATION ON .AMERICA,
Washington, Connecticut 06793

CHANNING L. BETE CO., INC.
Greenfield,asSachusetts 01301

.cHARLES. E.,MERRILL PUBLISHING CO.
300 Alum Creek Drive,,,

Columbus, Ohio 4321

CHILDREN'S .PRESS,
1224-V, V4n:Burpn Street
Chicago, Nlinois `'60607

CHILTON BOOK- CO.
411 Walnut.5`treei
Philadelphia" .Perinsylvania 1,0106

0

,

.,
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. CHURCHItt FILMS
N. Robertsbn Blvdr

Los Angeles, California .50669.

CONGRESSION#L QUARTERLY, INC.
. 1735"K" Street( N.W.

Washingtoji,p.C. 20006

COWARD-McCANN, tNC.
200 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016 .'

COWL ES .BOOK CO.
114 W. Illinois Streei
Chicago, Illinois 60610

CURRICULUM INNOVATIONS, INC.
501 Lake:Forest 'Avenue
Highwood, Illinois 40040

DELL PUBLISHING CO., *.
-750 Third Aventte 0
New York; New.Y6rk 10017

DODD, MEAD CO INC.,
79 Madison AvenUe.,
New. York, New York 30016

D,OUBODAY'AND CO., INC.
Garden City
Lorig Island, New York. 11530

tit

t
E. P. DUTTON & CO.i 1NC '
201 Park-Avenue
New York, New York '10003 ,%
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. GINN AND CO.
191 Spring Street

c,Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

GOLDEN GAT/E UNIVERSITY
School of Law
536 Mission,Street
San FranciforCalifor4a 94105

.

GOODYEAR PUBLISHING CO..
15115 Sunset Blvd.
Pacific Pfralisides, California 90272

. GROSSETT.:& DUNLAP,' INC.
51 Madison Avenue .
New York, New York. 10010

, GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES
Pleasantville, New Vol* 10S'

,

r

-HARdOURT, ,BRACE & WORLD
-757.Third 'Avenue.
New York, New York 10017

HARPER & ROW. PITLISHERS
46 E. 33rd Street
New York,4Iew York 10016

HASTINGS HOUSE, INC.' 10 E. 40th Street
New YOrj, New York .10016

.f ^

HEN K 'NEWENHOUSE
A Diyision of Novo
1825 Willow ,Road
Northfield "60093

ENCYCLOpEDIA. BIZITANNICA sEDWATION'AL
CORP..-

425.Michign'ivenue

EXPOSITION -PRESS
50'jericTUrppike
Jericho, New York- 11753 ,
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2 t
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KENN)KAT PRESS A'
90 S. Boy Is Avenue
Port Washington, New Mork 10050

LAWYERS COOPERATIVE PUBLISHING CO.
Aqueduct Building
Rochester, New York 14693

LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
Education Division -
6 bavWDrive
Belmont, California 94002
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'NORTON AND CO., -INC.
500 Fifth Avenue

.

New Yorke, New Ythl&v.1013

OCEANA PUBLICATIONS, INC.
75 Main Street
Dobbs Ferry, New York 10522

.

LERNER PUBLICATIONS
Minneapolis, Minne4ota .55401

LESWING .COMMUNICATIONS
750 Adrian Way
San Rafael, California 94903

LINCOLN Fl L:ENE CENTER '
Tufts University
Medford, Massachusetts 02155

J. B. LIPPINCOTT CO. '4*s.

E. Washington Square
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105

LITTLE, BROWN &
34 Beacon Stteet.

, Boston, Massachusetts- 02106

LOTHROP; LEE 4. SHEPARD CO.
Order Dept. L P-6
Wilmore Warehouse & Shipping Co., Inc.
6 Henderson Drive
West Caldwell, New Jersey 07006

OM CO.
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

MatMILLAN PUBLISHING CO., INC.
School Division N

866 Third Avenue
,,I9pw.,York, New York 10022

,IVIELMONT. PUBLISHERS, INC.

2324 t4.2. Street!:
ea 0, Illinois 0607 ,

FOR THE SOCIAL .1

OHIO STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
33.W.'llth Avenue '
Columbtfs, Ohio 43201

ORIEN PUBLISHING CO.
625 Madison Avtnue

, New York, New York 10022

OXFOR OOK CO.
11 Park p ace

,New York, New York 10007

*PARENTS MAGAZINE PRESS
52 Vanderbilt Avenue
New York, New York 10019

PENDULUM.-PRESS,' INC.
Brooks Corner
Westport, Connecticut 06880

4r

PENNSYLVANIA BAR 'ASSOCIATION
401 N. Front'Street
Harrisburg,Pennsylvania 17108
Attn: Theodore Stejlwag, Director of Public

Information .``"
\.-

POCKET . BOOKS, INC.
630 Fifth Ayenue.
New YOrk, New York 10020

PRAEGER PUBLISHERS
111 Fourth, Avenie .

New York, New York 1000.3

PRENTICE-HALL, INC:
Englewood Cliffs, New.J ersey "0632

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, INC.
-381-Park Avenue; South

7YoTRT ew or 100 6

G. P. PUT,NAM'S.-,-SONS

."

1

.NAT1ONAL.CO
STUDIES' , 3 .

206`.16thStreeit; N:w.
Wa-hirigtori -DC:: 20036

4

-200 Madis'On-Avenife-°.
New York, New,York

PYRAMID PUBLICATIONS ;-
919 Third Avenue .

.NeW-York, NeW York- 10022

QUADRAINIGILE 'BOOKS
Nesv TimeS,Book.,Co:

E. 53rd, Street.;:;.:
NO/ Voik, New York

T.I.OriAL4ptucA ION ASSOCIATION ,

01;116titStifeet-'0.W.
20036

rte
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Avenue of the;:Akt4ryay
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RANDOM HOLgE, INC.
457 Madison Aventse
New York,NeVork 10022

W. B. SACIND6S CO.
- W. Washington Square

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105 s

SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINES, INC. ,
904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs; New Jersey 07632

SatTITFORES-MAN&CO.
. .

. bleiwiew; Illinois 60025

'SCREEN, EDUCATION ENTERPRISES, INC.'.
2800 Sri-lith Tower

; Seattle, Washington 98104

SEABURY PRESS .

.815 Second Avenues
New York, New York 10017

.
SIGNET BOOKS

ti

1301 Avenue of theAmericas
New York, Nev.; Yorl 10019,4

SI LVER:B.I.I.RDE.TT GO.
'Moi-ristcmiirt, New rsey 07960

SIMON &-SCHUSIT .tkc.
.62,0fifth Avetiue
New York, New Y, - 106'22

STERLING EDUCPITI
419 Park Avenue
New York, Oew York 100°16

AL FILMS

THOMAS .NELSON, INC.
Room 1,403

10E. 42rid Streett
New Yorks New York. 10017

'THOMAS, Y. CROWELL CO:.
.6666 Fifth Ayfnue
New'York, New York ¢10019

UNIVER ITY
'13Ox 137?
-,,Madiso% Wisconsiri
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WASHINGTON SQUARE PRESS, INC.
Divisiqn of Simon & Schuster Inc.
c/o Simon & Schuster, Inc.
701 Seneca Street
Buffalo; Mew York -14210

WEST PUBLISHING, CO.
50 Kellog Aienue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

ikE'STMINISTER -PRESS
Witherspoon Building.
Philadelphiaj'ennsylvania--19107

O

WOLLENSAK TEACHING TAPES
3M Dept. of Communications
135W. 15'Otb Street
New York, New York 10039.

WYOMING- AREA 'SCHOOL DISTRICT
, Wyoming, Penhsylvania 18644 .

XEROX EDUCATION PUBLICATIONS
Education Center
Colurithts, Ohio 43216

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS'
92- A Yale Station
New Haveri, Connecticut 06520

4

a

A41KIN
-625.N4disonAlienue

NewYgrk
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APPENDIX B'

. ,

'IOWA MOTOR VEHICLE LAW

WHIT TO DO IN CASEOk AN ACCIDENT:

I. STOPIowa law requires the driver of a car involved in an accident where there is person:
al injury or property damage to immediately stop the car at die scene of theaccident or
as`cloSe as possible without obstructing traffic.

II. ASSIST THE INJURED- -Make arrangehtent for anyone seriously injured; do not move
an injured person unless you know what you are doing. ,

.

, I IL' PROTECT THt. SCENETake precautions to prevent furtheacciaents; station someone
' to warn away' approaching ysb,es,

IV. CALL AN - OFFICER- -Even where 'there are apparently. no persdnal injurie's or serious
damages to property, it is advisable to give notice immediately to an officer so he can
Investigate the accident*His official report may greatly assist you later if any claim for .
liability is made.

Iowa law requires only that you give your name, address and the registration number of
the vehicle you are driving ,and that you exhibit your: chauffeur's or operator's license.

V. COMMENTSDo not comment on the accident. Kedftour notes and information
A strictly`16 yourself., Admit;nothing and sign nothing eWril Yotr think you are in the

wrong. You may learn later that you were not in the wrerfg o -that the other driver was
`equally to be blamed or more so. Your emotions at the time of the accident May deceive
you. If at a later date facts clearly show that yOt.I alone were wrong, then is the time to
admit blame. .

a

VI. ASSIST THE,. ORFICERRemain at the scene, unless injured, with the officer arrives.
Cooperate with the officer by advising him- of the basic facts briefly. Remember: no one
can force you to give an opinion as to the cause of the accident-either at the scene, at
police headquarters, or elsewhere. You. have the right to Consult a wyer before making
any st ent. If it is a serious accident, consult.him as quickly as posst /,

a

: VII. IDENTIFY THE OTHER DRIVEROblain the otherdriver's name, address.annhell
registration riurnber-ef the -vehicle -he is driying; and request him to-sxhibitlo you his

.driver's license. . .

VIII. ,WITNESSESObtain the names and addresses of any and-all witnesses as soon as you,
canboth eye-witnesses and, all others who might have some information about any of the
circumstances of the.accidetit. After writing &Wit their names andaddresses, attempt.to
obtain from these witnesseAAstatement as to what happened.andhave them, if they
write it doWn_ at the scene.

T
lways pencil- and pad ip the glove compartment of

;
'yoidcar. -I. ` rstr:"-- 0-17,17-71-

t ^" ;*"
.

IX. TAKE NOTESDIAGRAM THE AREAMake your own written notesibillsignificant
circumstances concerning, theacCident.-Show position of cars after the'acCident Step off
exact distanc.es, of skid marks. and other distarketri3e cerfain that you can at 4 later
date point on the road where the vehiCles collided and where they came to a. stop, If you
or someone else has i'-caniera at the 'scene; take pictures to reserve skid niarks, position of,
cars, and other Physical-evidence that-willdisajOarafter the-accident.

, :,",-..
X. ARRESTS :An arrest it the scene of the other .party: or yourself does not necessarily

- indicate llialiiii4,..;Ln arrest and convictions in connection ,with _an automobile accident- 't4
cannot ordiriarili6764.-used against yotrialer in a suit Or damages. Any,statement-Made
may be-,OSed as anadmissicin,,seit is important that you.Cdritict.yobr lawyer as soon as

'' possible iefoie ill 'king-any statements. . ,--
' l '

ltoh - t" '
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... .
XI . WHEN TO LEAVE THE SCENE-Unless yourinjuries impel you to do otherwfse, do

not Ivye the scene of the" accident until you have, as outlined previdiasly, assisted the
injured, protected the scene, called an officer and assisted him, identified the other driver;
obtained the names; addresses, and statements of all witnesses and made notes.

, r .
. ,

XII. REPORTS-lowa law requires that the driver of a vehicle involved in an accident (inside,----_,- or outside of a city) resulting in personal injury or death to ahyone.-or resulting in damage
to property of anyone, including himself, in excess of Two Hirntlred, Fifty Dollars must,
within 72thours after the accident,. file a written report with the Iowa Department of
Public Safety on forms provided by.the department. . '

_
. f.

1/4 .4 1. ° I
XII. REPORTS-Iowa law requires that the driver of a vehicle involved in an accident (inside

or outside of a city) resulting in personal injury Or death to anyone or resulting in damage
to p.r6perty olanyOna:InGluding himself, in excess of Two Hundred, Fifty Dollars must,

c' within 72 hours after the accident, file a written r Kt with the Iowa Department of ,
Transportation on forms provided by the departmeri .

V... i4 s,
SUMMARY OF POINTS TO- MEMBER:

4-;kC

r*, ,

,

I. You must' give, y name, address, the registration number of the car you were driving,
, and, if you are not the owner of the car, the name and address of the owner, to, any

4 , k, person injured, the owner of.a..he other car, and any,police officer at the scene. "N-

,. 11
IN'

.. ..

.

U. No one may 'force you to gixe opinions of the cause of the accident, either onthe_ scene:1'4 .,
or at the policestatiori. You have a right tc, see 'your attorney before making any 'state-

... .. ment. You are not required to give any information other than that set out in A, above.
. ... DO NOT give any opinion as to the cause of the accident. If you are arrested and required

to appear ',0n;a traffic charge,you should obtair; the advice of an attorney before admit-
. ting guilt orliability. '- .

, ,

, . III. If possible, do not move your car, until the police .arrive..However, you should not leave
yotur ear in a dangerous positioninthe road. - ._

.

,-, "'IV: Get the names and addresses of the driver arid passengers of the other cars involved and
. . also TA ail witnesses to die accident. 4

-4.1:4'.1,-, :i.. 7 .' .

Makle notes of all circymstances concerning the i ent. etch the positions of. the cars -*
before, afterand at thertime of the accident. St off skid marks. Make notes of all
physical damage to youriown and 0thertarS.

VI Do not make" or 'accept any payments of money, for damage or injury without legal
advice. Do" not sign, any statementsfWithout Consulting a lawyer:

)

Ifft+4.
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. .

IOWA MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE

.LIApILITY:-(1) Bodily Injury Liability (B.I,)-Pays for injUries you may cause others and for
. . / :' . which yotrore all to blame

, -

,4
. , ' (2) Propeky Damage Liability (131).L.)-Pays for damage you may do to the pro-

, perty.a others and for which you are all to blame. . .
.

.

COLLISION7Pays for damage to your car, no matter who was to blame or how it happened.

COMPREHENSIVE2Pays for damage to *your car from fire, wind, theft, and other losses not4.. .
covered as-collision or upset. . 1 ( ,

, Y. . ...S .

TOWING AND k-ABOR-Payssfor road service charges. v..i
MADItAIL PAYMENTS:Pay,s hospital andmedical expenses for you and for hie passengers in

.
-. s, your car. . , ,,.,..;

''. .

UNINSURED MOTti,,OST-Pays you for your injuries you were entitled to collect from another
"= , but couldn't because hexas uninsured. .,

- . . r ..
THE IOWA FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY' LAW-This has been in Iowa for a long time. You

.

sometimes, hear people say that having auto insurance is compulsory. It isn't, and it's yobably
s -

thisthis law that the pttople are talking about but don't understarid. t,
......."'.

. .
., . .

;

. I

If you have an accident and anteine is hurt or thedamage done to any property is over $250.00
you must make a report to the Iowa Department of TrahsportatiOn. The re it asks for detailed
information about che4scident anif you carry insurance.
.

.. ,
4,...

If you don't have insurance,the State will ask you to put tip cash or-bond to show you are a
financially responsible person.. This means up to $25,000. If you can prove a settlement and

Y don't get theocash or bond, yoUr driver's_ license is automatically suspended. This can happen
even if you were not to blime,for the accident! At.this point nobody knows if you were to

,J\ blame or hot. .
,,

,
,

. ,
.

.

If you get insurance, cash br bond, and nobody gets a judgment'against you, you can get your
license back. A judgment against you has to be paid in fullor you may never get your license

,

returned.to-yoU
.

. .
.,

. '. ,
Drivin s aprivilege, not a right: Insurance protects youriprivilege by guaranteeing your finan-

-
'cial responsibility. , - ,

. ..

. -
THE ASSIGNED RISK PLAN-The business of insurance operates on a very simple pribcipal:
The premiups of the fortunate many shall be used topay the losses of the unfortunate few. More
accidents mean more unfortiinates and fewer fortunates. That's when the trouble starts:

SOmedrivers aren't exactly unfoitunate. They are just poor drivers Who are bound to have an
: -
accident sooner or later. These are the .dnvers whe make things tough for the otherpciticy

ers:,

1 ". .. ..' .
InSurance coin anies som imes try` to teed these bad drivers out. company may decide that,

i . . ,, -. , ,-- .44
a pertain driver is sure to lave an,.acciilent, and cancet him before it appens. ..,

, _.4i :, , --....- 9 .--
If,a compan Cancels you these days, it's almost impossible to get another to take you on,-for
at least a y r or two. Does this mean thit you have to be aryunintured driver? No indeed.
This is whi the Assigned Risk. Plan is ter. However.,the.assigned risk plib is very costly forr
only-mimmal coverage., , .

. . Z., .' -:', , * ,
TI-(i COST OF INSURANCE-Insurance is a buIiness. It's a business of transferring your risk to
an insurance company. It takes good,managernent to run any_good business. Your premium is the
price yOu pay foe hiving good management,take over your risks and pay for your losses--..,

e
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AP E?NDIX D

SCHOOL _LAWS OF IOWA

(PERTAINING TO SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTION)

CODE OF IOWA.

.4?
EDUCATIONAL "STANDARDS. The folloWing are excerpts from Section 257.25 relating to
social studies:

257.25(3) The following areas shall be taught in grades .one through six: . . .social
studies, including geography, history of the United' States and loWa with
aftention given to the role in history played by all.nersons, and a positive
effort shall be made to reflect the achievements of women, minorities, and
any others who, in the past, may have been ignried or overlooked by'reason
of race, sex, religion, physical disability, or ethnic background, cultures of
other peoples andnations, a,nd American citizenship, eluding the study of
natidial, state, and local government in the United States . ,

The following shall be taught in grades seven and ei ht as a minimum .pro-
gram: .. .social studies with attention given to the role in -history played by

, all persons, and a positivfleffort shall be made to reflect the achievements of
women,_minorities, and any-otliersmho, in_the_past,_90ave_been.,ignored__:.
or overlookedby reason of race, sex, religion; physical disability, or ethnic
background, cultures of other peoples and nations, and' American citizen-
ship... -k

te

257.25(6) In grades nine through twelve, a unitof credit shall consist of a course Or
to* equivalent related domponents or partial units taught throughout the aqa

demic year. The minimum program for grades nine throtigh twelve sh
be: ... ,

Four units of the-social studies. American history; American governfne
government and cultures of other rieoples and nations, ancegeneral conSU
education, family law, ancleconomics,including comparative and consu
economics, shall be taught in the units but need not be required isfull'u
All students shall be reqUired to.take one unit of. American history wf ii
shall give attention 'to the role.in history played by all persons, and a posti,
effort shall be made to' reflect the achievements 'V women, minorities/0
any others Nvho, in the pait, may have been ignored or overlooked by rtas

257.25(4)

(

of race, sex,:religion, Or ethriiobackgrpurid nd one-6 I
unit of,The governments of -Iowa and the United states, inclUdrl ginstructib
in voting-statutes and 'procedures, voter regkrat n itquiremptS, the use;c
paper ballots and, voting machines in the election roceis, ancithe methbil
kquiring and castiniarr absentee ballot.- r

o.
,

,The county auditor,. upon req:beit,and-at a. site .chosert-by, him, shall

.available4o ichools,within the-county voting machines ballots ,hat
al 49-ralik ' tiro, heicottnty-pat-,su times:that-itheserra' hi .

s. ample- iblO ts 'in ti eYot cleli reecgrii,z d'oIu rpoted ..#?
7 7 -

,

i
.
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',APPENDIX E,

SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
"I' s'

1. AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Specialtommiftee on Youla Education, for,CitizenShip (YEFC)

Person totontact:- Norman Gross, Staff Director
.' Youth Education for Citizenship

American Bar Association
1155 East.60th'Street'
Chic*, Illinoj 60637
(Phone: 312/r47-3960)

)Special Committee
on Youth Education . ;
for Citizenship: YEFC was created by the American Bar Association in 1971 to../

foster highquality programs of law-related education in our nation's
.elementary and secondary schools. It does not seek to make amateur
lawyers of sttiden'ts, but rather to prepare them for participation in a
democracy by helping them gain a better understanding of ourlaws
and legal system.

Publications: , The American Bit Association Special Committee on Youth Educa-
tion for Cipititenship (YEFC) published a number-of books and book=
lets on law-related education for elembntary and secondary schools.

l t

Directory of Law- Related Educational ctivittes (1974, 82 pp.).,
A collection of articles on the rationale and objectives of law-
related education. FREE (We- reserve the righmoelimit quantities).

ice"4f

Reflections cin Law-Related Education (1973, 16 pp.)..A collection
of articles on the rationale and objectives of law-related' education.
FREE (Nie reserve the right to limit cwantities),

-Curriculum Catalogues
. ,

-Bibliography of Law-Related Curriculum --Mated*: Annotated
(1976, 116 pp.). Discripiions of me than 1,000 books, and pam-
phlets for classrooms, K-12 and teacher reference. $1.00

.
.-, .d. .

Gaming: An'' Annotated Catalogue:4 Law-Related Games and
,.. Siniulations (1975, 32 pp.).. Descriptioni of more than 130,games

and-simulations for -classroom's, K.-12,and teach reference$1.00

Media: An Anninated Catalogue of Law-Related Audio:tfisual
Ma "terials (1975 79 pp,).; Descrip;tioffs414parts..tha sr, , 7

fi for'classrep/is, KrT2, and teachtr, ref rena.
$1.0,1/.

SPECIAL 'DISCO,UNT-tAll threecatatogues'for!$2.00

-

',Publications'on'erogram Developnient.'

. The ,$$` Game;. GtildAook O-10he, Funding: of Law- Related
educational PrOgrarns (1975, 6$13n Articles '*identifying fund=
ing soUrces:6writing fundinp proposals, securipgcoMmunity.Stipport,

';aridinstitUtibhalizineproirains.,$1:j0
,

cc
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2. IOWA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
Young Lawyers Section

Person tb Contact:

. ,

Purpose:

Activities:

Marvin E. Duckworth ,
5th-Floor Central National Bank Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
Telephone: (515)-244-0111

The young lawyers of the Iowa State Bar Association have sponsorea
a tomrriittee_orr high school law education to assist educatorspin
dealing with law., related subjects with their students.

The Bar Association has participated in law day activities annually
and has prepared programs for Boys State. Plans are under develop-
ment; to identify more .members of the Bar Association to, assist
local teachers in the classroom.

3. IOWA CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

Person to Contact:

Purpose:

Membership

Howard Weinberg

v

I

cr

c

4

-Tolva CiiirEiberties Union.
102 East Grand, Suite G100
Dei Moines, Iowa 50309

. A

fr

The Iowa Civil Liberties Union is a citizen-action group whose pur-,
pose is to uphold the Constitution of the United States-particularly ,
the Fitt, Fourth; Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments; ,to defend
freedom of expression, religion, assoc'i'ation, and protett rights to
due process, privacy, and equal protection of the liw; and to educate
the public to constitutional issues. ICLU endorses heither candidates

:nor pdties. It does initiate, influence, and corrimentrupon
. it does challenge unconstitutional legislation; it froes defend those,.
whose constitutional rights have been violated, in State and Federal
Courts, It charges no fee ,TOr these services, and its legal expertise

almost entirely donated by laWyers whVlhelieve in the Bill of
Rights

the Iowa Civil Liberties Union, like its ,parent organization, the
American Civil Liberties Union;is supported by 'contributions from
its4tembers-for the most part non-lawyers-who believe in the Bill
oVRights, the Constitution, and the freedoms which they protect:-

,;Members also do ,a;great deal of volunteer work and e on the
(hapter and State Boards w and ake cases.-

CLU a d its 49 state affiliates publish( a wide, range of
-Among these are:

o

The, Pulse/ ,Of Fgreidom--American Liberties:: )920-1970
'
by Alan t.

' Reitman, Associate'Directo'r, ACLU t

"The Rights of ." series -Each 'bookin thfs'seri6 exp4nt7in
question:and answer.format, the rights..of a partitular wisp, of
people-the following hive so far= been released:

. .

/

The Rights of,S,t(tdents*.ePprters,,HosPital Patients,,Teachers;
.`''Suspects,- Candidates and VOters, Pri5dnercFroqr,MOnien, Gay

People,-Mbntal Patients, and Servicemen.

'Civil Liber;iee:-The"..NeWsletter: of he .American 'Civil Liberties,
tin ionLcoverS:cUrren t:Cases and; issget- _toss the country, before-the
Supreme ,:5uii!,'andqirt the -...i'O-n-gre =availible-to membeli and, ,

`. -ptiblished Odarterly..:- . ..
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,

t
. "The Deffnder"-N*sletter 'of the Iowa Civil. 1;ibertie's Union-

Oc tovers. civil liberties issues and ICLU activitiekpublished§ixfimes at .
, c, 0 .4°., ,

)
.- year. . . . .

.

. *

The Civil Liberties Review-A quarterh journal of in-depth. disaIs-

, 1 mi sion of civi1liberties issues.
<, 4-

. '-; V x
-.

Films: The Bill of Rights-A Tale- of Tio Centuries. A series of six films.'

dealing with civil liberties issues including:

I The Ox-Bow Incident. Black and 'white, 90 minutes (1943)r.
directecitby William Wellman-a searing indictnfent-of mob-rule

i; and a prObing examination of fair trial in the bid West. ,

Justice Under the Law: The Gideon Case. Color, ,27 minutes

(1969) , 0 ot.

. '
Free Press vs. Trial by Jury: .The Shephard Case:iColor,, 27. ... ,

- minutes (1969) °

.. .,

A These films present two of the-best known court c se of the __ _ _

-
. .,,,

. past twenty years involving basic Bill of, Rights pro n for

the Defendant. In the Gideon Case, an'hiStoric- decistnvkas

,
rendered by the Supreme Court insuring the fight of counsel, :-

- Ape to a person on trial. In Shephard, a notorious murder trial ofa . ,,
Cleveland doctor in 1954 ends in the Supreme Court; where ,'

the donilict between rights of the accused and freedom of the
.:

press is decided.

-i
' -. -c,

i
.

,

The Bill' of Rights in Action: Equal Opporiun tf. Color, 22
i-

minutes (1970) .

r . The Bill of Rights in Action: Freedom of-Sp eCh. Color, 21 ./.
minutes (1968) : i .4

I e

t 0 ' /
4.,

e:an,The Right to speak freely is examined in a case wher

_
unpopular and ,offensive political -group claim the protection

...

of the First Amendment. Equal opportunity is analyzed in

case involti: hiring and promotion. practice's in a facto. ,

i Legacy of a Dream. Eolor, 29 minutes (1974)974) '.
.-

.,..

with
%.. 10. - u 4N0-44,,,;',

A'look' at the life and work' of-Martin Luther King, the

--zr-f.7--,--.
famous'"I Have-a Dream" speech. .. , ,,,

, : % , ,' . . 1 'F-tr.r.; 7"74.7'rmr7.7-42r--.7: ,,.-
The eght, to' sneak .freely is examined irtia- casq-'where,atv-

unpOpulat and offensive political group. claim thk- prdiectiiin

of .the First Amendment. Equal OppOrtunity is4nalyZed in a

case involving hiring and womotion practices- in a factory:
. :''',,,, /

Legacy.of a Dream, color, 29 minutes,:(1974) ' .
t .,

k look at the -life and work-of Martin Luther King, with the
. ,., famous "rflavei Drearn" Speech.. ;, , .,.--

:'
.., 'Television:' The Rights of Americans TV-SerieS.-

. -
,.% ,.

. ,

Host` Franklyn 5:1-iarman,.PrOfessorof Communications Studies,,

.- -..kiorthweStern University, Member, -,Board of- birectors..9f;the;, s .. ...

, -ACLU1,-:-' " - . .

,

4 % "4',. `*'- -;:r -"'" ' , 4/
-

1-,+:-: _

; . ' i i 0 Y2. hour, iriterviews with the aithors of:the "Rights cik..*: a"

Series:.
c- 44 ae
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4. IOWA INSTITUTE FOR LAW-RELATED EDUCATION

Person to Contact:.

1.

Robertt. Dppf
Suite 700 West Towers
1200 - 35th Street
WeszDes Moines, lowt 50263
Telephone: 1515) 225-1125

'a

Purpose: The Iowa 'Institute for Law-.Reialid Education is 4 private non-, profit corporation, formed for the purpose of fostering, promotingand assisting in the developpent of law-related educational material, and programs. .

Membership; The membership of ihe' Institute is composed of teachers, school

....

administrators and a torneys.
... 4

4

\ , .

5. IOWA STATE DEPARTKEITT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Person tokontact:

Consultatiile
Services:

Richard E. Gage '

Consultant, Social Sciences
Curriculum Division
Iowa Department of Pub41nstruction
Grimes State Office'Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
(Phontos, 515/281-3517)

;77-' 4.

.... ,
...... s...

'..... .The Department of Public Instruction p ovides social studies curric-
.

.

. 'ulum inservice to 44cal education agenCies (LEA'S), area edticitionagencies (AEA's), institutions of higher' learning, intergovernmentalagencies and private orgapiiations. ," .. -. . .

PUblications: * Perspectives: A Social Studies' Handbook for Secondary Teachers.'Perspectives was designed fbr secorklar'y teachers, who desire trainingin 'innovative social studies' practices, materials, selection, and A
...

curriculum revision. It is also. useful for
administrator's and other

. .P sChoOl personnel involved in curriculum planning. FREEr :
.* Presenter's Guide. Is a companion,inservice guide to Perspectives.The Presenteri=Guide incorporates law-related educatiop concepts

)

r as the content'sample for movili7theiriService presthter 'througheight meetings. FREE .

'Video- Cassette
..ti, .Ta e Rro qw i3 t° u 1,,,. nsfirotiOh ' n 'coop ration,Withe-theRa ip andTelevision alilities Agenc and t6 Iowa Instituter 1,av7- elated Education ''s 'developing a series' i

.

eghtqwenty-mute 4ded-cassette tapes,im laigeolated ducapo for use.a.t thesec 'nda9St level a instruction: , c. a*
s.::' .The' or focusOf the programs will be designed t provide' te.achers'

1

w ledgeof I aW-re ed contea.andeducat nal niethotiOlogy .4`. '
, :. :for uti ization with stu ents

i'-

,.. ...-.
. . .,

-...

*)VOTE: These two publications afe'-aVailabie on _microfiche at no cost to-the reader To order.the
r
r*rcsfichetretitielt

ED-116976ApdE15117281(0*Riaiiid.Gage atalie,addr*givp'n)bave-.1:
`.if

..
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Iowa Network for
Obtaining Resource . 4
Materials (INFORMS): INFORMS ist located in the Media Section of the Iowa Department

of Public Instructioik This national information system (ERIC Data
'Bank)' can provide you with informative raw- related curriculum

_ material/projects for local curriculum planning and deirelopment.

r .
I. initiate a search request, a locil teacher or administrator should
contact the INFORMS field representative in his/her area education '
agency. INFORMS DPI office,will then be notified by the field

.1 representative and the materials requested will.be returned to the.
educator via the field representative. / -- a

.
.. . .. 4

.:1:tical school personnel, teachers,turriculum 'personnel arid 'adminis-
:-
trators are urged to use the ERIC reference material :In locating
curriculum materials/projects related to lay-related eckcation 'at.. N.
theritert41 causation agency mediaceriter

1, .. '- .. -,
- ,-

6. LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF IOWA

I

-

Person to Contact: Louise Moon
_ President ...

' League of Women Voters of Iowa .

. :.- 610 Capital City Bank Bldg. . '
Des Moines, Iowa ,50309,
(Phone: 515/282-6427)

.

.
. .

.- . .

Publications: 1 Publications listed below are from the League's publication catalog..
The titles provided reprisent only -a partial listing of publications

? < -..-' available and:are from a Section of the publication catalog entitled,..,
"Juvenile Justice." ' ' f ,

. i4 i
,

- The Juvenile Justice System in.Iowa. 28 pp. A definitiv ' analysis.
$1.00. Rublicati7'n number 733:- 7

A-. %
2.

Nitride Justice: ArialysiV2and Alternatives. "Tiie I wa Juvenile
CourtP, "-The Rights. of the Parties," and Editor' I Comfnent.
$1.0kPUblication number 743. ..-. .'

!,:juvenits. 'justice: Disposition ,of -Accords., Background= for .sttidy
and consensuS;25 cents. Publication number 755:

(NOTE: . Price for 'ill 'Oublications, includes thirfl, class postage.
13171*. erH.

Black Hawk-Bremer
,

Counties .(Cedartfalls,tWaterldb;:an
:Burlington .. , ,
46b140-q; ;
Fairfield

',1ancilfa,n,Courity,,,(WehlhfrCity)
ethdian'Ola-Warren:C9-iir40-

<

, -I
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Johnson County (Iowa City)
/ Keokuk .

Le Mars
Marshalltown
Metropolitan Des Moines
Monticello
MOLIFIt Pleasant
Mount Vernon, .

Muscatine .

Newton .

Oskalobsa
Ottumwa
Pella 't r,
Scott County (Davenpqrt and Bettendor

- SiOux City
Spencer _

C

ft

O

f

a



Name

School

City

"LAW - FOCUSED EDUCATION - IOWA

PRODUCT EVALUATION FORM

.Title, -

Address

State Zip

A. GENERAL

$. Please indicate the course(s)n which you utilized this publication.

,

.. , ,

2. What, additionaktopics Would yOu suggest be de loped fqr yo_irr needs? etr.; Consumer LaW,
Fafriily law, Housing Law, Criminal Law (Juvenile tistide)yetclr.',

li ' r . s.,,

r ,-. ;

a '
.\ .. .

3. Old the development/dissemination of a K-12 assessment instrument for law-related,1..':
...,, ,

competencies be useful to:you? . ,

Yes , No

Comment:

.

4. Is inservice forlawfecused educatipira need foryou? ,,; n .
.:...c, .

\- , sw , . ..*

____.,Yes
,,..

',g, o- ',:-.- ,.. 1., ;
4,rinre,...

.,,, : : 1

- /

What learning strategies;bther than "the se,stu y approach" would you suggest, for use in
'-,MOiivatingstuderltsr

`,

Maglitratetourt



ti;

_- .

,
.a

B. SPECIFIC PRODUCT INFORMATIO N

1. Teacher Interest Inventory. Rank tI4e topics below in order of interest to the teacher.
ANumber 1 is the greatest interest, number 2 is the 2nd greatest, and so on).

Civil Law
Injwy arYd Property Damage
Love and Marriage
Motor Vehicle Torts
Personal Finances

" Students and School
.What Happens in Court : .

World of Work
o

2. Student Interest Inventory. Rink the topics, beloW in the order of interest lo the student.
(Number 1 is the great,est interest,-number 2 is the 2nd greatest, and so on).- 1

41k

' Civil Law /, -
.,

. ...'Injury and Property Damage
Love and Marriage I

'' Motor Vehicle Torts ' -

'Personal Finances
o StudentsgandSchool

a...-- What.Happens I R.Court
. World of Work

3: Wert the number of "case studies" provided as "Problems." in each topic area sufficient
. -... .

for youiithe student's use? - ., t

Y

Yds go

Comment:

. . - ., - -

.
A. Was the "casstudY" approach successful in satulating CR discussion?

Yes. ' No

Comment: r,

as

;'

. ,

'DO: you niake use 'Of (66,1inuOity. resources:: in teachingLaw. - Focified Education Iowa?
-.-

, .

:=1'

o m me ri



t.

a

Are materials of this type better received by the student than th traditional text?

Yes. N o

.
Comment.,

7. Can these materials stand albne or are other materials required?

Comment:

v.

,8. What problems have you encountered with these materials?

Comment:

Additional Comments:

*ft

)'

C

I.

Thank you, for filling out this questionnaire..We plan Imputit to good use in tuture publications.
e4e,,,return this form to:, ,RisharclIE. Gage; Curriculum Nision,.1)934rtment of Public

.
ioni..Grirne'S ttate.v,ffi4,BolldingDei.Moines;-)owa,:503:10.

. .


